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PHYSICAL FEATURES AND GEOLOGIC HISTORY OF DES 
MOINES V ALLEY 
CHAPTER I. 
Introductory. 
P~'rpose of'this. Report.-The aim o{this report is to describe' 
the important features of the v~lley of Des Moines river and 
to discuss as well the geologic history and structure of the 
region in which the valley is situated. 
The motive in undertaking this work has ,been to make avail-
able for study and general use a simple and yet comprehensive 
outline of the characteristics of a typical Iowa river and its 
valley, A study' of this kind should be of value and interest 
in widening and intensifying the knowledge of Iowa geography 
and geology, especially among Iowa people. 
Area Included.-This study is not intended to be carried far 
beyond the immediate valley of the river, nor is it the intent to 
include the entire drainage basin, but rather the valley in its 
more restricted sense. Only the ' lower courses of tributary 
streams are considered. The b.roader view is left for a later, 
more inclusive' survey. Plate XXVII will show the general 
relations of Des Moines valley and the region which it crosses. 
Des Moines river aids in the drainage of three states.' Its 
two forks, the East and the West, rise in the lakes and prairies 
of southwestern Minnesota and , unite their waters , below the· 
town of Humboldt, Iowa. In the last few miles of its course it 
divides Iowa from Missouri and the irregular triangle included 
between the Des MQine~ Ftnq the Missis~ippi is the southerIj.most 
land of Iow~t , 
The Des Moines river system drains an area of 12,500 square 
miles in 'Iowa together with ,ilbout 1,525 square miles in Minne~ 
sota and about 75 in Missouri: This gives to the entire basin 
.' 
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an area of about 14,100 square miles. The basin is nowhere 
very wide and below the mouth of the Boone the divide be-
tween Des Moine~ and Skunk rivers is scarcely over ten to 
fifteen . miles from the former stream. 
. , ~ ~ I ':. . . ~ 1'--' I" , • I't • 
. History of Des Moines l7 a!teY;~rhe. early settle~s' of Iowa 
sought the river valleys, both as lines':of travel and in locating 
their homes. :Railroads were unknown . or so few as to be but 
slightly available and the river courses offered easy and certain 
lines of communication. The valleys furnished shelter for the 
homesteads and theIr supplies of timber yielded material for 
building ·as well as for fuel. The difficulty of winning the farm 
lands from the forest was supposed to be more than counter-
balanced by the superiority of the valley soils over th-ose of the 
prairie. These hardy pioneers had not .. come to realize that 
instead of marking the richest · soils the· forest indicated the 
poorer ones; that the barren open uplands carried a soil which 
would far surpass in its yield of crops the tree-covered soils of 
the valley sides. Many of the flat bottom-lands, it is true, bear 
a rich alluvial soil of great fertility. But the wider areas of 
forest-covered slopes can not hold rank with the prairies, as is 
shown abundantly by comparison of present day farms in the 
two regions. Nevertheless · the forest-filled valleys served their 
purpose in offering indispensible timber and water for the 
standard bearers of civilization, and, leading as they did into 
the heart of the unknown, they were a perpetual incitement to 
further effort toward the solution of the mystery' of the rands 
beyond. 
For_ an early view of the prairies the following clipping 
.from the Saint Louis Enquirer, written in 1819, is interesting. 
"After you get forty or fifty miles west of the Mississippi the 
arid plains set in. The country is uninhabitable except , upon 
the borders of the rivers and cre.eks. ~' . _ , . 
Apparently, the first white men to visit the Des Moines valley; 
were rere Jacques Marquette and Sieur LouisJ oliet, who came 
. we.s~ard from the ,Great LakescPllntry_down the Wisconsin to 
jts confluence :with t\le MissisE1ippi, which. they reached on Jun,e 
) .7" .,.167;3 .. ; .They descended .the Father .of Waters as far as the 
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mouth of the .Arkansas river and on their journey spent a few 
days on Des Moines river with a band of Illinois Indians. They 
reached the river on the 25th of June and were welcomed most 
hospitably by the Indians living on its banks. These natives 
called their village Mon-in-go-na, (meaning "at the road"), 
which name was shortened to Moingona by the map makers. 
Nicolet states that the French abbreviated the name still more, 
and, applying it to the river, called it "la riviere des Moins," 
whence the modern name. It was not until a later day that this 
name . was associated with that of the Trappist monks (Moines · 
de la Trappe), who lived with the Indians. 
Other Indian tribes lived in the Des Moines valley, among 
them the Iowas, of whom Ma-has-kah was one of the noted 
chiefs. His home was near the present site of Eldon. The 
famous Black Hawk, chief of the Sacs and Foxes, spent his last 
years on the banks of the Des Moines near Iowaville, a village 
in Van Buren county near Selma, and he was buried near the 
northeast corner of Davis county, not far from his home. 
Keokuk, Appanoose and Wapello, chiefs of the Sacs and Foxes, 
lived near Agency and Ottumwa: . 
By treaties made in 1832 and 1842 the Sacs and Foxes ceded 
their lands, including the Des Moines 'valley below the junction 
of the two forks, to the United States. This was . the Black 
Hawk Purchase. The upper stretches of the valley were owned 
by the Sioux and other tribes of the Dakota group, who ceded 
their lands to the Federal Government by various treaties be-
. tween 1825 and 1846. 
White men were pressing westward, government troops were 
stationed at army posts to preserve peace and order and it was 
not long until settlements were springing up all along the river, 
as well as elsewhere over the state. In 1820, Dr. Samuel Muir, 
an army surgeon stationed at Warsaw, Illinois, crossed the river 
and built a cabin and located a farm where Keokuk now stands. 
He and his Indian .wife lived here until his death in 1832. A 
station of the Am~rican Fur Company was afterwards estab-
lished here. The organization of a city was undertaken in Sep-
tember, 1834, and it was agreed · to name the town for the Sac 
chief, Keokuk. . . . 
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The Appanoose Rapids Company laid out a town site in 
May, 1843, and named it Ottumwa, an Indian word signifying 
"rapids" or "tumbling water," and in the same year J. P. 
Eddy, a trader, plotted a town at the location of his store and 
named it Eddyville. In 1859 the Burlington and Missouri River 
Railroad, now the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad, 
extended its line to Ottumwa and the next year the Des Moines 
Valley Railroad, since acquired by the Chicago, Rock Island and 
Pacific Railway, was built through Eddyville and Ottumwa and 
soon was extended through Oskaloosa to Des Moines. 
In order to prevent disturbances among hostile Indian tribes 
and also to check the activities of a band of outlaws in the 
vicinity the ' Federal Government issued orders in 1842 for the 
establishment of a fort at the ju:nction of the Des Moines. and 
Raccoon. Captain James Allen ascended the river in November 
of this year to select a site and in March of the next year he 
returned and built the post, which General Scott named "Fort 
Des Moines." It was built on the west bank of the river near 
the present line of 'Second Street. The Government maintained 
the post until 1846, a year after the Indian reservation had 
been opened to settlers. The town was platted in 1846, and the 
Capitol of the State was located here in 1857. The first railroad 
to reach the town was the Des Moines Valley, in 1866. The Rock 
Island was built in a year later. . 
In 1835 Captain Nathan Boone was sent out in cha~ge of a 
party of United States cavalry from a temporary post at the 
Raccoon forks. He explored the Des Moines and Boone river 
valleys and a few years later some of his party made settle-
ments along the river. When these settlements were organized 
into a county, in 1849, it was named in honor of its first explorer, 
Boone . . 
Another . of the outposts of the early days was located on the 
"\lpper Des Moines by the Federal -Gove.rnment in 1850 and 
named Fort Dodge. ·This post was occupied by the armyfo.r 
three ~ears and upon its aban~onment the l~nd was sold ,and tl 
town :;3ite was platted and given t~e name of the army post, 
The town thrived and was soon made the county .seat. 'It . was 
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not until 1869 that the Iowa Falls and Sioux Oity Railroad. 
reached Fort Dodge and in this same year the town attained 
notoriety in another way-through the Oardiff Giant. This was 
a gigantic statue unearthE2d near the village of i Oardiff, near 
Syracuse, N ew York. After being heralded far and wide as a 
, 'petrified giant" and a "Phcenecian idol" this statue was 
proven to have been carried from the gypsum beds of Fort 
Dodge, caTved into its existent form in Ohicago arid taken to 
Oardiff and buried, soon to ·be dug up and exhibited as a marvel 
of antiquity. Even at the Pan-American Exposition in Buffalo 
in 1901 this statue was the center of such interest that many 
visitors ,paid admission to witness the great Oardiff Giant. 
For many years gypsum had been used as a building material -
and in 1871 plans were perfected for making stucco and plaster 
from it. One of the first public buildings in which Iowa stucco 
was used was the new State House at Des Moines. Since then 
the industry has grown until Iowa ranks first among the states 
in the manufacture of gypsum products. 
Coal mining began in Iowa in the year 1840 near Farmington. 
Some of the product of these early mines was hauled to Keokuk 
by team and some was used by the steamboats which came up 
the Des Moines. Ooal retailed at $4.50 to $5.00 per ton. By 
1843 the blacksmiths were using Mahaska county 'coal and 
within ten years several mines were opened in the county. 
During the fifties the village of Ooalport in Marion county was 
the most important coaling station for river steamers betweeu 
Eddyville and Des Moines. Today Ooalport is wiped off the 
maps. In 1843 , Oaptain Allen dug coal from the vein still ex-
posed near the dam at Des Moines, but wood was so plentiful 
that coal could not compete very successfully. Its chief use was 
in the army blacksmiths' forges . Mter 1865 the industry grew 
rapidly and Polk county always has held a leading position as 
a coal producer. It was about the same time that mining in 
Boone county received great impetus by the advent 'of the 
Ohica'go and North Western Railroad. In 1$70 the first ship'- -
ping mine of Webster 'county was opened and, since then coal 
has been-mined continuously ~n a large seale: The 'fact"that 
28 l 
/ 
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the Des Moines traver'ses the entire length of the Ooal Measures 
in Iowa has made exploitation of the coal deposits relatively 
easy arid has directed the growth of the industry along the 
valley. Here also is seen the influence of the river valley in the 
developme~t of the state. Previous to the advent of railroads 
the. river furnished a waterway leading to the heart of the state . 
. One of the first railroads to be built in Iowa was pushed up the 
valley as far' as Eddyville. At the present time two other rail-
roads follow the valley more or less' closely from Des Moines to 
Harvey. , ' 
The importance of the rivers for navigation was early realized , 
. by the people of Iowa and in 1846 Oongress was, persuaded to 
cede to the state upon its admission into the Union a grant of 
land for the improvement of the Des Moines. This grant in-
cluded every alternate section on ,each side the river and within 
five miles of its banks. It was estimated in 1848 to amount to 
nearly 1,000,000 acres. Work was at once undertaken by the 
state for improving the channel of the river by the building of 
c'anals, dams and locks and the Legislature lent every aid in its 
power. The land was sold to settlers for $1.25 per acre. But 
the work proceeded slowly and by 1854 it was seen that' river 
navigation could not be so successful as had been hoped and 
that railroads must be depended on very largely for transpor-
tation. By 1857 nearly $800,000 had been spent and but three 
dams completed. In this year the legislature authorized th(! 
payment of claims against the work and the sale of lands, tolls 
and water rents to any company who would give good security 
for the completion of the work. In 1858 a portion of the original ' 
land grant was given to the Keokuk, Des Moines and Minnesota 
Railroad Oompany for the purpose of helping the construction 
.of a road up the valley of Des Moines river, and final settlement 
with, the Des Moines Nav.igation Oompa,ny, which had assumed 
the work, was provided for by granting to it another part of 
the land. This company' claimed all the land included in the 
grant north of the Raccoon forks and from this claim arose one 
of the m-ost expensive and disgraceful series of litigation in the 
history Of the United States. There is not space here for re-
counting this episode. but a full reyiew will' be found in Hon. 
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B. ,F~ Gue's History of Iowa, from which the facts her,e given 
~Xe gathered. Much ,q'f ip.e ~a1J.d included in the grant still lies 
idle and useless as a 'result of the avarice of the e'astern. specu-
lators who obtained title, however falsely, to the. property . 
. 'General Character of ike Valley. A.. Geologic.-Throughout 
its entire course Des 'Moines river, including both its east ,and 
west forks, flows across a region which in past ages was covered 
by continental glaciers. Th~ mantle-rock in this region there-
fore, is composed of loose material-clay, sand, gravel, bowi-
ders-carried bY ,theseglaciers and left as sheets of glacial drift 
, when the giaciers melted away. 'Overlying the drift sheet found 
south of Des Moines is a very fine-textured, yellow 'or gray, 
siltlike material known as loess. Beneath these superficial 
glacial deposits there is universally present the bedrock, which ' 
consists of layers of various classes of stone-limestone, sand-
stone or shale-and is for the ,most part in nearly horizontal 
position. In the upper stretches of the valley these rocks are 
concealed entirely by the mantle-rock and it is only near Hum-
boldt that any outcrops of bedrock are to be seen on either 
branch. Below here to the Mississippi they are common fea-
tures. The bottom of the valley is covered throughout most of 
its extent in Iowa with a layer of alluvium, which consists of 
black soil mingled with more or less coarser matter. In places 
great bodies of sand and gravel cover the valley floor or form 
terraces on its sides. 
B. l Topographic.-The topography of the' region bordering 
the valley is determined chiefly by the glacial deposits, but in. 
part by the bedrock. It is to be understood, of course, that the 
effects of these factors have been more or less modified by 
erosion. Below Des Moines the changes due to this agent are 
of large importance but they become less important in the upper 
portions ' of the valley. For this reason the valley itself below 
Des Moines is wide and mature, while most of the portion above 
the capital city is narrower and has the appearance of youth. 
It is true ' that in Kossuth, Palo Alto and Emmet counties, as 
,well as in Minnesota, some parts of the valley are very wide, 
but at the same time they are very shallow and do not show 
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evidences of much erosion . . Their topographic features are of 
glacial origin, practically unmodified by the work of the modern 
stream. 
It may be remarked that the statements regarding the 
topography 6f the valley hold true for the entire region drained 
by the Des Moines. Below the junction with the . Raccoon, 
streams are abundant and have done much to modify the ancient 
land forms. North of the Raccoon the surface is much more 
level and .streams and valleys are relatively rare while the 
. prairies are dotted with sloughs and lakes, direct evidences of 
topographic immaturity. 
CHAPTER II. 
TRE GEOLOGY OF THE REGION, 
THE BEDROCK. 
Rock Deposition and Erosion.-The geologic h.istory of the 
Des Moines valley begins long before the formation of the oldest 
rocks exposed therein, but it will be understood that a knowl-
edge of the .underlying rocks and the history of their formation 
is necessary to a thorough comprehension of the later stages 
of the development of this region as re:realed in the strata in 
which the valley it.self is cut. The rocks which lie below the 
floor of the valley are similar in many respects to most of those 
which are exposed along its walls and from the very fact that 
they do underlie the valley we need to know something of their 
original character. Because of these facts and because there 
are several breaks in the record as found in the valley we must 
go outside our immediate region if we would learn the complete 
sequence of eventst • 
Geologic time has been separated, for convenience, into divi-
sions known in descending rank as eras, periods, epochs and 
ages. The rocks deposited during these time diviSions are 
classed as groups, systems, series and stages (formations). 
In general the same names are applied to time divisions and. 
to the corresponding rock strata. II): order that the ' succession 
of these divisions may be clear the followi~g table is inserted. 
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t: ERA PERIOD EpOCH 
II 
I 
. .. Recent Quaternary Pleistocene 
qenozoic Pliocene 
:Miocene 
.Tertiary Oligocene 
Eocene 
Cretaceous Upper Lower 
Mesozoic 
Jurassic . 
Triassic 
Permian 
Carboniferous Pennsylvanian Mississippian 
Upper 
Devonian Middle 
Lower 
Paleozoic Silurian Cayugan Niagaran 
Cincinnatian 
Ordovician Mohawkian 
Canadian 
Potsdamian 
Cambrian Acadian 
Georgian 
Keweenawan 
Proterozoic Upper (Animikee) (Algonkian) Huronian Middle 
Lower 
. 
Great Schist Series 
Arcneozoic 
(Archean) 
. Great Granite Series (granite intruded into Great Schist Series) 
. . ... .. . 
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If this table be co.mpared with the general sectio.n o.f the 
. ro.cks o.f Io.wa, as sho.wn in Plate XXVIII, o.r with figure 39, 
. their relatio.nships will beco.me evident. It will be seen that 
the o.ldest ro.ck eXPo.sed anywhere in the state, the Sio.UX quart-
zite, (co.mpare also. Plate XXIX) is evidence o.f the effectiveness 
in tho.se early days o.f the pro.cesses o.f ro.ck weathering, tran~-: 
Po.rta.tio.n and depo.sitio.n-the pro.cesses by which sedimentatio.n 
always has been carried o.n. Fo.r unkno.wn ages the agencies o.f 
weathering had been attacking the ro.cks, and immense quan-
tities o.f sand grains were accumulating as the residue o.f ro.ck 
wastage and were being carried into. the sea o.r piled UPo.n the 
land. 1J;l time these grains were cemented and recemented until 
they became an extremely hard ro.ck-the Sio.UX quartzite. 
While no.t o.ver twenty-five feet o.f this quartzite are eXPo.sed in 
Io.wa the to.tal thickness is knowp. to. be many hundreds o.f feet. 
The ro.ck o.utcro.Ps in Io.wa o.nly in the no.rthwest corner o.f the 
state but it underlies the entire state, pro.bably, and reappears 
at the surface in so.uth-central Wisco.nsin. 
on MOtNfI MARSHALL TOWN CEDAR RAPIO, MISSISSIPPI A. WISCONSIN R. 
-
-- -. - nJo IfN 
FIG. 39-Geological section from Baraboo, Wisconsin, to Des MOines, Iowa, show-
ing the general ·stratigm.phy of the region . The drift is not shown. The I1ne· of junc-
ture of the Dresbach sandstone and the Huronian is hypothetical. a Des Moines; 
b Mississippian; c Devonian; d Niagaran; e Maquoketa; f Galena-Platteville; g Saint 
Peter; 11. Prairie du Chien; i Jordan s a ndstone; j Saint Lawrence; k Dresbach. 
Immediately beyo.nd the margins o.f the Des Mo.ines basin in 
so.uthwestern Minneso.ta the Sio.UX quartzite o.utcro.Ps in widely 
separated areas aro.und Pipesto.ne and a few miles no.rth o.f 
Windo.m. This fo.rmatio.n also. immediately underlies the drift 
in a so.me~hat limited area between tho.se just mentioned,and 
within the co.nfines o.f the valley; but the ro.ck no.where rises 
nearer the surface than 100 feet, and it has no.t been reached 
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by post-Pleistocene erosion. It is not at all probable that it 
exerts any influence on the position or character of the present 
valley. ' 
We have been accustomed to thj.nk, perhaps, that during the 
formation of the continents they have changed places many 
times with the oceans as we now know them, that there have . 
been going on during geologie times great oscillations between 
these two grand divisions of the crust. But it seems' probable, 
indeed, ' it is almost certain, that the oceans have occupied sub-
stantially their present basins from the beginning of their 
existence; likewise, that the continental masses always have re~ 
tained about the shapes and positions they now occupy. They 
have been often more or less covered with water, it is true, but 
the same condition exists today along the continental borders, 
and the presence of waters over the continents in times past 
was due merely to the action of the same forces which today 
. are elevating or depressing parts of the land masses. These 
continental oceans or ,epicontinental seas always were relatively 
shallow, and the deposits formed in them wherever they are 
known, are all characteristic of shallow seas; none of them are 
at all like those found in the deep ocean basins. Thus near the 
shores, where rivers brought down their l.oads and dropped 
them, or where waves and currents carried them ,about, were 
formed the beds of sand which we know as the s~ndstones of 
the geologic seGtion. The ocean waters carried a little farther 
out, the finer sands and the muds and silts but these sobn were . 
dropped and accumulated on the bottom, to be consolidated into 
beds of shale. Still fa,rther from the shores and below the dis-
turbing eff·ects of the waves were formed banks of limy ooze, 
mingled with shells of marine animals, and out here would 
grow up coral reefs and banks . . All of these united in forming 
the beds of limestone which are so common over the state. 
Some of the llmestones were altered by the partial replacement 
of the lime by magnesia an,d became dolomites. In many cases 
. the different classes of de.posits grade into each other and w,e 
haye sandy or limy shales, .sandy or . shalt limestones; limy ._or 
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clayey sandstones. These beds have hardened into rock by 
cementation, by pressure of overlying rocks and by removal of 
the water contained therein. 
It was. under such conditions as these, then, · that the sands 
which now form the Sioux quartzite were accumulated and that 
ages afterward the. sands of the next member of the geologic 
column of Iowa-the Saint Oroix-pill;ld, up on the sea bottom. 
This sea bottom must have been subsiding slowly through a long 
period to allow the building up of such an iminense thickness-
1500 feet- of :fine material as the Saint Oro~ sandstones. 
·Only about one-~fth of this total is exposed .in Iowa. 
Abov·e the sandstones of the Saint Oroix were laid the varied 
. types of rock of the Ordovician, Silurian and Devonian series, 
whose characters as indicated in the section (Plate XXVIII) be-
speak the changing conditions attending their deposition. As 
these rocks are exposed nowhere .within the area of our study 
we may pass them with this word, Since northeastern Iowa. was 
being elevated slowly, though with many oscillations, during , 
these epochs, the rocks now outcrop in parallel bands to the 
southwest of the ancient land mass, as may be seen by inspec-
tion of the geologic map, Plate XXIX .. 
-The .oldest rocks which are found at the surface in the Des 
Moines valley are those of Mississippian age and so it is with 
the beginning of the Mississippian epoch that the immediate 
history of the valley may be said to begin. Lest there be any 
. misunderstanding it should be explained that the valley did not 
originate until long after this time, not until the epicontinental 
seas had left Iowa for the last time as will be described farther 
on. But the history of the Mississippian and later rocks be-
comes a part of the history of the Des Moines valley because 
it is through these rocks that the valley has been sunk. There-
. fore the course of events from this time forward acquires a . 
special significance in our study. 
A . study of the geological map, Plate XXIX, will show that 
Mississippian strata form the country rock under a considerable 
area in north-central Iowa, as well as under a wide band south-
r 
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east to the ·Mississippi. North of the latitude of Des Moines , 
these country rocks belong chiefly to the Kinderhook stage 
(Plate XX~I). In the valley of the Des ·Moines these strata 
outcrop only, as very small patches along the river in central 
Humboldt county along the West Fork. The strata of the Osage 
stage (Plate XXVIII) are found in the valley of the Mississippi 
below Fort Madison and ' appear along the Des Moines as a 
narrow belt extending up to the Keosauqua oxbow. Above this 
point the Saint Louis limestones outcrop (Plate XXVIII) as 
long narrow patches extending up the valley into .central Marion 
county, and again appearing as isolated areas in the bottom of 
the valley, or more rarely out on the prairies in Webster and' 
Humboldt counties. The most northerly outcrops of this rock 
to be found along the West Fork are small e~posures east of 
Bradgate. Similar outcrops are found at Dakota on the East 
Fork, but north of these points the indurated rocks are covered 
deeply with glacial drift: 
Following the deposition of the Saint Louis strata the sea 
receded from Iowa and there followed a period of prolonged 
erosion, including the Kaskaskia (uppermost Mississippian) 
and the early part of the succeeding stage, during which valleys 
scores and hundreds of feet in depth were carved, in the once 
level surface of the limestones. How irregular this surface be-
came is shown by the fact that in the Greenwood Park well at 
Des Moines the top of the St. Louis limestone is 373 feet above 
sea level, at Commerce, a few miles to the west, it is 300 feet, 
at Valley Junction, intermediate in position, it is about 600 feet, 
at Carbondale, a village at the southeast mar,gin of Des Moines, 
the surface of the rock is about 600 feet above sea level, and at 
Mitchellville, about twelve miles to the northeast, it rises to 760 
feet a bove sea. 
This period of erosion had brou'ght much of the country to 
the condition of a low plain and as another periodic incursion 
of the sea began at the opening of Des Moines times (Plate 
XXVIII) great areas were reduced n~arly to sea level. Climatic 
conditions now favored the development of a vegetation exceed-
ing in luxuriance .anything the earth h~d yet SElen. These con; 
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ditions seem to have been moderate temperatures, a humid at-
mosphere and a uniforrri climate, as shown by the similarity of 
plant life from Greenland to' Brazil. In addition a rich soil' had 
accumulated through ages of' rock weathering. Under these 
conditions great coastal swamps developed similar to the 
Great Dismal Swamp of Virginia . . In these swamps grew the 
moisture-loving plants of the times, such as great tree ferns 
and clubmosses.· These flourished, died and fell, were buried 
in the water and succeeding generations followed them. In time 
a thick bed of vegetal matter , accumulated, preserved from 
decay by the water. A slight change of level brought in the 
sea, or enabled the streams to carry in detritus from the lands, 
and ·this bed was covered by sediments, usually niud, in some 
cases sand. When this layer approached the surface or another 
slight earth mO¥ement occurred, vegetation would take hold 
again and the process would be repeated. Meanwhile the under-
lying bed of vegetal matter was being compressed, some of the 
gases were driven off, and a bed of coal was being evolved. If 
the swamps had continued for a long time the coal bed was 
correspondingly thick, or on the other hand, it might be a mere 
film between layers of mud. In this way bed above bed of coal 
. formed in the coal swamps until in places in the Des Maines 
valley there were ten or twelve. Meanwhile the sea was creep-
ing northward until it had covered the Saint Louis limestone 
in Webster county, and had overspread the older beds as far 
as Linn and Jackson counties. Later it retreated to the south-
west and, following the deposition of the Missouri strata (Plate 
XXVIII), passed beyond the limits of the state. -
The Des Moines beds extend today in a broad band on either 
side of the Des Moines :valley from the eastern border of Van 
Buren county to Humboldt. See Plate XXIX. To the south-
west they pass under younger rocks. They consist largely of 
sandstones and shales, with. seams of coal varying from mere 
streaks to beds four or five and rarely eight or ten feet in thick-
ness. These coal beds form the basis of Iowa's greatest min-
eral industry, and because of the fact that Des Moines river 
has cut into the beds of this stage and exposed the coals, the 
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mining industry of the state has always centered along the 
valley. The value at the mines of the coal proquced in Iowa 
in 1915 amounted to $f3,577,600. The shales of the Des Moines 
beds, . or Lower Coal Measures, make high grade brick, drain 
tile, sewer pipe and other ware. 
It is very difficulf to determine the relations of different 
beds in the Coal Measures because of the lack of continuity be-
tween them. The coal swamps seem to have been limited in 
extent and the same is true of most of the ot!ter beds. However, 
those in southeastern Iowa doubtless are the oldest of those 
exposed at the surface, while those seen between Des Moines 
and Fort Dodge probably belong about in the middle of the 
stage. These may correspond to the Cherokee shales of Kansas. 
The younger layers occur in the counties west of the river from 
Ap:Qanoose ·to Guthrie. Some of these latter are quite constant 
over wide areas. Probably they are to be classed with the 
Henrietta and Pleasanton formations. 
In Webster county there is a series of rocks of Permian age, 
laid down in a basin cut in the beds of the Des Moines and Saint 
Louis stages (Plates XXVIII and XXIX). The basin extends 
across the county from northeast to south,west, and in it are 
found the bed of pure gray gypsum for which Webster county 
is noted, and about twenty feet of overlying red shales and sand-
stones. The gypsum is extensively mined and quarried for 
manufacture into wall plaster, plaster of Paris · and other 
products. In 1915 the output of .these articles was valued at 
$1,278,128 . . The river has cut its valley· right across the old 
basin and through the gypsum, through the Coal Measures in 
many places, down into the Saint Louis limestone. Whether 
there are elsewhere in the state other beds of Permian age now 
covered by later deposits is not certainly known. Probably 
there were such at one time but doubtless they were ,removed by 
erosion during the long interval preceding Upper Cretaceous 
times, and doubtless the wastage was continued in some locali-
ties until the indurated rocks W(lre covered by the deposits of 
the ~leistocene. 
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The Permian ocean came from the ' southwest and on 'its floor 
were formed the salt beds of Kansas and the gypsum of Iowa, 
Kansas, Texas and Oklahoma. These gypsum and salt beds are 
indicative ' of a'n arid climate and they tell us that during the 
Permian the interior sea was more or less cut off from com-
munication with the oceanic waters. In this restricted sea 
" . ." 
evapor,ation proceeded until gypsum was precipitated, and in 
some cases the process went on until salt was deposited. In 
Webster county the bed of ,gypsum thus formed has Ii maximum 
thickness of thirty feet. A: few thin inter stratified clay bands 
speak of the admission of new supplies of ocean waters from 
which again ,precipitation took place. Then there came a more 
extensive inundation attended, probably, by uplift of the lands, 
and the red shales and sandstones overlying the gypsum were 
brought in. They were the terrestrial remnants , of erosion 
under arid conditions as the gypsum was the marine representa~ 
tive of these conditions. In places the shales are interbedded 
with thin layers of gypsum. No fossils have been found in 
these beds. 
There had been similar periods of aridity in past ' times, for 
the record of the deep well at Des Moines shows layers of 
gyp'sum in the Silurian, and during 1911 a bed of pure gypsum 
eighteen feet thick was found in the upper part of the Saint 
Louis limestone at Centerville in Appanoose county. These 
facts emphasize-there currence of -similar-conditions -'. during 
geologic history and they 'also show conclusively that the earth 
could not have been swathed in a dense blanket of hot vapors 
and heavy gases during Paleozoic times, as was long supposed. 
The presence of glacial deposits in the Permian of India, South 
. Africa and South America also points to the same conclusions. 
. , 
All . through the Triassic and Jurassic and Comanchean 
(Lower Cretaceous) periods the Des Moines valley, in common ' 
with all the upper Mississippi valley, was land,' and was , sub-
jected to all the degradational processes of Nature. J list how 
much was accomplished by these processes is difficult of reckon-
ing. If we could gain an estimate of the differential erosion in 
areas not covered by Upper Cretaceous sediments over those 
• 
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which have been so protected, we might have a fair basis for 
jUdging of this pre-Dakota erosion: But the entire country 
affected is overlain by drift and the region covered by Cre-
taceous deposits (Plate XXIX) is especially deeply buried, so 
that it is almost impossible to judge of what was done during 
this long period. 
With the opening of the Upper Cretaceous (Plate XXVIII) 
there was ushered in the formation, as a lake and river deposit, 
of tIe Dakota sandstone, a 'very widespread stratum whose 
eastern fringe is found in western Iowa. Following this there 
occurred one of the greatest incursions of the sea known in 
geologic history and in this sea were deposited the chalks and 
other be.ds of the Colorado stage (Plate XXIX). While Cre-
taceous strata probably underlie the valley of the upper Des 
Moines they are exposed nowhere in. this region and are of no 
practical consequence as a topographic factor. 
A series of great crustal and mountain-making movements 
marked the dose of the Mesozoic and the beginning of the 
Cenozoic eras. See the table on page 437. Throughout most of 
the Cenozoic the Des Moines valley was affected almost entirely 
by the degradational forces of Nature . . The rocks have been 
weathered and carried away by the waters, the topography has 
advanced through the different stages of development and in 
addition there have been progressing certain diastrophic move-
ments which eventUally have raised northwestern Iowa from a 
position below (Cretaceous) sea level to one which gives it the 
highest altitudes within, the state. The culmination of these 
movements probably came after' . the close of the Pleistocene. 
By the close of the Mesozoic, too, northeastern Iowa had been 
cut down to a low, level plain and subsequently shared in the 
elevating movements mentioned above. These various uplifts 
while very . slow, gave the drainage systems new energy and 
enabled them to cut deep valleys into the surface. Some of the 
rivers of eastern Iowa probably owe their origin to this quick-
ening and the same doubtless is true of the two great rivers 
bordering the state. The Des Moines basin probably owes it~ 
location to these different.warpings of the surface, although the 
present valley differs widely from the original. 
, 
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It will be seen that the 'geologic range of the bedrock exposed 
in the Des Moines valley is, quite limited. From ,the Kinderhook 
of , Humboldt county, and, the Osage, ·as seen near Keokuk, 
through the Saint Louis, the Des Moines and ·the Fort Dodge 
stages (Plate XXVIII) is only a small portion of the geologic 
section of the entire state: Not over twenty feet of Kinderhook 
limestone aTe exposed near Humboldt and Rutland, but· nearly 
the entire thickness of the Osage and all of the Saint Louis and 
Coal Measure beds are cut through by the river in its low~er 
, course. Within this limited span are compassed some of the 
most chara~.teristic and vital elements of the geologic record. 
Structu,re.-A number of years ago a well was drilled in Des 
Moines to a depth of 3000 feet. The section of this well, 'wheIl; 
compared with the geologic map, shows the important fact that 
all of the strata which appear' at the surface in eastern Iowa as 
roughly parallel belts are present benea'th the site of Des Moines. 
Now the Saint Croix sandstone at Lansing, Allamakee ' county, 
rises 300 feet above Mississippi river or 930 feet above sea leveL 
But this sandstone is reached in the well at Des Moines 1547 
feet below sea leveL In other words it has descended about 
2475 feet in the 175 miles between the two towns. The same 
condition holds true for the strata above the Saint Croix, and 
this is the dominant faCtor in the structure of the strata under-
lying the Des Moines valley. These rocks are not warped or 
twisted or folded to any great extent but all have an inclination 
to the 'southwest of a few feet to the mile. This does not apply, 
of course, to the deposits of Pleistocene age, as these were laid 
down indiscriminately upon. the beveled edges of the older for-
mations. It is true also that there are a few warpings of the 
strata, such as one, an upbending or anticline, in the Saint Loyis 
strata of Story county, just beyond the limits of our present 
study. But these are only minor exceptions to the general rule. 
In northwestern Iowa, conditions are reversed. Here the 
Sioux quartzite formed an island in the ancient seas, just as did 
the Oambrian sandstones in northeastern Iowa, and so the strata 
rise to the north and northwest, so that 'at Sioux City the top of 
the Saint Croix sandstone lies about 300 feet above sea leveL 
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Thus it happens that, in northe~n Iowa at least, and probably 
. as far south· as Des Moines, the river valley lies near the axis 
of a great trough, or syncline, which embraces the whole state 
and extends beyond its borders. It is scarcely likely, however, 
that this trough determines the position of the river, as the de-
pression had been filled up before the river began to cut the 
valley. 
A feature which cannot fail to interest the student is the 
apparent discontinuity of the beds as they are exposed along 
the walls of the river valley. Thus at several points north of 
Fort Dodge the river has cut into beds of sandstone, shale and 
coal belonging to the Des Moines stage, while between these' ex-
posures there are · outcrops of limestone of Saint Louis age. 
The same is true below Fort Dodge, where gypsum of Permian 
age, shales or sandstone of the Coal Measures and limestone of 
the Saint Louis stage alternate in the valley walls. This phe-
nomenon is not due to breaking up or displacement of the strata, 
. as might be suspected, but to the fact that the younger strata 
are in each case laid down in channels' or basins cut into the 
older rocks. Small bendings of the strata also may cause simi-
lar ' appearances, though these probably are ~ot so common as 
are the features due to erosion. 
THE PLEISTOCENE SERIES. 
. '. ~ 
General.-Some scattered beds of sand assigned with 'some 
uncertainty to the Pliocene are the only know~ representatives . 
of the Tertiary system in Iowa. The climate of the Tertiary 
period was mild and pleasant, with gradual development of 
temperature zones. But 'by the end of the Pliocene the climate 
of North America had become much cooler and with t~e open-
. ing of the ~leistocene (Plate XXVIII) there was initiated the 
most remarkable series of glacial invasions of which present 
day science has knowledge. What the ultimate causes are which 
lead to the formation of a continental ice-sheet is not positively 
known, but whatever the causes were they resulted in the for-
mation in Canada of several great snow-fields from the excess 
of snowfall over summer melting. It will be seen that this con~ 
29 . 
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dition would tend to be self-perpetuating and so the snow-fields 
increased and the snow became ice. Then under the pressure 
of its own weight the ice began to move away from the center 
of accumulation and became a glacier. The glaciers from the 
different centers spread until· at their maximum they covered 
Canada and extended into the United States as far as Long 
Island and Ohio and Missouri rivers. About 4,000,000 square 
miles of North America were buried under this frigid mantle. 
Following a period of glaciation ca,;me one of more genial climate 
when the ice was melted partly or wholly away. This succes-
sion took place several times and so the Pleistocene consists of 
a series of glacial ages alternating with a similar series of inter-
glacial ages. 
The Work and Movement of an I Qe Sheet.-The progress of 
a glacier is accomplished by the forward movement of the ice, 
caused by the pressure at the center of the ice-field, aided more 
or less by the slope of the ground. But when the front of the 
glacier retreats there is no backward motion. The ice either 
continues to advance or remains stationary. The recession is 
caused by the excess of wastage through melting or evaporation: 
over advance by forward push of the ice. There also wili be 
times when the ice front will remain stationary, when the two 
factors of forward push and wastage balance more or less 
exactly. 
In its advance the glacier tended to plow up the superficial 
covering of the rocks and because of its own weight and force 
and with the aid of the loose material it had thus accumulated 
it scored and scraped the rock surface and plucked off such 
masses as it could move. In this way the glacier gathered a 
great load of rock-flour, clay, sand, gravel and bowlders, which 
was carried or pushed toward the margin. At the ice-front 
where melting was in progress, the material brought down was 
dumped in great heaps and ridges or was carried away by the 
streams flowing from the ice. When the front' retreated the 
glacier's load was spread blanket-like over the ground. If the 
margin remained stationary for an interval during its retreat 
another series of heaps and mounds would be piled up. The 
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ridges thus formed at the limit of the ice-sheet are kno~n as a 
terminal moraine, those marking stages of rest in the retreat 
form recessional moraines and the great sheet of detritus spread 
over the ground is the ground moraine, th~ glacial drift, the till. 
The content of the moraines naturally will depend upon the 
character of the rocks ' over which the glacier passed. Thu's the 
Kansan drift of western .Iowa contains large numbers of Sioux 
quartzite bowlders, gathered from the ledges of quartzite out: 
cropping in the area centering about Sioux Falls. The Iowan 
drift of eastern Iowa carries many immense granite bowld-ers 
picked up or plucked from the parent beds in Minnesota or , 
Canada. While most of the material of the till is local in origin, 
some has been transported for scores and hundreds of miles. 
Types of Deposits.-The .deposits of the Pleistocene series 
belong to two classes-first, bowldery clays, with associated 
sands and gravels and in some areas numerous surface bowl-
ders; and second, soil bands, peat beds, forest remains, and 
silts, sands a.nd gravels. The deposits of the first class owe 
their origi)l and position to the work of glaciers and glacial 
waters while the beds of the' second class in part are the rem-
nants of the vegetable life of the interglacial ages and in part 
represent the work of the interglacial streams. 
In addition to these two classes mention must be made of a 
peculiar type known as the loess, which is intermediate in its 
relations to the other two groups. It may be stated that the 
bed. rock series are largely of submarine origin. They were laid ' 
down under the sea. On the other hand, the Pleistocene deposits 
were all made after the lands had been raised above the sea. 
They are subaerial or subglacial according as they were formed 
in the air or under t,he .glaciers. . .: 
History of Glacial Invasions in Des Moines Valley.-When 
the first continental glacier of the Pleistocene, the Nebraskan' 
(Plate XXVIII), entered Iowa it found a deep layer of residual 
material, which it plowed up and again spread out, together 
with some foreign material, as the Nebraskan drift sheet. This 
sheet is covered commonly by later beds and so is known c~iefly 
by exposures along river banks and in artificial excavations. 
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It has been found at different localities in the valley and over 
the state, for example, in Fayette, Polk, Union and Harrison 
counties, but its exact extent is not known. Where it is unweath-
ered it is a very dark gray, almost black clay, containing some 
pebbles. When dry it breaks into small blocks like !Starch but 
when wet it is very gummy and sticky. How long this glacier 
. covered the state is not known but its occupancy probably is 
to be reckoned in thousands of years. 
During the Aftonian interglacial age the climate became so 
mild that such animals as the horse, camel, elephant, deer, bear, 
E!loth and many others flourished on the plains and in the forests. 
During this time, too, great floods carried down immense quan- ' 
tities of sand and gravel, which filled many of the stream valleys. 
The Aftonian is thought to have been the longest of the inter-
glacial ages, and there see~s to have been a progressive shorten-
jng of these from the earliest and longest to the latestand short-
est. 
After many years, however, the conditions favoring the for-
mation of the continental ice-sheet . recurred and again the 
glacier crept down from the ~orth and spread over Iowa and 
as far south as Missouri river. This is known as the Kansan 
glacier and its work was similar to that of the Nebraskan ex-
eept that some of the material which it found and worked over 
was drift from the older sheet which had escaped erosion during 
the long Aftonian interval The Kansan is the surface drift ' 
of the Des Moines valley south of the city of Des Moines and 
over probably half the state (Plate XXX). It is typically a 
bluish pebbly clay becoming yellow and even reddish on 
exposure. Many outcrops may be seen on the valley sides bor-
dering the Des Moines and at some localities Aftonian and 
Nebraskan materials are found between the bedrock and the 
Kansan drift. However, for the most part the latter rests ~i­
rectly on the bedrock, and the same condition holds true in the 
case of the later drift sheets. 
Associated with the Kansan drift sheet in different parts 
of Iowa are large bodies of gravel, some of them rusty and 
weathered, known as the Buchanan gravels and belonging to the 
Yarmouth interglacial stage (Plate XXVIII). These are ex-
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' posed at several localities along the Des Moines valley and are 
very common in other parts of Iowa. Overlying the Kansan 
drift at many points in the valley below Des Moines there is 
also a fine blue-gray or yellow silt known as loess. It is formed 
of the rock-flour from the glacial mill and seems to be related 
in origin of material to the Kansan drift, although it owes its 
present position to deposition by winds which brought it chiefly 
from the valley flats near by. The loess is typically without 
pebbles, though locally it is sandy', especially in its basal por-
tions. It is usually more or less calcareous, except when weath-
ered, and is noted for its ability to maintain vertical walls. 
The third or IJlinoian glacier failed to affect Des Moines val~ 
ley except indirectly, since at its closest approach-in Lee coun-
ty-it was still several miles from the river, and the upper val-
ley is much farther distant, as will be seen from examination 
of the map opposite. It seems probable that these conditions 
were true of the Iowan ice-sheet also, although the general di-
rection of the southwestern margin of the Iowan drift-sheet is 
such that if it were continued to the northwest it would bring 
that margain near, if not into, Des Moines valley. Further dis-
cussion of the effect of a possible invasion of the valley by the 
Iowan ice can be given best in connection with the detailed out-
' line of the history of the valley. See page 548. 
, 
Stretching as ' a broad lobe southward from ' Minnesota into 
Iowa as far as Des Moines, is the drift sheet of the Wisconsin 
glacier. This, the most recent of the glacial drift sheets of the 
state, differs from the others in presenting along parts of its 
eastern and western margins ranges of knobs and mounds scat-
tered promiscuously about or grouped compactly together in 
long series. This is the Altamont moraine~ and a similar, though 
smaller, recessional series within the area of the drift sheet is 
known as the Gary moraine. See Plate XXX. Associated' with 
the Wisconsin tUl, as in the Des Moines valley near Estherville 
and in many of the mounds on the ground moraine, are great 
bodies of sand and gravel. Those of the valley are remnants of 
the valley train, which once covered the valley floor. The mound 
gravels are kame deposits. 
r 
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The valley of the Des Moines crosses two of these drift 
sheets-':'leaving the buried tills out of consideration-namely 
the Wisconsin and the Kansan. The upper valley, down to Des 
Moines, is parallel with the axis of the Wisconsin lobe and in 
northern Boone county cuts directly through the Gary' moraine. 
Below Des Moines the river turns a little more to the east and 
flows across the Kansan plain to the Mississippi. 
. The glacial forces seem to have exerted their greatest -efforts 
in the early invasions, for the last -two failed by many miles to 
reach the limits of the earlier ones. In Iowa the Iowan and 
Wisconsin glaciers are represented merely by lobes covering a 
few counties each. -
Physiographic History.-There are now no well-defined ter-
minal or recessional moraines belonging to the Kansan drift. 
Such as may have been left by the ice long since ceased to exert 
any visible effect on the topography. On the contrary, streams 
have been long at work upon and have cut deep trenches into 
the Kansan till, While the skyline is almQst everywhere level, 
the surface is deeply scarred and gashed by rivers, creeks and 
ravines. The Kansan ice-sheet, without doubt, left the surface 
with a topography not far from even and very similar to that 
of the Wisconsin drift sheet today. The amount of erosion 
which has taken place and the amount of time required for the 
work will be realized by anyone who travels over these two 
areas or compares topographic maps of the different sheets. 
The character of the topography of the younger and older drift 
sheets is an accurate index of their relative ages. The Wis-
consin still has a typical glacial topography. _ It has been but 
little modified by erosion, comparatively few streams cross its 
surface and the terminal and recessional moraines doubtless are 
nearly as distinct as when first formed, while the ground 
moraine still retains its original features. Wide expanses of 
prairie stretch to the horizon, broken only by a shallow slough 
or deeper lake, or perhaps by a rare sag through which flows 
more or less intermittently a small stream carrying off the 
surplus rainfall. 
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Lrpt'gth of Time Involved.-Ge~loiists ~ave estim~ted, the 
length of time since the climax of,Late Wisconsin gla,ciatipn at 
20,000 to 60,000 years. The inteJ,'val since the final retr~at of 
the ice would, of course, be many years less. Doctor Calvin, ,~ 
number of years since, suggested 6,000 to 10,000 years for thi~ 
period. The smaller figure, especially, seell).S low in vi€)w of the 
advanced civilizations flourishing on the earth at that time. If" ' 
we adopt as unit3( the period which has , elapsed since the Lat,e 
Wisconsin drift-sheet began to suffer erosion, the ages of simi-
lar stages in the history of the ,Early Wisconsin, Iowan" Il-
linoian and Kansan are thought to be roughly repre'sented by 
the series 2, 4, 8, 16. (The Late Wisconsin is the sheet found 
in Iowa; the Early Wisconsin occurs east of the Mississippi.)-
To these estimates we must add the time while the Kansan ice 
covered Iowa, the length of the Aftonian interval and that of 
the Nebraskan .age in order to get the full sweep of the Pleisto-
cene epoch. For the duration or antiquity of this first invasion, ' 
especially, we have no adequate data upon which to base any 
estimate. Although not too much confide~ce must be placed on 
the figures given they will serve to indicate the order of mag-
nitude in which Pleistocene time must. be computed. 
It has seemed, probable that the Pleistocene is one of the 
shorter geologic time divisions. If this is the case we may 
begin to gain som,e conception of the immensity of the periods 
of earth life. There are no means for a close measure of the 
duration of the geologic periods, but since an intelligible record 
was first made, with the beginning of Cambrian deposition, 
100,000 feet of strata, at ieast, have , been laid down by the ex-
tremely slow methods of erosion and reaccumulation. The 
length of time required for this has been computed variously at 
50,000,00t) to 100,OqO,000 years, with both higher and lower 
figures. ,Before the Cambrian ' lie the uncounted ages of the 
Proterozoic, which probably exceeded in length the duration of 
all Paleozoic and post-Paleozoic time. ,Again the Proterozoic 
was preceded by the illimitable eons of the Arche'ozoic, which is 
considered to have been longer than all succeeding' time 'and 
preceding which were incalculable years of, development and 
growth. Since, life had attained probably three-fourths of it's 
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present development at the beginning df Cambrian time we may 
see how long must have been the antecedent ages of the earth. 
, , 
POST-PLEISTOCENE EVENTS. 
, , , 
, Down' the full length of the Wisconsin , drift lobe in Iowa 
extends the valley of Des ' Moines river (Plate 'XXX). In their ' 
tipper reaches the two forks occupy shallow trenches in wide 
sags.in the plain. As the junction po'int is approached, the sags 
grade into definite valleys and , in Webster and Boone counties. 
the riv~r flows through a deep though, not wide ,gorge. The sags 
show no evidence of being erosional ' 'but rather are construc-
tional, in their present form at least; but where the river occu-
pies a well defined gorge, as mentioned above, it has been very 
active and ~he gorge shows the large amount of ,post-Wisconsin 
cutting which has been accomplished within its limits. For it 
will be understood that whatever the development of a valley 
preceding any glacial age, the advancing glacier ' would fill the 
valley with drift as much as it was able and so would put an end 
to the life of the river~ Many large streams have thus been 
blotted out. But others have been able to resurrect their val-
leys, as it were, and this ,is the mise, in part, with the Des Moines, 
which has resurrected the lower part of that portion of its val-
ley which was buried by the Wisconsin ice-sheet. But all the 
energies of the river have been devoted to the excavation or 
reexcavation of its valley, and very little has been done toward 
carving any relief forms in the level prairies. 
Below its exit from the Wisconsin plain at Des Moines the 
river has been lorig, at work and in contrast to the very slight , , 
influence which it has ' exerted on the younger topography, its ' 
effect on the vastly more mature landscape of the Kansan is 
very noticeable. It has not only widened its valley but side 
wash has assisted it in smoothing down the valley slopes and 
its many tributaries have penetrated nearly all the surrounding 
prairies, which have been transformed into more or less flat-
topped ridges and divides separating wide ~alleys. 
During the glacial occupations those parts of the state not 
covered by ice were still subject to arctic conditions and plant 
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and animal life must have been modified accordingly. With the 
passing of the glaciers, vegetation again spread its mantle of 
green over the desolate landscape and forests resumed their 
footing along the valleys. When the white man settled in these 
valleys they were covered with timber, which served as a pro-
tection against tJte wash of the slopes and bottom lands. The 
settlers' needs ,~and ' their successors' greed and thoughtlessness 
have transformed many of these beautiful and useful timber 
tracts into barren wastes 'gashed by rains and trenched by 
ravines. In contrast with"these tracts are those spots where 
judicious cutting and prdpel\ .care have resulted not only in im-
mediate financial returns;~ bilt also in assurances for the future 
by way of increase in economic and esthetic value. 
With the clearing and cultivation of the hills and slopes there 
has come inevitably an increased wastage of the soil. Many of 
the hillslopes bordering the Des Moines in southern Iowa now 
show, instead of that covering of rich black loam which had 
accumulated during ages of plant growth, yellow patches which 
show where the top soil has been washed away, leaving exposed 
the unmodified and therefore less fertile loess or drift, which 
in turn is following the overlylng loam into the valley. 
Parallel with the erosive, down-cutting ' work of the rivers 
there is .going on a process of up-building. The smaller streams 
may deliver to their mains the loads they have received, but in 
the case of the Des Moines, as with other large strea:i:n.s, deposi-
tion is taking place in the valley. Since the finer materials on 
the valley floor represent surface wash from fields and hillsides 
they are often rich in plant food. Hence when the bottom lands, 
covered with their veneer of fine black alluvial silts, are brought 
under cultivation, they yield bountiful. returns for the labor ex-
pended on them. 
The terraces of sand or gravel found !lIong the river are not 
to be classed as postglacial, but are remnants of glacial valley 
trains and old flood plains which covered the valley floor, and 
the deposition of this material was associated with the closing 
stages of the ice-sheet. This is ' true also of the great bed of 
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gravel filling the valley between Estherville and Emmetsburg. 
The sands of Van · Buren arid Lee counties also are to be as-
signed to a glacial age. 
Upon the generally level su:dace of the Wisconsin drift are 
numerous depressions, some of which are filled with water and 
form lakes and ponds. Others have. been partly filled, during 
the years, with the remains of water-loving plants and now con-
tain beds of peat of varying thickness. Some of these lakelets 
or peat swamps may be found almQ.st at the margin of the Des 
Moines ¥alley and testify to the slight extent to whi~h the river, -, 
as yet, has affected the topography left by the last ice-sheet. 
It is probable that the elevation of western Iowa mentioned on 
page 447 has been in progress since the close of the Pleistocene. 
The east and west margins of the Wisconsin drift differ in 
height by several hundred feet and this seems best accounted 
·for by the theory that in Wisconsin time western Iowa was 
lower ' than now by the larger part of this difference and has 
been elevated as a part of the general uplift of the continent 
closing the Pleistocene epoch. This tilting of the surface must 
have influenced the location of the Des Moines valley, whose 
position was being determined also by several other factors, 
. among them the broad sags in the Wisconsin plain, the pre-
Wisconsin valley-more or less drift filled, and the activities of 
that part of the antecedent river which had not been destroyed 
by ,Visconsin glaciation. 
CHAPTER III. 
THE WORK OF RUNNING WATER. 
THE GROWTH OF VALLEYS. 
The Beginning's of a V alley.-\Vhenever a land area emerges 
from the sea o.r is uncovered by the retreat of a continental 
glacier its surface is somewhat irregular. Elevations alternate 
with depressions . . If the depressions are without outlets-are 
basin-shaped-water from rainfall will fill the basins and they 
become lakes. If, however, the dep,ressions have outlets the 
waters which fall upon their slopes are gathered into the lowest 
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part-the axes-of the troughs and run off as streams. Even 
clear water running over loose material has some ~utting power ' 
, and so the water running down the slopes will cut for itself a 
channel in the axis of the hollow. The mat<;:lrial whinh thus is 
, cut away will assist in further cutting and so gullies~infam;t 
valleys-are made. Each succeeding rainfall aids in deepening 
and widening and lengthening the gullies until they develop into 
ravines and with further growth into valleys. 
Why do some gullies remain small and insi,gnmcant while 
others grow into valleys hundreds of miles long and carry the 
waters of great rivers' ' Several factors influence the problem. 
Assuming an equal rainfall the size of the basin supplying the 
gully with water (the catchment basin) will affect the rate of 
growth of the gully. ,A gully carrying the run-off from a large 
basin will increase faster than one serving a smaller basin, ,since 
the greater the supply of water the greater the erosive power. 
Thus a gully may grow into a ravine and ,gradually . rob its 
neighbors of their gathering grounds. The slope of the depres-
sions acts in a similar manner. That stream which has a greater 
slope, or gradient, than its neighbor flows more swiftly, cuts 
more energetically and enlarges its channel in every direction 
more rapidly than do its weaker competitors . . The law of the 
struggle for existence and the survival of the fittest is inexorable. 
Stages in the Developinent of a V alley.-D~ring the early 
part of its growth a valley is enlarged 'chiefly by cutting at the 
bottom because erosion is most active along this .line. The 
valley is steep-sided and V-shaped. if it is being cut in uncon-
solidated material the walls will be no steeper than the angle 
at which such material can lie (the angle of rest) .' This' usually 
is not much more than 30°. If the walls are of solid rock they 
may be precipitous or vertical. The valley is now in its youth-
ful stage of developm~nt. It is well to can to mind here that , 
, the ,development of topographies follows that ,of valleys and 
hence the area which is affected by a series of young gulljes or 
valleys is itself youthful. 
With progress of time the valley lengthens by head erosion 
and at the same time, while deepening is still in progress above, 
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the valley begins to widen in its lower part. The rains wash 
down the loose soil and stones from the sides and the stream 
may undercut its banks. The material thus thrown into the 
water is carried off and so the valley grows broader and at the 
same time the areas separating it from its neighbors on either 
hand (the divides) grow narrower. During the growth of the 
valley tribu,taries develop on eithe~ side just as the main valley 
grew on the original surface. These aid and indeed are the 
principal agents in cutting up the divides and also in wearing 
down their surfaces, which is one part of the development of 
topography. When the valley has acquired gentle ' slopes and a 
broad bottom it has reached the stage of maturity. The divides, 
by this time, have been reduced to rounded ridges with few or 
no flat tops. 
By the time a valley has reached the point when flats have 
been developed to a notable extent the most active down-cutting 
has ceased. In other words it has, for the area where flats exist, 
practically reached its base-level. 
This base-level always is reaclied first at the mouth and is 
here the level of the main valley, or of the sea if the valley opens 
into the sea. Back from the mouth of the valley the base-level 
rises somewhat, since a stream can not cut its channel down to 
a horizontal line, but always the channel assumes the form of a 
concave curve. 
From this time on, then, the activities of the stream are de-
voted to side-cutting, and the valley grows wider and flatter 
while the divides become narrower and lower. , The stream 
meanders across its valley from siae to side, undercutting its 
banks and building up flats from the material thus gained as 
well as from that brought in by tributaries. In this. way the 
valley passes through the later stages of maturity and arrives 
at old age. It will be seen that the different parts of a valley 
may show several or even all of these stages at the same time. 
Thus at the headwaters of the Des Moines the valley is still in 
its infancy and farther down the stages of youth and maturity 
are reached. In the last few miles of its course the valley has 
arrived at late. maturity and long ago reached base-level-the 
level of the Mississippi bottom-lands. 
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It will be understood also that a given stage will travel up 
the valley from its mouth as development proceeds and that a 
given locality will pass through the stages from infancy to old 
age and possibly death, provided there is no interference. When 
erosion has reduced a surface to old age, when the divides are 
low and narrow, the land is said to be a peneplain (an" almost-
plain"). If erosion proceeds further and the whole land be-' 
.comes practically level it is called a base-leveled plain. N one of , 
our Iowa topography is at present in so advanced a state as a 
peneplain. The oldest part of the state, topographically as well 
as geologically, the Driftless Area (Plate XXX), is in its ma-
turity~ 
The progression which has been outlined is kno'wn as a cycle 
of erosion, and every normal valley and normal topography 
passes through this cycle in greater or less degree. If the 
region remains stat.ionary long enough the entire cycle will be 
enacted. ' But we have seen that in Iowa there have been many 
depressions and elevations and tiltings of great areas, and these 
have interfered with the histories of the streams. The lowering 
of the surface through crustal movements has drowned the 
lower reaches of the valleys and lessened or terminated the 
work of the upper parts and it is easy to see how the mature 
portion of a valley in this way may have had premature old age 
or death forced upon it. On the other hand, when the land has 
been ,elevated, the drainage systems have been quickened, their 
fall has been increased and the mature part of a valley, for in-
stance, may have been rejuvenated by the increased erosive 
power of the stream, which has cut deeper into its bed and 
caused greater activity among its tributaries. If an area is 
tilted unequally the streams of the elevated portion will increase 
their activIty and will deepen and enlarge their valleys, hasten-
ing the cycle along, while the streams and parts of streams in 
the unaffected land may not receive any quickening, or on the 
contrary may be unable to care for the increased ' loads of 
detritus brought down by the upper waters. In such a case their 
lower valleys will be filled up, will be aggraded, by this excess 
of sediments. There is no doubt that all of these accidents have 
affected the successive drainage systems' of our state. 
. . 
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In our special region, the valley of Des Moines river, there is 
another complication. This lies in the fact that the upper part 
of the valley has been obliterated, or practically so, by the Wis-
consin glacier, as discussed in Chapter II. Because of this .we 
have the unique phenomenon of a young valley being attached 
to a mature valley. Of course the valley advanced northward 
from Des Moines as the ice melted back, keepjng pace with the 
retreat of the margin, and so the lower part of this newer sec-
tion is a litge older in years as well as in development, than the 
stretches farther north. But in spite of this the statement as. 
to the inequality of development of the two parts is essentially 
true. 
THE WORK OF STREAMS. 
Growth of the ·Stream.-In the precedlng paragraphs atten-
tion has been devoted chiefly to valleys, but it has been made 
plain that these owe their origin and development to running 
water, or streams. Normally valleys begin by the work of wet 
weather torrents and are dry between rains or rainy periods. 
But by and by, as these torrents cut deeper valleys, water stands 
.in these valleys or flows through them during a greater portion 
of the year, and with the continued growth Of the valleys they 
'come to have permanent streams. How is this brought abouU 
We know that if. we dig a well water will fill it to a certain 
'level. If other wells be sunk near by through similar material 
water will rise in them to a similar level. This level is known 
as the ground-water level or water table. The surface of the 
water table partakes somewhat of the irregularities, of the 
topography, rising under the uplands aI!d sinking beneath the 
valleys. But it is not so near to the surface under the hills and 
may rise to the surface of depressions, creating swamps and 
lakes, or if the depressions have outlets, allowing the ground 
. waters to flow away as streams. The ,ground-water level rises 
in wet weather and sinks in dry seasons as is known to anyone 
who has had experience with wells. Now when a valley is cut 
down to the ground-water level.the valley will have a stream 
which is perriuinent so long as the water table maintains its 
level. If during the summer months the water level sink~ below 
the valley the str~am dries up until the water level rises again. 
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'Below the water-table the rocks are saturated to unknoWll , 
depths. It has been , estimat'ed that the ,ground water in the 
upper 100 f.eet of the earth's crust in the humid regions is equal 
to, one-fourth of the volume of the subsoil and rock and that it 
, represents six or seven years' rainfall. It is equivalent, there-
fore, to a reservoir twenty-five feet deep and having an area 
equal to that of the humid regions. Since the annual rainfall 
in Iowa is about thirty-one inches, this ,reservoir represents ten 
years' rainfall. ' The ground water is supplied by rains and 
represents that portion of the rainfall which soaks into the soil. 
Another part is evaporated while a third portion flows away at 
once into the streams as the run-off. 
, , 
The different parts 'Of a large valley will show various stages 
in the development of the stream. Des Moines river, for in-
stance, is permanent in the driest seasons h'om its mouth to the 
forks at Humboldt and both branches flow continually ma:riy ' 
miles above here. So at Algona on the East Fork the valley 
contains a permanent stream but at Armstrong during the dry 
summer of 1911 only disconnected pools occupied the lowest 
hollows of the channel. Similarly, on the West Fork there is a 
never failing stream at Estherville but at Windom, Minnesota, 
the channel was dry except for isolated pools during the dry 
season mentioned, while in the extreme upper reaches of the 
valley above Lake Wilson, in Murray county, there were scarcely 
any pools and the tiny channels of the river's feeders are occu-
pied only by wet weather rivulets. 
Work of the Stream.-The great ,work of streams is the cut-
ting down of the land and carrying it to the sea. The manner 
in which streams work during the stages of their development 
has been indicated in the discussion of Valleys. The ability of 
flowing water to push or carry solid material is shown by every . 
stream. This ability varies with the slope or gradient of the 
bed and with the volume of water, both of which factors affect 
the velocity. Hence the working power of the stream's toois-
the materials it is carrying in suspension-is enormously in-
creased with added velocity. In addition to carrying matter in 
suspenSlOn the stream also carries much in solution. Des 
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Moines river is estimated to carry to the Mississippi each y.ear 
5,130,000 tons of solids in suspension and 2,480,000 tons in 
solution. This indicates that ' its basin is being worn down at 
the rate of one inch in 370 years. This is much faster than is 
true of some other basins, as for instance that of Iowa river, 
which is being lowered one inch in 980 years. The average rate 
for the lowering of the Mississippi valley is one inch in 510 
years. Of course much the larger part of the river's load is 
gathered and brought in by the tributaries, which reach back 
into all parts of the drainage basin. While some parts of the 
basin are being cut down rather rapidly others are affected but 
slightly; hence the .general level is altered but little. 
Weathering.-Weathering aids the direct work of streams in 
several ways. Freezing and thawing . of the contained water 
expand and loosen soil and rock and this process is aided also 
by roots of plants. Rains wash down the loosened material mto 
the streams and it is carried away. Rain and ground water also 
dissolve out a portion of the rock through which they pass and 
this finds its way to the sea. All these agencies, and others, 
help in cutting valleys and in reducing the whole land surface 
towards base level. 
CHAPTER IV. 
PHYSIOGRAPHIC FEATURES OF DES MOINES' VALLEY 
The East Fork. 
The Upper VaUey.-The East Fork of Des Moines river rises 
in the prairies of southwestern Martin county, Minnesota, at an 
altitude about 1350 feet above sea level (Plate XXXI). It is a 
typical prairie stream of the Wisconsin drift area, meandering 
across a flat sag, five or ten feet below the prairie level and one-
fourth mile wide near its mouth. The gradient of the. stream is . 
so gentle that it has been necessary to straighten the .channei to 
increase its capacity. After a course of about fifteen miles tile 
valley opens into Alton lake, a picturesque sheet one and one-
half miles long~ Alton lake is connected by a short stream with 
Tuttle lake which is crossed by the state line. It covers about 
· . 
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four square miles and like Alton lake is bounded here by gentle 
slopes; there by steep though not high bluffs. The shores are 
wooded and form attractive spots for summer camp-grounds. ' 
See Plate XXXIV, A. ' 
The outlet of Tuttle lake has been cut in the bottom of a broad 
, sag which stretches southward from the southeast corner of the 
lake. During the very dry weather of the' summer of 1911, how-
ever, the lake level was two feet below the bottom of the channel. 
The sag confining the stream-when there is a stream-is one-
fourth mile wide and in wet weather is swampy, although the 
shallow channel is well defined. Where the valley cuts through 
a range, of morainic hills, in southeastern Lincoln township, 
Emmet county, it is deeper, twenty to forty feet below the hill-
tops, and shows fairly steep walls. It is everywhere quite wide 
and flat-bottomed, much too large and well-developed to have 
been made by the present stream. Soldier creek, which drains 
Tremont lake in northwest Lincoln township, shows similar 
features-an insignificant stream in a broad , flat sag, except 
where a morainic knob juts into the valley and forms a steep 
slope ten or fifteen feet high. ' 
It seems to be a characteristic feature of the upper course of 
the East Fork that on one side the valley is bounded by a rather 
steep bluff which faces a long gentle slope reaching back half 
a mile, a mile, or even. two miles to the prairie level. For in-
stance, just southwest of Armstrong the 1l0rth bluff is fifty feet 
high and very precipitous, while the south wall slopes back a 
mile before it reaches this leveL Where the road leading south 
from Armstrong ,crosses the river the flood plain is forty feet 
below the station. In many places, however, the bluff is absent 
and there are present merely the two long gentle slopes, so that 
the stream occupies a depression a mile or two miles wide. 
In several places, notably in the central and southeastern 
parts of township 99, range 31 (see Plate XXXII), the morainic 
knobs flank the stream on b6th sides and so form a rather steep-
walled valley. The stream here makes several wide detours 'as 
if it were forced to wind about among the hills to find an outlet " 
for its waters. After the stream emerges from these morainic 
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hills its valley shows, in western Kossuth county, features simi-
lar to those seen in the more level portions of Emmet county, 
namely, very long gentle slopes, with here and there a steep 
bluff caused by the inroads of the stream 'upon 'a morainic ridge 
or knoll. These latter features, however, are less conspicuous 
than farther west and are rarely more than twenty or thirty 
feet high. The cross section profile of the valley just south of 
Bancroft, Plate XXXIII, A, and the view shown in Plate 
XXXIV, B, will show how exceedingly gentle the slopes are. 
South of Bancroft as far as the mouth of Buffalo creek simi-
lar . conditions prevail, although the valley becomes some-
what deeper, as the profiles taken east of Burt indicate (Plate 
XXXIII, B and C). 
Gravel beds.-Gravel deposits of large extent are quite com· 
mon in the wide valley, such as the bed opposite Armstrong, one 
filling the long plain in the eastern part of township 98, range 
30, Kossuth county, and an especially noticeable bed two miles 
southwest of Bancroft. This extends south for one-fourth mile 
from the river and its probable limit is marked by a slight rise 
to the prairie level. At the west line of township 98, range 29, 
a recent straightening of the channel has revealed gravel above 
yellowish Wisconsin till, and one-fourth mile up stream a pit 
shows the same succession of materials. Again, a gully close· to 
the railroad bridge crossing the river west of Armstrong shows 
gravel 'overlying till, which in turn rests upon rusty gravel 
which perhaps is to be correlated with the Buchanan gravels 
(page 452, Plate XXVIII), although it may be interbedded Wis-
consin gravel. These exposures indicate that after the Wis-
consin glacier had spread out its sheet of till and had melted 
back until its edge stood a little north of our immediate region, 
floods from the melting ice brought down great quantities of 
gravel and dropped them on top of the drift in this sag, which 
served as an outlet for these glacial waters. 
Origin of the . Valley.-It seems evident that the upper por-
tion of the East Fork, and its tributaries also, (1) have done 
much more erosive work in the past . than they seem capable of 
doing now, or (2) the valleys in which they flow are. construc-
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tlonal'in origin, or else (3) the streams have sought out courses 
0r parts of courses of pre-Wisconsin streams which were ' not 
entirely obJiterated by the till of the last ice-sheet, and are 
. utilizing these for their present valleys. 
. With regard to the first of these hypotheses, it will ' be seen 
that whatever erosion might be accomplished in late Wisconsin 
time by flood-waters from the melting ice-sheet would be more 
t~an co~nteracted by gradation through deposition of the vast 
loads' of silt, sand and gravel carried by these waters. We 
might ' attribute to this gradational process, perhaps, in some 
cases, the excessive width and very gentle side slopes which 
these valleys present today, but this leaves no room for the 
effective erosion of young valleys which must have preceded 
gradation. . 
, As to the second theory, it will be under'stood that the ground 
moraine had a more or less irregular topography. Drift was 
heaped up here, while depressions were left there. The drain-
age waters from the Wisconsin glacier during the retreat of 
the ice margin naturally sought out the easiest path and so made 
use of depressions. Thus in the morainic region of Emmet and 
Kossuth counties the new-born Des Moines wandered about 
among the hills, and the path thus originated has been slightly' 
better defined and more accentuated during subsequent time. 
Elsewhere, in the more level regions, the escaping waters found 
the broad shallow sags which lie between the low swells of the 
prairie, and put them to use. The question may be raised as 
to the sufficiency of such sags, in number and arrangement,' to 
form a continuous valley. It is not necessary to suppose that 
they were 'entirely continuous. The early streams as they sought 
their way from one swale to another may be assumed to h~ve 
cut ,'away some obstacles to a clear channel. 
It is quite possible that" the condition to be outlined in the 
third hypothesis may have aided in the formation of valleys; 
that is, some of the older stream courses were again made serv- , 
iceable through their incomplete filling with drift and also to a 
less extent, perhaps, through the greater settling of drift in the 
valleys than over the upland owing to its greater thickness in 
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the valleys. How important these. factors have been can not, 
of course, be tolg. without a thorough knowledge of the relation~ 
o£ the different drift-sheets and the underlying rock. For rea ,:-
sons which will be explained later (see page 477) it does not 
. seem likely that these conditions held to any great extent. 
. . 
·Oonsidering all the evidence available it seems probable that 
by far the .most important factor in th·e initiation and . develop-
ment of the upper valley of the river and the valleys of its trib-
utaries has been the use of constructionaL valleys. The streams 
from the ice-front tookl advantage of depressions in the drift-
~heet, scoured these out t.o some extent and then ~n mimy case8 
filled them up again, as shown by the bodies of gravelbordermg 
the streams. Macbride repeatedly has emphasized the fact that 
in this part of Iowa drainage-or the lack of it-is determined 
by topography, rather than the opposite, and this is nowhere 
better shown than in the valley of the East Fork. The streams 
have not formed the topography but have been imposed upon one 
that had been created before they came into being. Hence the 
valleys are variable, they change in character from point to 
point and are not definite, fixed features of the landscape as is 
true lower down the course of the Des Moines. 
But below the mouth of Buffalo creek (Plate XXXII) there 
is a marked change in the character of the valley. The broad 
shallow sags give way to a wide, flat-bottomed valley bounded 
by fairly steep, well-defined slopes rising at angles as high as 
20' or more. See the profile of the valley east of Burt, Plate 
XXXIII, O. These slopes are not merely the result of the under-
cutting of morainic hills, but they represent the actual depth ·of 
the valley below the general upland level. This is now a normal 
mature valley, albeit incised in a plain still in its early youth, 
and as such it continues as far as Algona. 
Buffalo Creek wnd Union Slough.-In order to understand · 
this very significant change .in the valley we must examine the 
lower course of Buffalo creek. The profile taken across Des 
Moines and Buffalo valleys above their union, Plate XXXIII, 
B, arid the views shown in 0 of Plate XXXIV, page 469, and A 
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and B of Plate XXXV sp,ow that the valley of the creek is as 
wide as that of the master stream, and much better defined. The 
stream itself, while not large, ' is nearly as important as the 
East Fork before the two unite. This condition remains true 
as far as a point two miles above the mouth of the creek, where 
it makes an abrupt turn from the east to the south. See Plate 
XXXII. At this point -there opens into the creek valley a long 
flat depression one-eighth to one-fourth mile wide, and limited 
laterally by dearly defined, rather gentle to fairly steep walls 
twenty to thirty ·feet high. See Plate XXXV, A. In fact it is an 
_ almost exact duplication of -the lower valley of Buffalo creek, 
except that -here it contains no stream channel. This is Union 
slough, and in its' northern ' stretches rise the headwaters of 
one of the forks of Blue Earth river, which drains into Minne-
sota river. The slough retains similar characters as far as the 
state line except that here the walls are somewhat lower and 
the floor is better -drained by Blue Earth -river. The width is 
fully as great at the state line as at the junction with Des Moines 
river and the bottom is practically as level. 
Above the . mouth of the slough the valley of Buffalo creek is 
narrower and it rises until within a few miles it is not over ten 
to fifteen feet below the general level of the plain. It is a typical 
prairie stream, like the upper reaches of the other creeks of 
the region. Union slough on the other hand, is not a typical 
prairie slough. It is far too deep and too well defined. It is 
very evident that Union slough, Buffalo creek below the mouth 
of the slough, and Des Moines river below the IDouthof the 
creek are occupying an ancient vaHey, one which . they 'found 
ready to hand wh~n their careers began, after the region was 
un90vered by the melting of the Wisconsin ice. But this valley 
differed from those now used by the Des Moines and its feeders 
above the mouth of Buffalo creek in being an erosional valley 
rather than constructional. The fact that no stream at all has 
yet formed in the southern part of the slough, coupled with the 
great discrepancy between Buffalo creek valley below the slough 
and the insignificant streamlet which now occupies it, shows that 
post-Wisconsin drainage can not be held responsible for the 
Iowa Geological Survey. PLATE XXXV 
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A. Looking up Union slough from its mouth. Buffalo creek crosses along the line of 
trees. B. The ' long gentle wall of Des ' Moines valley a mile above its union 
with Bu'ffalo valley. 
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very mature features of the valley, and the same is true in prac-
tically the same degree of the Des Moines and its valley below 
the :junction. 
It was stated above that the use of old valleys probably was 
I not responsible to any extent for the features characterizing the 
Des Moines and its tributaries above the union with Buffalo 
creek . . If we assume that such use does account for the really 
remarkable features of Union slough, Buffalo creek south of the 
slough, and the East Fork below the· junction, and we are seem-
ingly driven to that assumption, it is easy to see why the same 
condition could not have held good for the upper part of the 
main valley. Post-Wisconsin stream erosion, sidewash and 
weathering have not been sufficient to develop an erosion topo-
graphy on the Wisconsin plain and could not have produced 
either type of valley we have before us-the · broad sag or the 
well-defined fiat-bottomed valley. Furthermore, the differences 
between the two types are so great that they can not be the re-
sult of the same forces acting during a similar period of time, 
and we can not think that two regions so clo~e together were 
subjected to different conditions. The one agent to whose work 
we can assign such a valley as Union slough is erosion during 
the long post-Kansan or possibly ·post-Iowan epochs, preceding 
the Wisconsin invasion. When the last ice-shee.t covered north-
central Iowa, it was unable to fill al~ of the valleys and this one, 
then as now one of the largest, was left with only a veneer 'of 
Wisconsin till over its slopes and upon its bottom-lands, to be 
alt"ernately filled and scoured by the rushing waters from the 
melting lce. I 
After studying the Wisconsin moraines and till sheet in Iowa 
and Minnesota, Mr. Warren Upham decided that Union .slough 
marks the outlet of, a glacial lake which covered parts of 
Faribault and adjacent counties in Minnesota during the retreat 
of the Wisconsin ice, and which later found a lower outlet to 
the northeast by way of Cannon and Minnesota rivers. 
The Chain La~es.-.A similar case, but one in which Wiscon-
sin· filling proceeded somewhat further, is fomid in the Chain 
lakes of Martin county, Minnesota (Plate XXXI). Three di- . 
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verging series of lakes extend from the Iowa line in Emmet 
county northward and northwestward across Martin county: The 
East and Center Chains are well connected for the most part 
, and drain into cre'eks flowing ·east. or northeast into Blue Earth 
river. The West Chain, of which Tuttle lake' is the southern-
most and largest, is not so well connected. The .Center 9hain 
is the most remarkable. See Plate XXXVI. It extends in an 
almost perfectly straight ~ine for more than twenty mile's and 
includes twenty lakes. Th~se lakes are bordered by undulating 
expanses of till which rise thirty to fifty feet ab,ove their ~hores, 
and ',:hile the depression in which they lie has no~ a uniformly 
level floor its valley-like sha-re is too prominent to. escaveeven 
casual observation. Mr. Upham concluded that these th~ee con-
verging chains, the western one with a branch on either side, 
occupy the valleys of interglacial rivers whose waters flowed 
southward into the East Fork or Des Moines river. The con-
vergence of the chains southward seems to indicate that the in-
. terglacial strearps flowed in that direction. One of the strange 
result~ of glaciation is shown in the fact that the prese'nt drain-
age of Martin county is to the north and east, except for that 
part which drains into the EasT. Fork, and southward through 
Tuttle lake. Possibly, however, the uplift of northwestern Iowa 
refer~ed to on page 459 is partly responsible for this change. In 
any event the traces of this pre-Wisconsin drainage in Iowa have 
been wiped out entIrely, unless it be for the present system of 
the Des Moines. For reasons before given it is not thought that 
the upper part of this system dates back of the last ice invasion. 
Hence the pre-Wisconsin drainage course extending southward 
from the Chain lakes could not have followed the same lines as 
those now followed by the East Fork. There is a possibility that 
the West Fork of Des Moines river, in some part of its extent, 
is utilizing a fragment of this pre-Wisconsin water-course. With 
this hypothesis in mind the most attractive point at which to lo-
cate the ' union of the post-Wisconsin . Des Moines valley with 
the pre-Wisconsin Chain 'lakes valley is near the northeastern 
corner of Pocahontas county. The discussiol! of the evidence 
can be given best in connection with the description of the West 
. Fork. See page 509. 
Iowa Geological Survey. PLATE XXXVI 
A. The natural rip rap on Silver lake, one of the Middle Chain, a mile north of the 
Iowa line. B. The "wall" of Silver lake. The views show the effect of ice-
push and erosion of the banks. 
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While we may accept Upham's statements regarding, the ID.Qde 
of origin of the . Chain takes and the Wisconsin history 9f U~iOll 
f;lIQugh, there seems no sufficient reason for regarding thenito 'be 
of different age and d'evelopment, I,lS is ,held by Mr. U;pham; 
Th~ir characteristics and similarities of form are so strik~ng as 
, to' point to the conclusion that they are both of pre-WiscoJ;lsin 
age, but that during Wisconsin time Union slough was kept · ()pen 
by serving as the outlet of a glacial lake while those: valleys 
which now are occupied by the Chain lakes, being in a rygion of 
greater deposition, were so far choked, with drift as to 'render 
them useless ,as waterways, at least so far as southward drain-
age was co:ncerned. 
The Valley Below B~I,ffalo Creek.-The valley of the East 
. Fork presents some rather peculiar features between the mouth 
of Buffalo creek and the Kossuth-Humboldt county line. Below 
the mouth of the creek the river swings to the southwest as far 
as Algona, where it suddenly turns upon itself and pursues a 
southeastward course to Irvington. At this village there is a 
sharp bend to the west, followed by an equally abrupt one to 
, the south two miles farther: west, whence the course is dire.ct to 
the county line. Above Algona the ' valley is wide, with wuch 
alluvium covering its flood plain. ' In places the walls are rather 
steep, elsewhere they are fairly gentle. In the vicinity of Algona 
the east wall ,especially is cut by ravines into a series of ridges 
and is choppy and r<:mgh. The valley is still quite wide, how~ 
ever, nearly one-half mile, but narrows somewhat toward Ir-
vington. All along here the, sides are rather steep and the· flood 
plain is we~l defined. At Irvington the bluff where the · river 
impinges ' upon, it is fifty or sixty feet high. Embraced, in the 
bend of the stream opposite the village is a long, gently sloping 
plain built up of sand and gravel, and facing the river from -the 
east after it turns southward a long, rather high terrace of the 
. , . I 
same material separates the valley wall from the .present 
channeL The wall is very distinctly outlined, by a bluff-face 
along much of its ' extent, and the terrace is lower near this .face 
than near its free edge. Several large oxbow lakes fill remnants 
of old channels in the wide valley. ' 
31 
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Here; then, are several features which require explanation. 
Docto'r Macbride, in his study of this region, assumed, as is 
done here, that the valley above Algona is pre-Wisconsin. But 
he states that" at Algona the channel seems to have been pushed 
west by the drift," and cites as evidence the fact that the valley, 
on the east side, "is flanked by narrow choppy ravines." How-
ever, . the ice~movements were from the north as shown by 
Macbride's map of Kossuth county, and hence would have 
affected the valley uniformly rather than have tended to push 
it to one sid.'e locally. If the pre-Wisconsin valley swung west-
ward here there might have been some increase in the deflection, 
though this should be manifested in the immature character ~f 
the'west wall, a condition which does not exist. The long sm()oth 
slope~ of this wall are shown in "Plate XXXVII. The fact that 
the river here ' flows near the east wall probably has influenced 
the formation of ravines along that side. The statement that 
~'the valley is here" new and narrow" does not seem to , the 
writer exactly to fit the facts, since his own repeated observa-
tions led him to conclude that the appearance of the valley here 
is as mature as those parts above or below. the city, and the 
width of the flood plain-nearly one-half mile-is as great as 
that above the town and .greater than that above Irvington. 
The profile of the Chicago, Milwaukee and Saint Paul railroad 
gives a width of three miles for the depression west of Algona, 
though this "exaggerates the actual width of the valley a 
little on account of the oblique direction in which the railroad 
@rosses ·it. 
, On his map of Kossuth county Macbride has drawn a iine 
from ·Sa.int Benedict through Irvington to Whittemore, which 
rmirks the "border of "a glacial advi'ince not characterized by , 
conspicuous morainic ' deposits." ThIS border is sho"wn iIi the 
field by a low terrace forming the edge of the c-oteau, which 
faces the south and crosses the river just above Irvington. 
When the edge of the ice-field lay here, the valley must have 
been taxed to its utmost to contain the floods whIch issued from 
the "glacier and we may readily ascribe to these floods the .great 
amounts of sand which fill the elbow in the valiey at Irvington. 
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A. The valley of the East FOl'l{ th'ree miles north of Algona. B: The valley ot the 
East Fork at Algona. These show the wide valley with fairly gentle walls. 
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The great terrace ' occupying ,the" eastern edge of the valley 
sonthwest··ofIrvingion doubtl~ss haq the same origin. These 
floods with their loads were not able to obliterate the old valley 
but they did make some important changes. The :hend of the 
river 'a1l'lrvingtOIi was pushed to the southeast by pgrliaHilling 
of the valley, or other obstruction, so that the stream now im-
pinges on its ~ast wall,while the bend to the west was forced 
farther westward and the stream which had flowed in an almost 
straight direction between the site of Algona and the county 
line, was forced to adopt a sinuous course to escape being over-
wheinied. altogether. 
Very possibly the narrowness ·of the valley for some distance 
above Irvington is to be attributed to the effect of this minor 
glacial advance. There are no deposits of sand or gravel above 
the line of the coteau, the valley is cut in drift, and 'even if it 
was not drift-filled by the secondary advance it may have been ' 
narrowed materially. 
At. the county line the flood plain is one-half mile wide, but 
below ,here it narrows somewhat though it is stilL one-fourth 
mile Wide. at Livermore, and maintains this as its normal width 
along the. remainder of its course. The river meanders across 
its floodplain, and here and there it undercuts and forms steep 
banks, such as those just northeast of Livermore and those 
southeast of Dakota, but elsewhere it leaves . the valley walls 
rather long and gently sloping. For the most part these lie at 
angles not~higher than 10·. All along its course the valley sides 
are covered by patches of timber which alternate with bare, 
grass-covered stretches of prairie. ' In places along the lower 
course of the river the flood plain bears upon its surface ponq,s 
which probably are remnants of ola channels abandoned through 
the swinging of the river from side to side. Very abundant in 
the lower course also are bowlders, some of which are four to 
siX reet in diameter, and which locally are so numerous as to 
form reefs across the channel. ' 
Tributaries.-There are very few irributaries entering the 
East Fork, not only in its upper course, but alop.g its entire 
• 
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extent. See Plate XXXII. Mud creek is one of the few, and· it 
is typical of those which join the main valley above Buffalo 
creek. It enters the larger valley south of Bancroft and pre-
sents phenomena common among these tributaries~1;!. minor 
stream in a widely expanded shallow sag-valley; an infant in 
adult dress, as it were. 
The few important creeks which enter the valley below the 
mouth of Buffalo creek-Lindner and Plum creeks from ' the 
east and Black Oat, Fo'urmile and Lotts creeks from the west-
share in the change of character which the valley of the' East 
Fork has undergone. The lower courses of their vallQy.s possess 
wide bottom lands bounded by mature side slopes, although 
farther back they are typical shallow prairie. water-courses. 
The lower courses of even the minor tributaries have mature 
valleys showing flat bottoms and very broadly arcuate cross 
sections. It will be clear that no matter how small a tributary 
stream may be the tendency is for it to keep pace in the develop-
. ment of its valley with that of its master stream, so long as the. 
latter passes through only the normal stages in valley-making. 
Therefore we would expect the valleys of these creeks to present 
mature features in their lower parts, though they are but very 
young prairie swales in their upper parts. If, however, an 
accident happens to a master stream, such as the passage of a 
glacier ' down its valley, this may be cut down so rapidly that 
the tributaries can not keep pace with it and are left as "hang~ 
ing valleys:" This is what has happened to the Yosemite 
Valley and what has given it such charming grandeur and 
picturesqueness. 
During dry summers the smaller streams disappear, except 
for the. underflow as revealed by the waterholes, and even the 
larger valleys are dry except ne\ir their mouths. Where. th~ 
walls of the East Fork ' are steep · they 'are cut by numerous 
ravines . which generally are short and steep-sided, with very 
high . gradients, and which carry no water except in timeo! 
rain. Many of these ravines are wooded and all of the tribu-
tary valle~s , have more or less forest filling for some distance 
above theilZ'.ffiOuths, 
-' 
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-Like their master stream, those tributa:t;ies which join the 
ma~n valley below its union with Buffalo creek, seem to have 
found remnants of pre-Wisconsin drainage courses, at least so 
far as their lower I reaches are concerned. Their vaileys are 
far too mature to belong to the same erosion cycle as the un-
drained Wisconsin plain surrounding them. It is not uncommon 
upon ascending a road leading out of one of these valleys and 
before one is fairly upon the plain to see an undrained kettle 
hole or marsh by the roadside. If these valleys had, arrived at 
such a degree of maturity by post-Wisconsin erosion alone they 
should .have developed also a well-defined system of lateral 
drainage-the dendritic form should have been assumed by 
this time., But thiS' is far from being the case. The upland 
immediately adjacent to the river shows all the characters of 
the unmodified Wisconsin plain and is practically as high as 
that farther back from the valley'S edge. Hence it is possible 
to look a.cross the valley from a short distance, and see no signs 
of its presence. Tbe hills and plain along the horizon seem 
continuous with those in the nearer distance. The long gentle 
slopes reaching back from the stream a mile or two miles or 
even. three miles which characterize some parts of Kansan drift 
-areas, are here conspicuously absent. Evidently the Wisconsin 
ice,' while failing to fill the major valley, s'ucceeded in obliterat-
ing the minor drainage lines except the iower portions of a 
favored few. Therefore, when stream work began anew the 
main valley already ,was 'well developed, but lateral drainage 
had to start from the beginning, 'Or nearly so. Hence its present 
immaturity. ' 
Rock Outcrops.-South of Humboldt and Dakota the East 
and West Forks run nearly parallel, separated by a high table-
land about a mile wide, as completely uneroded as if the rIvers 
were miles away. In seve,ral places along the river's edge near 
Dakota there are outcrops of ' limestone,' identified by Macbride 
as Saint Louis, and lower down, notably at the Minneapolis and 
St. Louis railr'Oad bridge, there are shales and sandstones of 
Des Moines age. These are considered by Macbride as filling 
a valley eroded in Saint Louis limestone. No outcrops of rock 
in, sit,tt are known along the' East Fork north of Dakota. Three 
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miles south· of Dakota the valleys unite, and the two ' ~QFks 
mingle their- waters in the common flood. The nose o:~ the tab~e~ 
. land slopes down to ther. valley and a gr,eat ·bed of . sand: ,and 
gravel fills the flood plain-between the two streams, 
The. West. Fork 
.• ; j •• 
The Upper V alley.-The West Fork of Des Moines riVer rises 
in' upland mead?ws among the morainic knobs of the crest of 
the Coteau' des Prairies on, the border between Pipestone and 
Murray counties, Minnesota (Plate XXXI). The Coteau des 
Prairies, so called by the early French explorers, is the high 
. rough land representing the outer terminal (Altamont) moraine 
which marks the western edge of the Wisconsin glacial lobe in 
South Dakota, .Minnesota and to a less extent in Iowa. Several 
small creeks which rise in springs and tiny lakelets unite ' in 
northwestern Murray county to form the headwaters of the 
river. The meadows in which these take the~r origin lie at 
altitudes of 1$00 to 1850 feet above sea while the crests of th~ 
hills and ridges about them rise 50 to 100 feet higher. 
After. winding about among the hills for three or four miles 
the branches emerge from the moraine and eIl:ter a broad sag 
which extends along its inner edge. On the east thi~ sag rises 
very gently to the fairly level upland plain, but on ~he west it 
is bordered by the knobby region of the moraine. . 
In its southward extent the sag widens until in the vicinity 
of Lake Wilson it has a. breadth of three to four miles ·fFom 
crest to crest. This swale, and also a continuation of it which 
stretches north to Redwood river, is similar except fOF its 
larger size to those described in connection with the East Fork, 
and like them doubtless is to be attributed to the irregular 
deposition of Wisconsin drift, aided in some measure" perhaps, 
by drainage from the ice. The drainage of this re,gion is · still 
immature as , is shown by the presence of the headwaters of 
three drainage sfsteins~Des Moines river flowing to the Mis-
sissippi, .Redwood river to the Minnesota and Rock river to the 
Missouri-all within a small area upon the crest of the Ooteau 
des frairies, while there is .undrained territory between and 
I 
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~round:. them. In fact the topography of all the region east of 
the ·moraine is quite youthful. Very little drainage has ' been 
developed. On the west of. tne Des Moines sag-valley, is, the 
moraIne with its constructional knobs and undrained marshes, 
while to the east stretches the great pla:in of Wisconsin drift 
with very few ' streams and with very little erosion yet accom-
plished. An instance of this immaturity is ,given by Lake Wil- , 
son, near the town of the same name. This lake is on the very ' 
margin of the great swale in which lies Des Moines .river, it lies 
at a similar level and is separated from it by a ridge less than 
ten feet high. Nevertheless it is drained to ' the south into 
Chanarambi creek and thence into Rock river. ' 
A sho'rt distance €ast of Lake Wilson the valley, if such it 
may be called, is diverted by a curve in the moraine from its ' 
southeasterly course into a 'northeasterly one. It extends in 
this general direction past Hadley and Slayton until near Currie 
it approaches the inner (Gary) moraine of the Wisconsin drift, 
by which it is deflec.ted southeast again. I~ retains its width 
and shallowness between Lake Wpson and Slayton, north 'of 
which 'town it makes a minor loop to the southeast. While above 
Slayton the valley is several miles wide, where it again turns 
northeast it narrows suddenly until it is not much over one-
fourth mile from crest to crest. It also becomes quite deep and 
steep~sided. Beyond the . crests the river is of very little force 
topographically. There are almost no secondary valleys, only 
a few short steep ravines which run up into the prairies 20d to 
300 yards and there ter:rp.inate. 
What the cause of this change in the character of ,th'e valley 
may be is not clear. It may be .due .to topographic causes . as 
there is, near Mason (see Plate XXXI), three or four. miles 
north of the valley, quite a prominent elevation due to drift 
. accumulation. This may be represented southeasterly by a le,ss 
. conspicuous swell which has been cut through by the riv~r. 
Evidently this part of the valley owes it~ I present condition' ,t.o 
. erosional activity, in part, at least. . . 
. The narrow valley continues within two miles of. Lake Shet;ek, 
. where it begins to widen out, first by the flattening and length-
I 
, 
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ening ' of , the' :p.o~th wall and then by the same change' on the 
sout~ side. Lake S.hetek lies in the outer part of the Gary 
moraine arid its lower end and outlet lie' in a broad flat swale 
~ith v.ery lo~, · gently rising ~ides. Tp.e upper end' of the 'lake 
is continued as a long narrow arm known as The Inlet. The 
"lake seems to occupy a ' depression which is continued to the 
" . 
southeast as -the valley ' of Des Moines river. It empties into 
. " , 
the ~iver, when the. water level is high 'enough, by a short channel 
less than a mile long. Above this 'outlet the main stream is 
kn9wn as Oksida or Beaver ~reek; below, it is Des Moines river. 
The wide, ' shallow depression continues past- Currie (Plate 
XXXVIII, A) and across this valley the stream wanders aim-
lessly b~H}k and forth in a shallow channel. In southeastern 
Murray county the broad sag is so poorly defined along parts of 
its extent as to ren<:ler the stream almost devoid of any true 
valley. This is well shown on Plate XXXVIII, B. In places it 
'. is two, three or four miles wide, although ' not over fifteen or 
twenty feet deep. Here and there are low, steep embankments, 
the result of side-cutting, but the sag is the predominating fea-
ture as far as the southern hne of Cottonwood county. Its tioor 
in places is over a mile wide and practically flat except for 
occasional low mounds ' which apparently are built of gravel. 
WhereveT the road is cut into the valley floor, gravel is revealed. 
It is not very coarse, but is ' in immense quantities, sufficient 
for every conceivable purpose for years to come. . 
In the southwestern township of Cottonwood county several 
long-flat swales open into the valley and some of these are occu-
. pled by shallow lak~s. Such are Talcott lake, Oaks lake and 
Clear lake. 
The VaUey in the Moraine.-Beyond " the p'oint where the 
river turns northeast , from the county line its valley changes 
character. On the north the wall is faIrly steep and high,al-
. though· the sQuthern slopes still are rather gentle. The valley 
here is clearly marked and well confined, much more. so than it 
is farther west. The stage of sag-valleys is past until the river 
passes Esthervill(jl. This chl;mge in character is due ,partly, at 
least, to the fact that the river is approaching, and near Big 
Bend cuts through, the Gary moraine . . 
Iowa Geological Survey. PLATE XXXVIII 
A. The wide sag-valley of .the West Fork below Currie, Minnesota. B. The wide 
valley of the West Fork in southeastern Murray county, Minnesota. C. The 
valley train at Estherville, showing how the wall is buried by gravel. 
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Imirlediately upon accomplishing this it turn§ southea~t ,again, 
skirts the inner edge of the moraine, ' except where it' cuts 
through a branch which strikes northward from Windom,and 
so continues past Jackson, into Iowa and beyond Estherville. 
Where the moraine is bordered by the river, south of Big 
Bend, the ridge rises into great knolls, the Blue Mounds, which 
appear in profile to be piled upon the otherwise almost level 
surface. This is especially well shown from the top of the val-
ley wall at . the ' head of the bend, where the Mounds . seem to 
stand out from the plain like western butt~s. The valley is 
about fifty feet below the prairie, and these morainic knobs rise 
fifty to one hundred feet higher than the upland. 
Control of Tributaries.~The control of the character of I;lec-
ondllry valleys by the maj·or stream is well illustrated in. this 
general region. Thus Lime creek in southeastern Murray 
county (where th.e Des Moines valley is of the wide sag type), 
lies in 'a narro~, rather shallow valley even: to its . debouchure. 
On the other hand the South Branch of Des Moines river-the 
outlet of Heron lake-enters the D.es Moines (which now is con-
strkted and deepened as it approaches the moraine) by a deep; 
rather narrow, forest-filled trench. The upper part ' of the 
valley is merely a typical broad, v~ry shallow flat Bwale, open~ 
ing out of the greater though otherwise similar depression 
'which contains Heron lake. .The fact that Little Sioux river 
rises in a swamp only a mile or hyo south of th<1lake shows how 
imperfect has been the drainage of the Wisconsin plain. 
Chl;l,racterizing the morainic belt where the river crosses it 
are several rather deep, flat-bottomed swales whose floots are 
more or less covered with water in wet weather. One of these 
swales is almost closed near its mouth by the hills, through 
which it breaKS by a mere gap, and beyond which it agalll 
widens toward the river. Somewhat resembling these swales, 
although larger and of different origin, is !l great depression 
which opens into the river valley at Big Bend. It is fully half a 
mile wide at its mouth and extends northwestwardly about six 
miles to Lake Augusta, whose surplus waters it carries away Oy 
means of a ch.annel known as Honey' creek. The valiey is well de-
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limited, its ' side walls slope up at angles of 10· to 20·, and it is 
much"bettet defined than is the river valley in southwestern 
'Cottonwood county. Probably it was a pre-Wisconsin channel 
• which served 'to carFY'-the-waters from the retreating glacier, 
as is evidenced by the filling of gravels in its mouth, and the 
well developed gravel terraces in the river valley just below the 
junction. No gravels were observed in the narrow main valley 
above Big Bend. 
, .Relation t,o., Interglacial VaUeys.-The action of .the Des 
Moines in turning abruptly northeast at the north 'line of J ack-
son county . and' cutting directly across the moraine seems, at 
first sight, quite inexplicable. It would have seemed so much 
more reasonable had the river continued its course southeast 
through Heron lake and so to the s,outhward. Mr. UphaDf, of 
the Minnesota Geological Survey, formulated a theory by w:hich 
to explain this anomalous situation. Briefly stated the theory 
is this: The basin of Lake Shetek, Des Moines valley from the 
.lake to the south line of Cottonwood county, and the basins of 
Heron, Spirit and Okoboji lakes form parts of' a ' river valley 
excavated during post-Kansan times and extending along the 
present valley of the Little Sioux as far south as Spencer and 
thence eastward to Emmetsburg, where it entered the present 
valley. This ancient valley was partly filled by Wisconsin drift 
and the drainage of Spirit and Okoboji lakes and Little Sioux. 
river was diverted to the Missouri. The waters of the more 
northerly part of this system found an outlet through the newly 
formed Gary moraine, and being there held in check by the ice 
front 'they flowed . southward along the inner margin of the 
I 
moraine. 
- While it is quite probable that the valley of the Des Moines 
in 'Minnesota originated in a manner similar to that suggested 
in the preceding sentence, it does not seem to the writer that 
there is sufficient evidence for postulating such a pre-Wisconsin 
vailey as that outlined by Mr. Upham. Every existing element 
of 'thIS hypothetically reconstructed valley; with the exception 
of West Okoboji lake; is merely a shallow depression in the 
Wisconsin plain or among the mounds of the ' moraine. For 
re':isons outlined iu connection with the discussion of the EaRt 
• 
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Fork (pages 471 to ' 473), thes_e depressions are not thought to 
antedate the Wisconsin ice invasion~ Certainly, there seems to 
be no basis for tying an ancient river to the Des Moines at 
Emmetsburg, as there is no change in the character of the valley 
above and below the city except that due to the divergence of 
the moraine and the valley as they proceed southward from 
Estherville. Indeed there does not appear to be any necessity 
for supposing that the Little Sioux must have joined the Des 
Moines in pre-Wisconsin times, as is done by several authors. 
From such study as ' the writer has given to the valley of the 
Little Sioux in northern Iowa, he is disposed -to assign it a 
history entirely independent of that of Des Moines river. 
Professor Macbride has suggested that Beaver creek valley in 
northeastern Pocahontas county may represent a pre-Wisconsin 
valley which at one , time connected with the Little Sioux in Clay 
county. It is true that in this general region the Des Moines 
assumes features which s~,em to be of pre-Wisconsin age, and 
this fact apparently lends strength to the hypothesis regard-
ing the age of the creek valley. But the present character , of 
this valley offers no support to the idea that it once 'connected 
with the Little Sioux. In its lower part it is simply a fairly 
wide, fiat-bottomed trench cut in drift, and in its upper part it 
becomes a shallow prairie sag. ' 
Before leaving this point it may be suggested that very pos-
sibly the passa,ge of the river through the moraine north of 
Windom was helped by the use of one of those deep swales 
which are still so common here and some of which are low 
enough and capacious enough to carry the waters of the Des 
Moines very easily. Once the obstruction was passed the fiood 
waters found the wide sag described on page 493, and utilizec,l 
it as far as Windom at least. Possibly, too, the slow post-
Pleistocene elevation of this region later made it- possible for 
the stream to deepen its channel and to hold its course and 
avoid ponding. This would account for the depth and narrow-
ness of the valley in the vicinity of Jackson. 
Where the valley crosses an arm of the moraine near Windom 
it is steep sided and narrow. Here lakes are abund~mt an,d, ,the 
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topography is quite rough. In this region, too, the vaney be-
comes quite heavily timbered. About six miles above ' Jackson 
some ravines on the east side' of the river show steep sides and 
flat bottoms in the lower mile or two of their extent although 
they :;lre shallow and much less steep-walled above. It is prob-
able that they acquired their size and depth while the Wisconsin 
ice lay in their upper courses and the waters from the ice passed 
down them to the river. They may have been partly filled later, 
when the floods had less carrying force. ' , " 
Near Jackson the valley has a depth of 100 feet or more and 
is quite st~ep~sided. Its floor is less than one-fourth mile Wide 
and the town is built on a series of gravel terraces which reach 
ba"ck to the west for another quarter of a mile. Above the 
, town, similar gravels bank the east wall for fifty feet above , the 
valley floor. The ravines which enter the valley here are deep 
and narrow and have steep grades but within short distances 
they become shallow and of low gradient-mere prairie stream-
courses. While much of the west wall of the main valley is 
wooded the east side is for the most part bare, due in part at 
least to its exposure to the afternoon sun. 
Five miles below Jackson the walls begin to diverge and to 
flatten so that the valley becomes a mile or so in width from 
crest to crest and at the same t~me is much shallower. It is 
only fifty or sixty feet deep instead of one hundred as at J ack-
son. This condition persists as far as the state line. Between 
this point and Estherville the country bordering the valley, and 
especially 'that on the western side, is morainic, and conse-
quently the river is walled in by a deep valley whose western 
slopes in partic1:llar are rather steep. Just above Estherville 
the valley contains some prominent gravel terraces, which rise 
forty feet or so above the "stream and have buried the walls to 
that extent (Plate XXXVIII, C, page 491). 
The Valley Below Estherville.-The Des Moines breaks 
through the morainic belt a little north of Estherville and 
thenceforward flows along its eastern margin. On this account 
it , is bordered to the Palo Alto county line and beyond by a 
bo'ld steep walt which , is constructional rather than erosional, 
built of' piled-up mounds of drift, knobby and rolling as far 'as 
" 
Iowa Geological Survey. PLATE XXXIX 
A 
A. The high morainic · w'est wall a mile below Estherville. B. The wide sag-valley 
near Ottosen. 
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the eye can r each (Plate XXXIX, A). The east side ' of'the 
valley, howev,er, is a long gentle slope, reaching back for a mile ' 
or even two miles, and on this slope the town of Estherville is 
built. ' The cross section profile, Plate XXXIII, D, will show, 
this feature clearly. 
Below Graettinger the hills to the west of the valley become 
'lower and the topography is less knobby and rolling, although 
a clearly marked moraine, the Ruthven moraine, is present in 
western 'Palo Alto county. See the map, Plate XXXII, page 467. 
On the east side also the rise' to, the upland is less and in places 
thel~e is no demarcation between valley and upland, so gentle 
. i 
FlG, 4o-K a nsan blue clay beneath the gravels at Estherville . Pit of Minneapolis and 
St. Louis Railroad Company, 
is the rise. N ear Emmetsburg the valley widens to such an 
exten,t ,that its fl.oor i f;! a mile and a half to two miles wide. See 
th~ profile of. the valley at Emmet~buJg, Plate XXXIII, E.. See 
'also Plate XL, A, page 502, for the narrow flood plain in the 
vicinity of Graettinger. 
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Beginning with the terraces above Estherville and continuing 
to Emmetsburg and beyond is an immense gravel train ~hich 
covers, or once did cov~r, the entire valley floor and whose con-
stituents grow progressively finer from the bowlder besprinkled 
I' • • .. • I 
coarse gravel of the Estherville pits to the fine sands and 
alluvium which border the river in central Palo Alto county. 
The Minneapolis and Saint Louis Railroad Company formerly 
operated a great pit in these gravels on the south edge of 
Estherville ,and the drainage streams from the pit have un-
covered ·the Kansan blue clay which underlies these Wisconsin 
gravels . . See figure 40. At Graettinger also a large pit is 
opened in · the gravels, which have been penetrated for twenty-
two feet, until water forbade further digging. They show all 
the characteristics of water-laid materials, such as cross-
F:IG. 41-View of the gravel pit In the valley train at Graettinger, Palo Alto county. 
bedding, contemporaneous erosion and those irregularities of 
deposition which one might expect from shifting, hurrying 
floods. See figure 41. 
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The valley train fades out in this latitude and only the finer 
materials were carried beyond. These finer materials are cov, 
ered by several feet of alluvium-rich black silt mingled with 
more or less sand-a gift which is renewed by each recurring 
flood. The valley gravels no longer form a conspicuous feature 
of the· landscape. 
The only tributaries in this region worthy of note are Jack 
creek, which drains Swan lake in central Emmet county, Willow 
creek, the outlet of Silver lake, which reaches the main stream 
west of Emmetsburg, and Cylinder creek, which winds its tor-
tuous way across the prairie from Medium lake near Emmets-
burg to yield its contribution to its master southwest of Rodman. 
Jack and Cylinder creeks in their lower reaches occupy valleys 
of some width but of slight depth and probably largely construc-
tional. Willow creek finds its way among the low knobs of the 
Ruthven moraine until it leaves these to enter the broad sag 
which contains Des Moines river. Beaver creek, in northeastern 
Pocahontas county, has been mentioned on page 495, and Pilot 
creek is practieally identical with it, except for its somewhat 
smaller dimensions. 
Below Rodman the valley begins to narrow somewhat, al-
though many of the slopes still are long and gradual, stretch-
ing away a mile or even two miles, such as those shown In 
Plate XXXIX, B, page 497, west of Ottosen. However, in places 
the bounding walls are well defined, and locally are steep. Here 
and there groups of low knobs at the valley's margin accentuate 
the division between lowland and upland. Such are a group 
south of Rodman and another three miles east of Bradgate, 
which latter sends the stream off to the south. Much of the . 
valley between Bradgate and Rutland, however, is bounded by 
rather gentle slopes which rise thirty to forty feet to the prairie 
levels. See Plate XL, C, for the narrow flood plain above 
Bradgate. 
The valley near Bradgate is underlain by alluvium and sand 
. to a depth of fifteen to twenty feet. Below this yellow Wis-
oonsin till fifteen to twenty-five feet thick is reported and be-
neath this a layer of very fine sand ten to twenty feet in thick-
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ness often causes serious trouble in wells. This sand may be 
of Buchanan age, although more probably it is Wisconsin out- . 
wash· material. Beneath it ·Kansan blue clay is reported, and 
. this has be.en penetrated sixty feet. 
Rock Otttcrops.-Professor Macbride maps a small exposure 
of Saint Louis limestone opposite Bradgate .but this could not 
be found by the writer, even with careful. search. However, 
there were seen near river level two small outcrops of. the bright 
colored, variegated, finely sandy clay shales which are , charac-
teristic of both the Des Moines and the Fort Dodge beds, and 
which are readily distinguished from Pleistocene clays by the 
vividness of their coloration. These clays apparently form the 
first outcropping of the preglacial rocks along the West Fork. 
In the vici.nity of Rutland Kinderhook limestone underlies the 
FIG·, 42-The esca:rpment of Kinderhook limestone at the Rutland bridge, Humboldt 
county, 
valley plain and at the village it outcrops abundantly. A ver-
tical scarp of the limestone twelve feet high forms the south 
. ' wall 'of the channel at the Rutland bridge. A :view of this escarp-
ment is shown in figure 42. 
Below Rutland the valley becomes quite narrow, so that the 
flood plain is not over one-fourth mile in width and in 'some 
• 
Iowa Geological Survey. PLATE XLI 
A. The bowlder sprinkled channel at Humboldt. B. The wide valley of the West 
Fork just below Humboldt. C. Crossbedded gravels near Humboldt. 
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places even less. The valley also becomes deep,er and where· 
the river cuts against the banks, as is the case above Humboldt, 
the bluff is high and steep, and heavily wooded. The narrow-
jng no doubt is due to the presence of 'the limestone, which, 
being so much more resistant than the unconsolidated drift, has 
. confined the activity of the stream to a narrower zone. The 
channel from Bradgate eastward is strewn with bowlders, ·,which 
in places are so abundant, to use Macpride's phrase, as to sug-
gest some New England mountain channel, rather than the 
quiet, creeping river of the level prairie. This is especially true 
at Bradgate and at Humboldt as Plate XLI, A~ shows. Below 
the exposures of Kinderhook limestone the chips and blocks of 
this stone litter the floor and banks of the valley. 
Humboldt is built upon a rock platform which stands twenty 
feet or more above the narrow flood plain and has been swept 
almost clear of :drift for a width of a mile. It is covered with 
a thin veneer of soil through which in numerous places the rock 
projects as small mounds rising about siX feet above the sur-
rounding level. This plain seems to be a remnant of the post-
Kansan valley which was not filled with Wisconsin detritus to 
t~e same extent as adjacent portions. Its width is about the 
same as that of the. valley just above Bradgate and probably 
represents fairly well the size of the older watercourse. 
At Humboldt the steep, timber covered slopes of the west 
wall rise sixty to eighty feet above the water's edge and are 
indented by numerous short, .steep ravines and gullies which 
cut into the upland for a short distance but fail to effect much 
in the way of dr;tinage. The east wall also is quite steep for 
two miTes below Humboldt. South of the town the walls ap-
proach each other Within one-half mile or less and retain this 
relation for many miles below the union with the East Fork. 
See Plate XLI, B. . 
Three miles below Humboldt the West Fork swings to the east, 
bounded by the rather steep, wooded slopes of its west wall, 
and passing the nose of the dividing ridge, meets its fellow, the 
East Fork, at a right angle, two miles north of the county line. 
Age of the Valley.-There seems to be no evidence to prove 
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ihat· the ·valley of the Des Moines in Minnesota and across 
Emmet ·and Palo Alto counties is older than the retreat of the 
Wisconsin glacier, if we make a possible exception of the 
stretch between Big Bend and Windom, Minnesota. If the de-
pression above Big Bend is pre-Wisconsin, it would seem prob-
able that a portion of the main valley below would be 0:( the 
same age. For the most part, however, . the valley is simply a 
great, broad sag, chiefly constructional, partly erosional, al-
though the present river is entirely inadequate to determine 
the form of its. valley except to a very minor extent. 
Because of the outcrops of limestone in the valley below 
Bradgate Professor Macbride has suggested that in this locality , 
the modern stream enters a rock-walled channel of Pre-Wiscon-
sin age. In northeastern Pocahontas county as well as near 
Bradgate the valley floor is a mile wide, the walls are perfectly 
· defined and their slopes are fairly steep, in places precipitous. 
At the bridge crossing the river a mile south of Bradgate, 
undercutting and road grading have exposed twenty feet of 
yellow, very pebbly Wisconsin till, five feet of rather fine, fresh 
gravel and twenty feet of drab, sparsely pebbly Kansan drift 
to water level. It was here also that the exposures of pre-
Pleistocene clay shales were observed. The succession below 
river level already has been described. On the other hand wells 
on the uplands are reported as reaching rock at depths varying 
. from a few feet to 'twenty, forty or sixty feet or occasionally at 
even greater depths. These {acts are cited to show that above 
the mouth of Beaver creek as well as below, the river evidently 
is occupying a valley cut wide and deep before the Wisconsin 
glacier brought down its load of clays and sands. There is no 
such abrupt change in character here as one might expect to 
find, did Beaver creek represent a pre-Wisconsin watercourse. 
It was stated above that beyond Rutland the valley floor is not ,: 
more than one-fourth of a mile wide. But this narrowing is 
the natural result of the gradual sinking of the valley into the 
resistant limestone of the Mississippian, rather than of a sud-
. den change in the age of the valley. It is evident that some-
where in this region there occurs the passage from the wide, 
immature, constructional, modern sag to the narroW'er, better 
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de:ti~ed, erosional, interglacial valley. But Beaver valley, does 
not b~ar the evidence of being at the critical point or of"mark-
ing the continliation of the older channel. But ' wherever the 
change in age may occur, the assumption of an interglacial val-
ley seems necessary to account for the depth and definiten"essof 
the" present course across Humboldt county, as well as for the 
rock cuts at Rutland and Humboldt. 
Outlet of the Cham "akes.-In connection with the discus~ion 
of the ongin of the valley of the East Fork the possibility was 
suggested (page 478) that the pre-Wisconsin drainage line now 
represented by the Chain lakes in Martin county, Minnesota, 
, might be continued southward by the ' lower part of the West 
Fork valley and that a possible point of juncture was near the 
northeastern corner of Pocahontas county. Since here the 
, younger valley seems to join the older, this locality affords the 
logical point for the attachment of the buried Chain lakes river 
to the pre-Wisconsin Des Moines. At least this theory has the 
advantage of accounting for the pre-Wisconsin valley in Poca-
hontas and Humboldt counties and of suggesting as well the 
outlet of the ancient river which once occupied the Chain lakes 
valley. 
Age of the Gravels near Humboldt.-There are large amounts 
of gravel in a low terrace along the West Fork below Humboldt. 
Plate XLI, C, shows their chatacter well. "Where the long up-
land ridge between the two forks slopes down to the south its 
face is banked by a broad terrace of sand and gravel which also 
'fills th'e entire valley and forces the West Fork against its south 
wall. Professor Macbride assigned this latter deposit to the 
Buchanan and the same is done by Beyer and Wright ,in a recent 
P1!blication. The bed near Humboldt is assigned by these 
writers to the Wisconsin, as are also beds on the East Fork. 
The materials banked on the nose qf the ridge are slightly 
rusted, the sands are stained a little yellow, the gravels a little 
red, but I they are far less weathered than typical Buchanan 
gravels of eastern Iowa; , Furthermore they contain a strikingly 
large proportion of fresh limestone pebbles of " all sIzes up to 
several inches in diameter. Those beds which lie down ' in the 
. ., 
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valley bottoms are very similar ip. composition and in showing 
st:reaks of iron rust and stain, especially in their coar.ser pints. 
The s'ame is true of the terrace materials near Humboldt; whil~ 
they are essentially fresh they show streaks of iron and man-
ganese stain. There seems to be no sufficient basis for separat-
ing these various deposits as to their age. Between the low 
terrace near the city and the bank at the foot of the -ridge~ivid: 
ing the forks there is no distinguishing criterio~, and as be~ween 
these latter and the materials somewhat tighe'rup. th.e slopes 
there can be no doubt of their equivalency and contip.ulty. · It 
'seems scarc'ely reasonable to consider the valley as pre-Pleisto-
cene or even pre-Kansan in age, but the gravels can , not be 
Buchanan if the valley is post-Kansan. ·Considering then the 
character an~ age of the valley and th~ character aiid physical 
condition of the gravels it seems nece,ssary to assign them to a 
period later than the Kansan, in other words to the close of the 
\Visconsin. There is, of course, the alternative of an Iowan age 
for the ,gravels, but judging from cQnditions where the Iowan 
is bette!' known, this does not seem an attractive hypothesis. 
The Iowan does not seem to have been a period of extensive 
gravel deposition. 
Des Moines Valley Below the Forks. 
, Within a few miles below the junction of the forks the valley 
becomes much deeper. Near the mouth of Deer creek, the bluff 
is ninety feet high and at Fort Dodge the river is 160 feet below 
the upland level. ' This ' notable deepening is continued into 
Boone county and is due not merely to the natural processes of 
erosion but :chiefly to the ridges of drift material which are 
, 'piled across its course in ever increasing height, from northern 
V\T ebster county to their culmination as the Gary moraine of 
Boone county . 
N ear the county line Saint Louis limestone comes' into VIew 
in the bed of the river and continues 'intermitte,ntly ~s far as 
Iowa Geological Survey. Pr.ATE XLH 
A. The wide flat valley above Fort Dodge, near Deer creek. B. A high beY{ch a 
mile below Kalo. 
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Fort Dodge: ,A mile south of the line a terrace rises frf:.ty', feet : 
abov.e' the, flood plain and has' a width of one-folirth-mile': It :iB ;' 
seeli' clearly to be a rock platform and upon it lie great nUD).~ts~r 
of Wisconsiil bowlders, ' and probably there is 'Wisconsin'till be- ' 
neath the soil. It is evident that ' the erosion of the ' valley ' in ,' 
the 'limestone was pre-Wisconsin as:the slope to the flood pl~~ 
is covered with Wisco'nsin 'bowlders. In 'Places the r.ock -ha,!'3 1 
been cut out for a width of a quarter of ,a mile, and, as ' is: the 
case opposite this terrace, through a thickness of flft; f:e~t, too , 
great a task for the present stream to have accomplished d.llring 
its brief history. The high platform, like the inner ,gorge, may , 
be the result of interglacial erosion. 
Three miles north of Fort Dodge a broad expansion of the: ' 
v'ailey covers about a square mile. For the mo'stpart it lies 
above the reach of modern floods and evidently is an ancient: 
flood plain. The surface, where the road traverses it, is covered"' 
with sand which may have been swept in by Wisconsin floods. : 
Opposite this 'plain the river is cutting into Coal Measures clays 
and coal, although above and ,below here the Saint Louis' lime-: 
stone is exposed. The _ presence of the softer Coal Measures ' 
, doubtless accounts for the expansion of the valley at this place.,' 
Plate XLII, A, shows well the charaCter of the valley between' 
Humboldt and Deer creek in northern Webster county. 
Tributaries.-The tributaries of the Des Moines in Humboldt 
. J 
county are of little consequence. In Webste,r several later~ls 
enter the master stream but these are typical praifie creeks, .. 
with the exception of the Lizard Fprks, until within a mile or 
tw~ of the main valley. In' their lower courses they have been 
obliged to cut deep trenches into the rock to keep in topographic , 
~ accord with the great valley. North Lizard is the most im-
portant creek of the county (Plate XXXII, page 467). Where it, 
opens into the Des Moines valley it has cut a, deep , gorge in ' 
which it has developed a moderately wide flood plain. F,oT some) , 
distance above the mouth the north wall is lower than the south: 
wall, owing to the presence of a, prominent range of' m~rainic' 
' 33 " , . ", 
\ , _ • .1 :. ~" 
) 
.-
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Jmo.ps:.which;extends across this township and which he!(=) hounds 
the: :v.aI.~ey ,closely. The south wall is acc()rdingly rugged .and 
well:' ftim.bered while the north slope is .less rough and , rather 
,'bare.: 'Ab()ve the junction of .the f~rks' the North Lizard ,has a 
rat.~~;r ' 'Wide :valley, but this shallows rapidly . . Followed back a 
few ;tnile,s ,:it is only a ··few feet below the prairie level, and:is 
quite '~Jypical .valley of the drift, plain. 
:Wher~ the South Lizard cuts through or abuts against tne 
knobby , dri~t region it develops steep bluffs but elsewhere its 
valley IS shallow until within two or three miles of the .Junction 
with ' the ·N orth Fork. In the lower stretches several remnants 
of ' old ' levels appear as terraces on the steep walls and some 
,loW bills of circumdenudation are s~en in the narrow _ valley. 
Appa,:re~tly the stream occupied a somewhat different course 
when ,it' fl,o'wed :at a higher level but the process of adjustment 
to changing conqitions in the Des Moines valley caused it to seek 
new channels as it deepened its valley. 
, . 
The secondary streams exert practically no infl:qence on . the 
top~graphy of the ,region aside from their immediate valleys, 
and ' the :same is true to a large degree of the master stream 
itself. ' .9Ile no sooner ascends from the deep gO.rge than the 
unchanged Wisconsin' plain stretches away before him, mile , 
after mile. Swamps and sloughs remain undrained on the yery 
bord~r of the valley and bear witness to the immaturity of the 
draillage. 
A small creek valley in southern Webster county, west of 
Stratforq, 'down which the Ohicago and North Western rail- , 
road runs for a short distance, is tYPic;i1 of the secondary drain-
age of the, Des Moines system in this region. , It begins as an 
insi.g:D.ificant swale or shallow sag in the drift plain about two 
miles from the river but deepens rapidly and within a mile 
has attained a depth of ninety f~et. It is narrow, however, 
down .to ·. its junction with the main valley, for, although its 
depth at' .the mouth is .180 feet, even here there is a space of 
only 'thirty to forty feet between the bases of the bluffs. ' 
, The r alley, Below Fort Dodge.-Below Fort Dodge for ,many i 
miles the high walls of the valley are relatively steep for the' 
Iowa Geological Survey. 
Map showing Des Moines valley between Fort Dodge and Des Moines: 
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, ~,~st part : eyen 'w~er~ 'not 1 affected by rece~.t erosjon. Both the 
main yalle~ .and its short, steep tributaries are heavily woode~ 
'up ·to jthe prairie level and form most picturesque features of 
Ithe lan!iscape. , In, most ,of the valley's extent 'across Webster 
' aIi~ Boone co~ties ' (Plate XLIII). the flood plain is narrow, 
:rarel;v !pore than 200 yards wide, and in places l~s~, .as at Fort 
!Dodg;e land above Boope (Plates XLIV, A and B ; XLVI; 
, ,t , 
.l XLVII, A, pag(521) a:vd at Fraser wl1ere a mere str~p of low-
, larid 'lOO yards wide lies between ri,*er iand bluff. South of the 
: Q-ary n1oraine,' ,however, from whicn the river ,emerges within 
I the! last! few m~les of its course in Boone county (se!:l, Plates 
XLVI ~:Q.d XLIX), the valley Widens until at the county line 
it is .. a full mile from rim to rim. 
. , I I 
B'elow Fort Dodge exposures , of shales are very frequent 
, k ' . 
", along the banks as 'far : south as Ka~o. In the :vicin~ty , of Fort 
I Dodge gypsum , also may "be ' seen op.tcropp~ng I along the main 
valley ~nd in its tributaries. Below Kalo massive, yellow, cross-
heddeR sandstone forms th,e walls as far as 'Lehigh, thougn 
covered along much .of this distance with a veneer of drift. The 
, ~are, l1c~ walls of ' the master. gqr,~~, prese*ting f ~cr'asional 
, vertIcal, clIffs forty to fifty feet m heIght, are , exceedlllgly plC-
, jture~q'u:e and make delightfully attractive spots when framed 
l in the verdant mantle which clothes much of the ,fio-or and slopes 
of , the~' alley. With the increasing depth of the gorge the pic-
. ' tur~ he omes more charming and where~ as at Lehigh, the bluff 
rise'~ a , one sweep' 190 f,eet from the water's edge to the upland 
' level,s ~t is , one which will be excelled with difficulty in the 
, " . lan4sc~re of central Iow~. " 
r IBbon,b River.-Boone river' enters the valley of the 'Des 
Moine~ , just within the limits of Webster county. The river has 
'cut" a:' gorge fully one-half mile fro~ rim to r~m and 180 feet 
deep in its low~r reaches. This valley posses~es ,all ' the char-
acters of the master valley and in but slightly smaller, degree. 
I The rather insignificant stream meanders ~dly over its flood 
, plain,l which is flat and sandy. The side walls are quite steep, 
just as are those of the major valley. Angles of 12°, 15°, 20°, 
22° and even 26°, were measured at various points. About a 
'. " , .' " ' . 
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Profile of Des Moines river at Fort Dodge. Beyond the east end of the profile the surface is practicall y level. On t11e west a r e gently rolling uplands. B. Profile of Des MOines valley across middle of section 1 2, YelJ township, a nd section 7, Des 
Moines township, Boone county, a bout two miles north of Boone. See Plate XLIX. Slightly rolling uplands west of profile; level la nd east of profile. C. Profile of Des Moines valley one mile west of Selma, Van Buren county, showing the wide 
valley. D. Profile of Des Moines valley one-half mile east of Selma, showing the narrow valley. 
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A. Boone valley about a mile above its mouth. B. The fiat Wisconsin plain stretch-
Ing away from the edge of the valley. Taken from the same pOint as A. 
C. Boone valley at the first bridge above Stratford, about two miles above 
Its mouth. 
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TOPogfaphic map of northern part of Boone quadrangle, !ncludfng parts of webster. 
Hamllton and Boone counties. 
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mile' above the mouth of the stream is ~ bench ninety' f~et :Q.igh : 
which doubtless is related in origin to those in the major vaHey~ ! 
See 'Plate XLV; A, Band C. 'i' 
!' Terraces.~A mile 'below Kalo th~re is ~ high bench' on the : 
s?uth side of the river, representing a former level. of the ; 
v~lley. It is , underlain by Des Moines $ha:les and doubtless is . 
tb ' be correlated-with the high benches noted in the north, part 
o~ the county, both in age and in m~thod of formation. See ': 
p;late XLII, B, page 511. . . , ' , 
• . . I 
r Opposite the mouth of Boone riverjs a berich which is nearly ' 
100 feet high, and in its course across , southern Webster, Boone 
~nd northern Polk counties the river ' i~ ' bordered almost COll- . 
tinuously by benches and terraces. Just south of the ·Webster- ' 
:$oone line, f~r example, a low terrace 300 yards wide rises ten : 
~eet above the flood plain, and a mile down the valley ' a hlgh ' 
~ench lies seventy feet above ~he strea~. Its rough surface : 
Irises to meet the bluffs, at whose bases it is one hundred feet , 
lligh. This bench covers one-fourth of a square mile and so far 
ds can be seen ,in cuts it is built of waterlaid sand and gravel. ~t s~ems to fill. a recess in '·the ancient valley. The village ' of , . 
fraser is- built upon anoth~r of these high benches and ' still " 
another fills the, hollow across the river from the village. 
I • 
I • . 
J A similar bench fill.s the north p~rt of the bend east of ~raser : 
f.Plate XLVI) and, m common WIth many others, consIsts of 
sand, gravel and cobblestones. To the south it slopes down to 
~Jower Jerrace, built of detrital material, which fills the mile- I 
lvide recess between the river and the bluffs. The upper bench ' 
ts, perhaps sixty}eet high and the lower one is about thirty feet'! 
r bove water ~evel. The bayou in ' which these are built is. one ,; 
9f 'the largest along the river. Plate XLVII, B, shows a similar : 
group of -terraces in sections 1 and 12, Yell 'township. .: 
, 
, 
I ,The series of terraces to which the upp'er one just mentio~ed : 
~ay belong, is r,epresented by that on which Moingona is bui~t : 
~nd other representatives 9f this series ar.e to 'be seen ne.ai' th.e , 
~tot.th , and south li~e.~ ... :_2.LP.Qugl~s ~ tgFPshiP.: )?,~,e ')?late, LII, . 
pa:g~ ,fj.31., ,'r:h~ fQrm~r ,of .the,~~, sh9wsl gt;aVrel,IPHJ. r;W\liltt~rI;iiq , ~J~·~.~s: 
! I" I' d ' O) ,"'!j t I ' .1 .,~, II i . I ~ ~ 
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A 
The narrow gorge of Des ;M,olnes ' river, midway between BOOne and ¥J:aael'. 
-8 High ter,races on ,t.Iie w.el!t side of the vall\lY above Boone. The \!'pper -edge 
of the blgher terrace Is show" 'n A at ~he left. Note the even skyline. 
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Iowa Geological Survey. PLATE XLVllI 
A. Short steep ravines in the east wall above Boone. They are only about two 
hundred yards long and are two hundred feet deep. B. A pond on the unaltered 
Wisconsin plain, between the ravines shown in A. The beginnings of a third 
ravine approaching from the rear may be seen to the right of the center back-
ground. 
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PLATE XLIX 
.:.= 
TO{lographjc map of southern part of Boone quadrangle. in Boone county . 
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" :~ll ,ii~ , b.?rth ~~i,q~\ b.;p.t , on the. sd~t~ ;ide shal'es, appear fifty feet 
above! the water le'\:e}. , ThIS terrace faces a lower one at a 
h~iight " of thirty feet "abo~e the ~heam. These two seem to fill 
.. " . r ,,' . ~ n,' old recess and are , backed by rather low, gentle bounding 
wal~s j seventy-five to -one hundred ~eet high. It, is noteworthy 
that the slopes defining the rea!w~rd margins of the benches 
nnd' terraces are uniformly more gentle than are th'o'se facing 
~he" ~.~·ep~r and therefore n~wer parts of- the 'valley. ' 
AnQther member" of the lower series of terraces is to be found 
'just ' ~hpve, the mining camp of Scandia, in northeastern Dallas 
, c<).imt1; wh~le the seventy-five foot series is represe:p.ted by the 
b~nc~ :on which High ' Bridge is built. ,See Plate LIII, page 533. 
Qtli~is o~ these series are plentiful in t,his part of the 'valley's 
extent. . 
. 'r~e!e seem, then, to be three series of benches in the v~pey. 
The first , of these, ranging from ten to thirty feet above the 
river, forms the immediate boundary of the flood plain. The 
secpnd rises fifty to sixty. feet above the valley flQo~and a third 
~~ri~s , i~ seventy to one hundred feet from the botto~-rand~. 
In so far as these terraces are of sand and gravel they indi-
'cate that the valley ' was at one time, probably in the closing 
stages' of the Wiscon~in age, filled at least to the level bf the 
1 . '1_, ~ \ , 
highest , bench, and, that the filling has been : since largely .cut , 
away: , T,he two lower series of gravel terraces, as well as ter-
races cut i.n or dO'Yn to the indurated strata, indicate that the 
river: stpod at thpse ,levels long enough to widen out its valiey 
by lli't'eJ:al ~orrasjon. ,In otlier words the down-cutting of the 
present 'valley has proceeded intermittently: As was stated in 
cOllnection ~ wtth the rock ,te~ta:ces near the north line of Web-
~~,t/f~,~f.1ty tJ:l.p~e of We~~ter, Boone, and Po~k, cou?ti~~which 
\J;re .l ¢.~t ' out of Coal Mea'sures must be pre-WISCOnSIn In age. 
, i !>fje~t~~(,the V'aitey.-.LT,he V:;llley at-t!lins its gre'~test depth 
~ ~e~~tdile~~norJh q,f. B,oo~, ' owing t6 ,thepre,sence: of"tp.e Gary 
~p!.~~~,1 a,nd ', t~en S~~U.0iWS to t~e s~lJth (:Plate ,, 4LIV; ~, com- , 
li#~/~~d :Plat~s XLVI :and 'LIlI). The bench tmifks ,'-o(the ; 
ttl1iW~Sta~'~s ~~ol?gi&a~ ,Surv:ey give an altit~4~ o:(a.~Qpt~.S90 i " 
feet for the-river two miles north of Fraser while the upJa'n(Jp 
( 
• 
. ., 
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The Ga.ry moraine In Boone county. and a Wisconsin bowlder . 
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The Ledges, Des Moines valley, Boone county. 
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Topographic 'map of northwestern part of Madrid Quadrangle, including parts '* 
Boone, Dallas and Polk counties. 
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~D(~i'ther! side rise to elevations ~f li20 to 1160 feet, and Mw,- .: 
e:r;a( ~id~e, the crest of the Gary morain~, reaches a height of :1 t240 ~eet !abpve sea level. See Plates XLVI and L. This mea,ns I 
a maximum: depth of over 260 feet, although the immediate ' 
rise to the 'cre~ts of the bluffs is generally about fifty feet less. 
:WQere . Mineral Ridge' l:J.pproaches the valley the bluffs rise 
tully ' 250 feet ' at a single sweep. However, where the valley is I 
crossed by the Dallas-Polk county boundary its depth does not I' 
exceed 160 feet, and the prairies scarcely are 1000 feet above , 
, J Ma. S~e Plate LIII. I 
The Ledges.-There are numerous ravines along the valley ' 
;walls hut many of ' these extend back only a short distance and I 
are very steep. So in many cases they are only 200 to 300 yards i 
long but.are 200 feet ileep. The ravines shown in Plate XLVIII, I 
~, are excellent examples, while B of the same plate sbows1 
. , 
~ow little they have affected the topography. The creeks which I 
enter the va,lIey also liave deep timber-filled gorges . . Bear creek I 
is one of ·the best exa,mples. One of the most picturesq1;le scenes ! 
;along any part of the valley is The Ledges, near the mouth of I 
Pease creek in section 16, Worth township (Plates XLIX and i 
LII). ,Massive s~ndstone forms high mural escarpments be- j 
tween which lies a charming valley with its little stream. See; 
;PI,ate LI. Trees and grass and rocks combine to form one of ~ 
the most attractive spots of the region and one whose charm 'is l 
greatly appreciated and utilized by visitors from far a~d , near, j 
Doctor' B~y~r ascribes the formation of the . Ledge sandst011'e l ~o 'J;apid 8edir??~~fltion during Pe~nsylvanian times, ~pparentlY l 
III a valley of , hm~ted area eroded m .older ?oal Meas~re&. T.he" 
present valley has been formed by erosIOn and dIfferential 
weathering in this heavy bedded sandstone. I 
. ' . I 
, Moraines:-Below the Boone county 'line the vl:J.lley shows on ' 
itsl ~e.ste~ \side a mar~ed tendency toward long gentl~ 'slopes j 
~fter :~Q.ef :cr,est of. the bluffs has been pa~sed. On this ' apcou .. ~tj 
~h~ h~g~est land IS p.ot reached for a mIle or more back from 
tp.~ ·firs~ - s:p.:~~ rise" 'rhis feature is accentuated by _a high ni-or- , 
.aInic ( swelt. extend~ng from northeastern Dallas co,\!nty past , 
W 99.<l~{l~P.)~tlJ4 . .P::t~-!lg~r ~nto __ Po~~ c~u.nty;, r~~~ ~s,w,e.lp~, ~.~R:e~ ! 
, 1 I • ~ 
· . , 
,rowa Geological Survey. PLATE LI.n 
'ropograpp.1c map of southern part ot Madrid quadrangle, including parts of Dallas and Polk counties . 
.. / 
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by' knobs' and kamelike' i-idges whlch rise eighty to 'on~ hu~dre'd: -" 
feet above the crests of the river. bluf£s to the west, . Amo~g, 
the most conspicuous of these ridges are the mpunds a mile 
east of Granger (Plate LIII') , 'one two miles northeast of' . 
Granger, (Plate LIV, B) and another. three miles fUrther west: 
(Plate LIV, C): Southward this' swell is continued by a nar~ 
ro:wer ridge, which separates. the Des Moines and Beaver val-
leys (Plate LV); This ridge is only a mile to two ·miles wide 
at i~s base, and its crest is in many places broad enough, merely 
for the 'road which follows it, The highest points are 200 feet" 
above the river and twenty feet 'less above Beaver creek. Al-
though capped by aeoliair sands it is built up of yellow Wis-
consin till, blue, fossiliferous loess, perhaps overlying Kansan 
till, and a core of Coal ,Measures, which rises in places 100 feet 
above the river. Its eastern slope, facing the river, is almost 
everyWhere steep and rugged, and gashed by many short ra-
vines, but the westward slope is much more gentle. The ridge 
descends by a long easy grade to the mouth of Beaver valley. 
The Valley in Polk County.-From the Polk county line to the 
south line of Crocker · township the Des Moines valley is grad-
ually widening until .the flood plain is fully a··mile wide and the 
entire valley is practically three times that width if, we con-
sider the long gentle slopes back of the steeper walls (Plate 
LV). The 'wall overlooking the 'valley from the east becomes 
iess rugged and dissected in Crocker township and south of· the 
township line this transition suddenly becomes very marked. 
The gentle, mature slope swings off tq the southeast; down to 
a point opposite Saylorville (Plate LV), where a mile and a 
half of level flood plain intervenes ' between it and the stream: 
Between Saylor and Des Moines city limits (Plate LV:) this 
plain rises by a rather steep wall twenty to forty feet high ·to an 
almost equally level plain beyond. Just n,orth of Highland Park' 
this wall meets at right angles a steep, high, rugged bluff. whicl?- ' 
runs west to the river. Here .it bends abruptly to the soutli 'and· 
'so makes its way- with a local descent at Union Park (Plate 
LVI), past Capitol Hill, to terminate as abruptly as it· b~ga~; 
in the steep sandstone cl~:d . south of the 'State ' Hou~e ,(:I>late 
LVIII, A, page ?53)~ -" ",' 
Iowa Geological .Survey. PLATE LIT 
_A. A !Jo1l11 nea~ the' I< ame show n in B. B. A kame in section 31. Madison township. 
'Polk -county. Vi~w from the west. C. A kame In section 34, Des Moines town-
ship. Vailas county. View trom the east . 
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Topographic map of northern part of Des Moines quadrangle, in Polk county, 
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l ' ' - I ' ' . ~'" .. " . ,-_. _. . , 
Beav~r Valley opens into that of the Des Moines" by a 're-
markable flat, two miles wide, built' of sand and gravel; ' and 
varying in its heigb.t above the river from twenty to ,forty feet~ 
See, Plate LV. Beyond this flat the steep west wall of the mliljor 
valley, as described on page 532, is resumed and continued to 
, the junction with the Raccoon. It ,is trenched , by numerous ra-
vines, ,and, like the opposing slope, shows evidences of youth 
and immaturity along nearly all its extent. ' 
The wide flat just mentioned extends up Beaver valley three " 
to four miles. ;But far beyond, along all of its extent in Polk 
and Dallas counti'es, as well as across southern Boone county, 
the creek occupies a broad shallow sag, many, many times too ", 
large for the present stream. It reminds the observer of the 
great swales in Minnesota and in Palo Alto county, for instance, 
j 
• 
,along which the sluggish 'stream winds its aimless way. The 
,sag rises to the east to ~he range of morainic hills previously 
mentioned as extending past ,Granger and Woodward. To the 
southwest stand knobs and high ridges like sentinels guarding 
the broad' and fertile plains beneath. The valley of the Beaver~ 
like ~he Plain of the Jordan of the ancient writer, is "fair as 
the G-arden of Jehovah." See Plates LIlI and LV . 
-
Now it is to be noted that immediately opposite the mOuth 
' of Beaver valley lies the wide plain which has been spoken of 
already as reaching from Saylorville almost to the limits of 
, Des Moines and which occupies the west half of Saylor town-
ship.:.-the plain popularly known as Saylor Bottoms. The re-
lations of these are well shown on the map of the Des Moines 
quadrangle (Plate ~V). Beyond the low wall south of Saylor 
there stretches southeast a wide plain limited on the east by 
the upland on which stand Saylor and Marquisville, and south 
of this by the more strongly rolling ridge known as Four' Mile 
ridge, on who,se slopes are Grandview ,Park and the State Fair 
Grounds (Plate LVI). On the west lie the lower eminences 
crowned by Highland Park and East Des Moines. From these 
latter, the slope is very gently to tb.e east, and between them is' ' 
the wide depression" in which lies Union Park. Tlie broad, 
.. / 
Iowa Geological Survey. 
Topographic map of southern part of Des Moines qua.drangle, including parts of Polk and Warren counties.· 
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;, S~o.bthslopes of tijese wans give an aspect' of, co~sia:~r~'bJ~' ~~_~ 'I .' 
turityr an:d ~ffer a strong contrast t~the choppy tqpograp'hy :' . 
\ ,pf tb~ valley slopes to the west. . ' '. (f; 
:'.' ' Tb~ sag or plain which lies between these walls is very . l,e;~i! 
in' geMral, except" for scattered mounds ' which ·dot itS " surfa:c~, 
I'~nd' 'bieh 'seem to, be dunelikein origin and niture~ It-. s'inks 
to the south from elevations of 840. and locally 860 feet to '. an i 
,. , . I " " ,t , 
: ' altitude of 800 feet or less where if opens ' into the great valley ' i 
I; of the De's Moines between Capitol iEn and the Faii ,G~ound"s. 1 
-Like the mouth of Beaver valley it is .underlain very largely :. 
with sands, a~ has 'been learned to! their · cost by ' some I ofl the.l 
coal mining companies which have run entrie's into it. 'H 'is ' 
qbv,iciusly the continuation of the broad depression through 1 
which' Beaver creek meanders, and ml,ls.t be connected with it 1 
in ori.gi~. The two are merely separated, or we may say"united, 1 
" Ii I' . by the now somewhat lower expansion of the Des Moines :r~Uey l' 
which lies between them. . " . 
" I 
DISCUSSION OF CONDITIONS. \ 1 
I l 
", ,We . have now reached. the point where Des Moi~es river 1 
::., emerges from: the Wisconsin plain and passes into ,the much 'l 
. . h older \topography of , the Kansan, drift area. Henqe . it is well l 
I. to consider the reasons for some of the features that have been : 
I; ,studieq. :. ., ' I ' " ' " '" i 
'1' In:J!.6one Oounty.-Doctor Beyer, in his study of Bo.one c:qun- ; . 
ty geology, ,indicated certain facts w~ich he. eons.idered to point i 
towaTd the, youthfulness of Des Momes rIver : m ~ha:t \county. j 
The~e .·: are: ' "(1) The extreme shortness of the ,t tributa~ies,. 
taken, in , conjunction with their high grades, is i:n4iclit~v~ of 
,I bri'Elf ,/lareers .. (2) . Th~ l.iver its~lf has . done eo~~ara:ivel! ~ittle"l 
'. ' lateral .corraslOn. Only m rare mstances does It Impmge on the . 
>' liI1l'itin~ walls 'of the' valley. (3) According to data derived fro~ : 
.' ' coalI"?-ines lmd well sections the posit~on of ,the stream appea~s l 
il to be, :out of harmony with theaopographic features of the older 1 
, ~otmations; i. e., the' Des Moines is a superimposed- ; ~tream, ; 
: I young~r than the glacial deposits." The accompanying d~a- " '. 
' gram, figure 43, adapted from PrOfessor Beyer~s repor~' s?-,<?~.s :j 
the relations of the present and pre-Pleistocene surfaces. 
. RELATIONS OF· TEE 'VALLEY ," 
I 1n '·W·ebster 'G02inty.-For Web ·~ter ' " 
c'ounty, . Doctor ; Wilder brings . forward: 
•• J · ~541 
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. :Simila'r ' topographic evidence to show that : 
'the ' present valley is very young, but 1 
demonstrates from geol~gic facts that the : § ~ 
, g~ 
river is ," reworking a : pre-Wisconsin, per-
'haps pre-Kansan valley." 
I ~rn 
I ~-
, ~~ cl>~ 
, . , . 1 :>'2.1 
Relations of the Valley.-It is very J OJ OJ 
.probable that the statements of these two , :5 .~ 
,writer~, wh~le seemingly contradictory, are ~! \ \ :~ 
entirely in harmony. It IS true that the ,ID ~ ~ 
I valley' in 'both counties, has every appear~ ~ : :;, :~ 
ance of .youthfulness and that the system! , ,; .1 g:5 
appears to be out of harmony with the rAIa! ~3.IDW :~la I ~.s 
underlying topography. But the first of J : '.I' , • 1l ~ 
,these conditions may be ascribed to the ~ i:' :t: 
Wisconsi'n , glaciation of a post-Kansan 1 ~ i ! .. I : ~~ 
valley, while the second is accounted for; 0: t· .: . ' 0 ~~ 
by the probable fact that the post-Kansan I I I I ~Q 
river was imposed upon a drift sheet so' : : ,.: .:5t; 
thick that the underlying topography was : ~ I I 1M § 
entirely ineffective as a' controlling agent. : ' I ~ I ~, : :~~ 
It is certain that the detritus of the Gary:: : : ; ;.~ 
moraine in Boone and Webster counties I: : I ~8 
would so conceal any pre-Wisconsin drain- I.. I : g.~ 
' a2'e lines ' that the survival of even the I ~OJ-~ 1 ~ )0 0::", 
master valley is a marvel,' and its imma- I ~ I .. , ~~ 
I" IC!)~ 
turbity and youthful appea:ranc~ are quite , 1 : : : ,is 
to e expected. Nevertheless, It seems to 1 : I ' OJ 0:: 
I ' : 0:: ~ 
'be a fact that the modern valley holds its ,I, ,8,g 
present position by inheritance, by virtue : :~~ , 
of necessity. The presence in the valley : ... t ~ 1;1 
of terraces, in-so-far as' these are built of ",, ' i :~ 
glacial materials, indicates that when the :~ 
Wisconsin ice covered central Iowa, th~ I:! I~ 
Des M9ines .valley ha~ attained practically 1= ~ 
'its 'present dime~siops, 'that wh'ile the . :""1.' ...... --=:\-,-...::L.i--...J....----I 
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ice was melting the valley was filled to a depth of sev'erity":five 
to one hundred feet with waste from the glacier, and that this 
has been largely swept away since, leaving mere remnants along 
the valley sides as terraces and benches. If all that has been 
done since the end of Wisconsin time is the excavation, almost 
entirely in loose materials, of the inner, and narrower, valley, 
we can scarcely ~ttribute the making of the great gorge in its 
entirety with its rock walls scores of feet in height, to the clos-
ing years of the' briefest of the glacial ages. . 
• • 
In Polk County.-Within Polk county Doctor Bain 'learned 
the following facts: The bottom of Beaver valley is filled with 
modified Wisconsin drift to depths exceeding fifty feet., The 
Coal Measures rise in the side slopes to heights considerably 
above the stream, and undisturbed Kansan drift is found at 
points low down in the valley. In the low plain east of High-
land Park and Capitol Hill, wells and mines go through sev-
€nty-five to one hundred feet of filling, although rock rises well 
above the present floor in the hills on both sides. 'T~e valley 
Fro. H-Preglaclal -drainage at Des Moines . (After Ba.ln.) The present .sUe ,of Des 
Moines Is indicated by Capitol Hill. ' 
, : 
I 
I, 
I 
, 
BAIN'S HYPOTHESIS 5~3 
fining .is'inq)art Kansan drift. Below Des Moipes the present 
-ri:Ver"valley lias' been filled with many feet of drift-between 
~f~y ·and one ' hundred. 
Rain's; ·hypothesis.-From· these . and similar fadS- Ba:in has 
constructed " the following history for Des Moines river.' The 
valley probably was excavated in the period· immediately pre-
ceding tbe advent of the first ice sheet, as was that of' the' Rac-
coon, and th~ir aspect near Des Moines was somewhat as rep-
resented.· in figure 44. The' Kansan ice of course buried these 
valleys (the Nebraskan was not considered, as little was known 
of it when Bain made his studies), but did not fill them com-
pletely, and they were found by the post-Kansan streams-the 
valleys. ~ere resurrected. A system of drainage represented in 
figure 45 developed in the long post-Kansan interval,. and among 
the qliilor streams those marked A andB played a most im-
portant role. The advance of the Wisconsin ice blocked the 
main valley opposite the stream B before the upper portion 
of the river was thrown .entirely out of its valley. 'The swollen 
FIG. 45-Pre-Wlsconsin' 'drainage at Des Moines: lllustrating Baln's theory of develop-
ment ,of. present drainage. The present site' of Des Moines is indicated by Capitol 
and · West HUls. 
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water's of the upper course flowed', up the stream' 'B, across the 
divide~ and ' do'wn \11. into the ' Raccoon. A'S the ,ice did' not ad~ 
vance much ,farther the stream may have held its 'course under 
the ice. Wpen the , glacier melted ,back, the river , h~ld . t9 ~he 
riew course" and abandoned the old one'. It 'also abandoned the 
upper vall~y,;, now , occupied by" tpe ,~~~~~r, and cut the newer 
and narroFer one in which it n6w.flows. Present day conditions 
are shown In figure 46~ , : 
•. ~ l ,. I 
FIG, 46-Postglacial drainage at Des Moines , (From Bain . ) Saylor Bottoms are 
located immediately north of Highland Park. 
Objectio'fj,s to Rain's Hypothesis.-According to this theory 
the valley above Saylor Bottoms was excavated during the re-
treat of the Wisconsin ice. During the same period the por-
tion between Beaver creek and the Raccoon was being deepened. 
Since terraces are ,found in the valley ahove Saylor Bottoms 
we must assume that the newly made valley was partJy , filled 
with sand, much of which has been carried away since., This' 
sequence of events does not agree with the course outlined on 
page 541, but implies a very differ'ent history and necessitates a 
very much. more , r~pid downcutting than is there postulated. 
incidehtally it 'may be questioned whethe'r a glaci'erIIloyi);1g f:r;om 
" 
DATE OF ORIGIN OF THE VALLEY 
we'st of north-which is also the general direction of the valley 
-would block the valley opposite B of figure 45 before the upper 
part of the river was overwhelmed or thrown out of its course. 
That part of the valley within the city limits (see Plate LVI) 
is narrower than the upper reaches, although a somewhat great-
er age is assigned the former. And yet, rock outcrops are as 
common north of Beaver valley as in the city, the strata ar:e 
similar, and rock rises fully as hi.gh above stream level, so there 
is no difference in this respect on which to rely for interpreta~ 
tioa -
The assigv.ment of the valley-cutting. to the Wisconsin ice 
epoch might accord with Beyer's outline of conditions in Boone 
county but it fails to harmonize with the statements of Wilder 
as to the situation in Webster. If the Des Moines in Webster 
. county is re-excavating a pre-Wisconsin valley while the Des 
Moines in Polk and B.oone counties occupies a valley dating 
back only to the close of the Wisconsin epoch there should be 
topographic unconformity between the parts and there should be 
somewhere in the valley a topographic break which would re-
cord this fact. However, there is no such break and so the dif-
ference must be one of interpretation rather than of fact. 
A NEW HYPOTHESIS REGARDING THE AGE OF THE VALLEY. 
In order, to harmonize these apparent discrepancies and to 
. obviate certain difficulties which seem to be inherent in the the-
ories heretofore presented, the following working hypothesis 
is offered. ' 
Date of Origin..-It will be shown later from the relation of 
Des Moines river to the Mississippi, that the initiation of the 
Des Moines valley cannot antedate the beginning of the Pleisto-
cene. The earliest date to which we can assign its formation is 
the close· of Nebraskan glaciation. The post-Nebraskan Des 
Moines followed the course of the present river below Des 
Moines, but across the site of the city it occupied the wide de-
pression described on page 540, and to the northwest, acroSs 
Polk and Dallas and southwestern Boone counties at least, it 
cut out the wide sag through which Beaver creek now flows. The 
35 
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Aftonian interval must have, been of great duration to give 
time for the cutting of such a large valley even though it was 
sunk entirely in the soft strata of the Coal Measures for many 
miles above and 'below Des Moines. Raccoon river also prob-
. ably originated at the same time, since its features are much 
mbre like those of the older than of the younger parts of the 
:tnaster valley. ' 
Ellect of Kansan Glaciation.-The oncoming Kansan ice filled 
the valleys, blotted out the drainage, systems and so forced the 
waters, after its retreat, to seelF new courses for themselves. 
Owing to their not being entirely filled with drift, as well as to , 
the greater thickness of drift in them, the pre-Kansan valleys 
would be made manifest by the presence of sags over their 
former courses. In this way the old valley of the Des Moines 
was revealed and was used by the resurrected stream as far up 
as the junction with the Raccoon which also had been revived. 
But above this point the stream course suffered profound 
changes. 
Width of the Valley.-North of Saylor Bottoms the present 
valley floor has 'a width varying from three-fourths of a mile 
to more than one mile. West and south of Highland Park the 
width is Ii little less, but is still from five-eights to three-quar-
ters of a mile. At Union Park, which is opposite the bend in 
.FIG. 47~Gorge of Des Moines river at Des Moines above the dam. (After Keyes.) 
the valley, the rock wall is cut away below river level, · as is 
shown by wells and drill holes in the vicinity, and the depression 
is filled with silts and sands. The sag here is on the same level 
as the pre-Kansan valley to the east, and the two are continuous. 
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See Plate LVI. South of Union Park the valley again narrows 
untll It IS not more than one-iourth of a mile wide and the bot-
tom is almost entlrely covered by the river, as is shown in fig-
ure 47. '.th1s notable ditierence in the size of the valley imme-
diately above and below Union Park seems to point definitel, 
to a dIfference in age. 
The Post-Ka.nsan ValZey.-Despite the difference in the wldth, 
of the valley immediately above and below Saylor Bottoms both 
sections may be of the same age. From the evidence g~ven on 
previous pages we may assume that the post-Kansan Des Moines 
established the course now followed by the river across Hum-
boldt, Webster, Boone, Dallas and northern Polk' counties 
(Plate XLIII), but instead of following the pre-Kansan course 
,below the intersection at Saylor Bottoms it cut a new valley 
west of Highland Park as far south as the present site' of Union 
Park. The absence of the rock wall at Union Park, and the 
extremely narrow gorge south of this locality seem to indicate 
that the post-Kansan stream, instead of making the abrupt 
southward bend which exists at present below Highland Park 
(Plate LVI), flowed across Union Park, down the pre-Kansan 
valley east of Uapitol Hill and so into the valley at present oc-
cupied by the river below Des Moines. r:J..'he fact that the old 
valley is wider between Capitol Hill and Four Mile ridge than 
east of Highland Park seems to lend additional support to this 
VIew. 
J ,ust ' why ~he river ' chose the course it did after the retreat ' 
of the Kansan ice can not be told. Perhaps it was because the 
pre-Kansan valley was filled to a level higher than the course 
taken by the post-Kans'an river. Perhaps it followed the valley 
of a tributary of the post-Nebraskan Des Moines, or it may 
have been guided by swales similar to those which today are so 
abundant on the Wisconsin drift plain of northern Iowa. Its 
action, is paralleled by that of the Mississippi near Rock Island 
and Keokuk. 
Effect ot Iowan Glaciation·.-During the long ages following 
the Kansa~ glaciation the river was cutting its valley through, 
the drift and into the Coal Measures until interrupted by the , 
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advance of the Wisconsin glacier. The "Illinoian- glacier could · 
affect this ' region only indirectly, of course. See the' Pleistocene · 
map of Iowa, Pla~e XXX. If the Iowan glacier entered the terri-
tory trihutary to· Des Moines river its effect would be twofold. 
Tge , upper . valley would be buried, while beyond the reach of , 
the glacier the depositional work of the stream would be some- . 
what acc~lerated. It does not seem propable that any of ,the 
s~gniflcant changes which the Des Moines has. undergone 8;re due 
tp IO'Yan glaciation. The Iowan ice seems to have been so in- ' 
effective as a topographic agent that at many places wit;hin 
its borders in eastern Iowa the pre-Iowan topography: was not 
much obscured, but was merely mantled. The slopes were toned 
d~~n and the irregularities were s~oothed o~t " somewhat; but 
the~e s'till remain areas which retain the contou~s 'of pre~Iowan . 
t~ine. Then, too, the entire valley within the region which would 
have been crossed by the Iowan margin ~s a unit, and at present 
shows no evidences of having been subjected to' influences which 
w'ould affect one part more than another~ The changes which , 
are evident, those 'near Des Moines, are so far beyond 'the prob-
~bl~ extent of t,he Iowan glacier that it is difficult to see how ' 
they could have beel'\ caused through its agency. If the Iowan 
i~e had founa ' Des Moines river occ~pying its post-Nebraskan' 
course, ' th~ ~ic'e-free section of this great valley would ' have, 
served as a channel for the outlet of glacial waters, and' the 
• j. ., .' • • • 
blocking and 'abandonment of this channel must have been post-
poned u~til Wisconsip. time, conditions which are directly con-' 
trary to what the evidence shown in the present valley above 
Des Moines seems to the writer to prove. ' 
. Origin of the Gorge below Union Park.-With the develop-
ment c:>f the Des Moines-Raccoon drainage· system there may 
have been cut out two ravines, one · heading south from the 10-
cality 'of Union Park (rather than frc:>m west of Highland Park, 
as Bain supposed, see figure 45) and another working north ' 
frqm near the present mouth of Raccoon river. These ravines 
grew and enlarged until their he::;tds' ,met and ulth:rrately . they 
formed a ·brQad low sag where the, ri v:er · now, flows through '~he , 
oity. The present 'fQrm :of the valley here seems to ~gJee bet- . 
,--
, ·1 
Iowa Geological Survey. PLATID LVII 
The clay pit of the Iowa Pipe and Tile Company, Des Moines, showing Coal Measures shales, overlain by loess, which extends within 
two feet of the surface and Is capped by a thin layer of Wisconsin till which appears as the dark band In B. The dark upper 
part In A Is the loess modified by vegetation: 
7' 1 
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te.rwith · the theory of two ravines than with that .of ·but one 
which, cut across the point from one ' side. This sag was well 
developed when the loess was spread out over this region, since 
loess,in places covered by Wisconsin drift, is found as low 'as 
fifty feet above the present river level. See Plate LVII: .The 
sag evidently was so: broad and low at the time .of loess deposi-
tion that .later the waters -from the Wisconsin ice did not need to 
scour .away the veneering materials from the rock walls. The 
facts that the loess was spread over a well developed ·erosion 
topography and that the Kansan drift beneath it is locally much 
wea'thered and leached, or even absent, or ' present merely as a 
residual band of ferretto, are facts which point to a date for the 
loess formation much later tha.n the close of the Kansan epoch 
and suggest that the buff and blue-gray loess of the Des M'oines 
valley and adjacent regions may be the equivalent in age of the 
. Iowan loess of the counties farther east, although it is of local 
derivation and not related genetically to the Iowan loess. Ex-
posures recently made on Capitol Hill in connection with en-
' largement of the State House grounds give additional evidence 
of the same sort: 
Effect of Wisconsin Glaciation.-While the Wisconsin gl~cier 
occupied the Des Moines drainage basin, the great valley el;lst 
of Capitol Hill was filled with detrital material, the passage of 
the river by that channel was obstructed and so the younger 
and much narrower sag cut out west of Capitul Hill was utilized 
and deepened to gorgelike .proportions, though possibly not 
until the . later stages of- Wisconsin occupation. That portion ' 
of the present D~s Moines valley immediately .south of Capitol 
~iIl is so evidently' related to the Raccoon valley in size and di-
rection (see Plate LVI), rather than to the Des Moines valley 
below. it, that 'it seems plain that hlilre is a case Qf stream shift-
ing. This fragment of the Raccoon valley was cut off and 
added to the valley of Des Moines -river . 
The Wisconsin glacier reached only as far as Des Moines 
and its attenuated border in this vicinity did not effect serious 
topographic changes by ·direct erosion or deposition. Its chief 
wor1,r . .was a~ompiished by means of the waters arising from 
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the melting of the ice. Probably the lower Des 'Moines and 
Raccoon valleys were not modified to any notable extent, and 
the smaller drainage lines covered by the ice were not effaced, 
btit ' resinned their functions after the retreat of the glacier . 
.A;bove ' Saylor Bottoms the valley sides are covered with Wis-
consIn drift, in places .to the bases of the bluffs, and are flanked 
here and there by terraces of Wisconsin gravels. Both of these 
dezp.onstrate the pre-Wisconsin age of the valley, as has been 
emphasized before . 
.. 
Relation of the Gary M oraine.-Another, though perhaps in-
direct, proof of the pre-Wisconsin age of the valley above Des 
Moines is the fact that it cuts directly across the Gary moraine, 
the area of highest altitudes and of deepest drift in this imme-
diate region. Compare Plates X.LVI and LVI. See also fig-
ure 43. It is, to say the least, more rea.Sonable to assume that 
the valley was forrp.ed before such a barrier was thrown across 
its course, and that the river maintained or resumed its path 
through the moraine after this was formed than to suppose 
that 'the post-Wisconsin river cut a new channel along the most 
difficult course which it could have found . 
.An Alternative Hypothesis.-As an alternative hypothesis we 
may assume, as was done on page 547, that the valley above 
Des Moines is of immediate post-Kansan age but that originally 
it united with the pre-Kansan valley at Saylor, Bottoms rather 
than at Union Park, as was assumed in the first hypothesis. 
The prese:nt valley through the city, by this hypothesis, orig-
inated somewh~t as described by Bain-by , the junction dur-
ing pre-Wisconsin time of a series of ravine~, probably four, 
which were cut practically to the present dimensions of the 
valley when the loess blanketed .their slopes. This hypothesis, 
it will be seen, calls for only one episode of valley cutting to 
form the present course of Des Moines river across the city, 
but it is open to the objection of the difference 'in size of the 
valley above and below Union Park: ' .. '-
. . 
: The smooth gentle slope of the west bank Oppo!3~te Union 
Park bespeaks a mature stage Of developm~nt, but' this rather 
anomalous featur'e may be explained ,as 'follows. If the modern 
, 
Iowa Geological Survey. PLATE LVlIl 
A. The massive sandstone at the foot of Capitol Hill. B. The valley of Raccoon 
river three miles a bove Its mouth. Nnte .the sand so It at the left. The north 
wall, here shown, is the limit of the Wisconsin glacier. 
, .. 
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valley from Saylor Bottoms to Raccoon river all dates from the 
same period, the sag at Union Park must have been an embay-
ment of the old valley to the east, and the smooth slope ' just 
described probably formed its west bank.. In this case it was 
'necessary for only the sections of the valley west of the now 
isolated eminences of Highland Park and Capitol 'Hill to be 
cut out by ravines between the Kansan and the Wisconsin ice 
invasions. When 'the Wisconsin 'ice came down. and filled the ' 
older valley of the Des Moines with glacial and fluvio-glacial 
material , the waters found a way of escape through these ra-
vines and abandoned the old channel in favor of the newer one 
to the west. 
Character of the Strata.-The variations in the strata cut 
through by the river do not seem to be of such character as to 
account for the differences in the valley, or to help in solving 
the problems it offers. Above Beaver valley and west of High-
land Park these strata are shales with two to three intercalated 
bands of hard limestone six to ten inches thick. These lime-
stones rise toward the north from at or near river level, to 
eighty feet above that datum at Corydon bridge. On the' south 
bank of the river opposite Highland Park a soft sandstone fif-
teen feet , thick replaces the shales below the limestone beds 
and west of Capitol Hill ten feet of this sandstone are exposed. 
On the south front of Capitol Hill the bed of sandstone attains 
a thickness of twenty-five feet. See Plate LVIII, A. Apother 
bit of evidence is the fact that the valley here, which, as ex-
plained above, originally belonged to Raccoon river, is a~ wide 
, as the valley of that stream above its present mouth, where the 
sandstone lens is absent or thins down to a few feet. It seems 
then that the Des Moines cut its valley thro-qgh sandstone or 
through shale with no apparent difference in the result. ' 
Summary.-According to the hypotheses here proposed the 
Des , Moines valley originated after the Nebraskan glaciation. 
Below Des Moines the river still occupies its post·Nebraskan 
valley, but north of the city it found a new course after the 
retreat of the Kansan glacier. The first hypothesis considered 
gives reason for believing that the present valley between Say-
-
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' lo~ 'Botto"ms and Uniop Park also is of immedia~e p6st-Ka~san 
age, but that the gorge between Union Park and, 'the Raccuull 
was not occupied by the river until Wisconsi'n time, By the, 
'second ' hypothesis the modern valley from Saylor Bottoms to 
the mouth of Raccoon river is all of the same age and was used 
':first by the river when the Wisconsin glacier covered the re-
'gion. Aside from assIgning the date of origin of the valley to 
'post-Nebraskan rather than to pre-Pleistocene time ' these hy-
potheses differ from that of Rain chiefly in calling for a post-
Kansan instead of a post-Wisconsin age for the valley north 
of Des Moines. The first hypothesis, in addition, ' differs in 
postulating diverse ages for the two parts of the· valley west 
of Highland Park and of Capitol Hill respectively, while the 
second hypothesis demands more than two ravines to fonn the 
valley i 'ithin the city. As Bain did not take into consideration 
the sag at Union Park he assumed only two ravines to mark 
out the future course. The first hypothesis is preferred to the 
second because it accounts better for the difference in the size 
of the valley opposite Highland Park and opposite Capitol Hill 
(see Plate LVI), since the evidence seems to strengthen the 
theory of diverse times of origin for the valley within the city 
rather than that of a single date. 
The foregoing interpretation of conditions in Polk county 
, will allow us to tie the valley in the northern part of this county 
to the parts in Boone and Webster counties without a break in 
topographic continuity. In its essentials the valley is similar in 
all these counties, and th~re seems to be every reason to think 
that the different portions have had a similar history. Naturally 
, the valley, if of pre-Wisconsin age, would be-at least partly fill ed 
with Wisconsin drift and valley train, and the river has not yet 
had time to clear out this material completely. Hence it pre-
. sents an appearance of youth and immaturity very commonly 
above Des Moines. In contrast with this appearance, however, 
the size' of the valley and its evident maturity in some parts of 
its ' cours~ in, central Iowa are more consistent with the view 
of its post-Kansan age adopted here than with that of its ex-
''trenie youthfulness advocated by Beyer and by Bain. 
-
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TODD'S PREGLACIAL NIOBRARA RIVER. .. ) 
In his vice-presidential a,ddress, "The Pleistocene History Of ' 
the Missouri," delivered before Section ,E of the American 
Association for 'the Advancement of Science, at the Atlanta 
meeting, Professor Todd suggested that Niobrara river of north-
ern Nebraska, during pre-Pleistocene time joined James river 
northeast of Yankton, thence "turned south and followed tlie 
courses of the James and Missouri to the vicinity of Onawa, 
Iowa, thence, east and northeast through Ida and Sac counties 
past Wall Lake and thence southeast along the Raccoon river;'" 
The map accompanying the paper seems to locate this pre'gla- ' 
cial channel along the course of Beaver creek, just north of D~s 
Moines. 
This hypothesis is attractive as proposing a solution for the 
question regarding the continuation northward of the old valley 
of the Des Moines; It might also serve to explain the enormous 
width of the Missouri valley between Sioux City and Onawa-'-
fifteen to eighteen miles on the Iowa side . . It is b~sed admittedly 
on rather slender evidence-" a few apparently reliable reports 
from wells which show that the pre-glacial surface indicates 
a valley whose bottom is less than 900 A. T., in some cases less 
than 850"; past and present supposed drainage conditions of 
Wall lake j the anomalous course of Boyer river. The, two last 
named features clearly are due to post-Kansan causes, while 
Professor Tocld is discussing preglacial conditions, 'and the first 
is not supported by any evidence available to the writer. At 
present it seems best not to place too much confidence in this 
hypothesis so far as it COlJcerns Des Moines river. 
RACCOON RIVER. 
As previously mentioned, Raccoon river is utilizing a post-
Nebraskan vaJley. '1'he valley is wide and flat-its floor is at 
. least a mile across-and it contains immenseqqantities of sand 
(Plate LVIII, B, page 553). The waHs below Valley Junction 
are very different in character. Th~ north wall is high and 
rugged. Short, steep ravines cut up this wall and the neigh-
boring upland and give them, ,a rough · and rolling aspect .The 
. ., 
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opposite wall, on the' contrary, is for the most part rather gentle, 
,the ravines are n'ot so steep, the bluffs are less bold. The last 
,mile or so above the junction with the Des Moines is quite 
, abrupt as here the river has been undercutting within recent 
times. The valley of the Raccoon marks the limit of advance 
of the Wisconsin ice and probably this aceounts for the differ-
ence in the valley slopes. The north wall was covered with ice 
and a mantle ~f drift was left upon it, while the south bank 
still retains its pre-Wisconsin fea tures unaffected by the gla-
cier's work. See Plate LVI. 
Walnut creek has a broad saglike valley, which may represent 
an interglacial line of drainage and which served also to carry 
the waters from the ice front. 
The Valley Below the Raccoon Forks. 
Direction.-Below its union with the Raccoon, the valley of 
the Des Moines changes abruptly and markedly in both character 
and ' direction. Compare Plates XLIII and LIX. The river 
has now left the narrow, steep-sided valley in which it flowed 
through the city of Des Moines and, a:fter traversing the short 
fragment once attached to the Raccoon, it enters a broad plain 
two to three miles across (Plate LVI). Instead of running a few 
degrees east of south, its general direction from the Minnesota 
line, the valley now follows a course a few degrees south of 
east to the Mississippi. The abandoned preglacial valley opens 
into its modern continuation with a two mile mouth stretching 
between Capitol Hill and the Fair Grounds and lying about 
twenty feet above the river. The nose of Four Mile rip.ge is 
high and steep and beyond it is the narrow mouth of Four Mile 
valley. This valley has been restricted here by the piling up 
of Wisconsin drift, no doubt, for above the mouth it widens 
out, and , the res}raining slopes become less steep. 
General Character.-In general, the broad valley of the 'river 
shows all the phenomena of maturity. The excessively flat, 
. broad flood plain across which the river winds is bordered by 
slopes which ~or the most part rise gently to the uplands, al-
"though the line between flood plain and ' slope is well marked. 
· '/ 
Iowa Geologl!l3.1 Survey, PLATE LIX 
!." Map showing Des Moines valley from Des MOines to · Ottumwa . 
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In places the wall is steep and rugged as, for instance, between 
Clarkson and Swan (Plate LX). In such places the walls and 
the neighboring region are much cut up by ravines and are 
heavily wooded. 
Th~re is no relation here between the character of opposing 
slopes such as is found in the younger parts of the valley. 
There steep bluffs face long gentle slopes; here the slopes fac-
ing one another may be both steep or both gentle or of differ-
ing angle. The valley is now too wide for any close relation-
ship to exist between its walls. 
There is a notable difference in the height and character of 
the walls above artd below Des Moines. The depth and steep-
ness of wall of the valley in Boone county have been given 
already. In contrast, the elevation of Fifield, at. the edge of 
the valley, is 727 feet. See Plate LXI. The immediate slope 
risBs to about 840 feet within one-fourth to one-half mile. The 
uplands lie at 900 feet about Otley and Knoxville, at a maximum. 
of 880 feet at Pella, but these heights are reached only at dis-
tances of three to five miles from the crest of the inner walls. 
In other words, the valley here has an actual width of six to 
ten miles. Contrast this with the equally deep gorge near Boone 
where the distance from upland to upland· is compassed within 
a mile or little more! Certainly such proportions bespeak a 
long and busy life, as time counts with features so ephemeral 
as rivers. Compare Plate XLVI with Plates LX and LXI. 
Topography .of the Region.-Contrasts in the character of 
the topography of the bordering region and of the tributary 
valleys are no less marked, as may be seen readily from inspec-
tion of the topographic maps. Compare again Plates XLVI and 
XLIX with Plates LX, LXI or LXIV, page 571. II}.stead of 
fll:lt prairies incised by a few short steep-sided ravines, ' the 
entire country is gently rolling, except near the steep bluffs, and 
there are numerous ' long ravines and valleys, most of them 
with :gentle gradients, and with slopes rising easily. to the up-
landf:\ from very wide bottom lands. The larger tributaries, 
such : as North, Middle and South rivers, flo:w in valleys of re-
niarka ble wiqtb, with very low gradients and gentle side walls. 
. '/ 
Iowa Geological ' Survey, PLATE LX 
Topographic map of northern part of Milo quadrangle, including parts of Polk, W arren and Marion counties . 
.! 
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But the student cannot fail to observe that the south , walls of 
many of these valleys, and especially of the three mentioned, 
are much more steep than are the opposite slopes (Plate LX). 
These south walls are generally well timbered while those pppo-
site are bare of trees and grade imperceptibly into the uplands, 
owing to their greater exposure to sun and wind with attendant 
desiccation and degradation. 
A further word regarding differential weathering of valley 
slopes may be in place. Freezing and thawing together -with 
lesser alternations of temperature are the great aids of streams 
in widening valleys and toning down their slopes. A north-fac-
ing slope does not undergo these alternations very much, hence 
is not broken down a great deal during the winter season. A 
south face, however, may be repeatedly frozen and thawed and 
a great deal of material thus be loosened for the spring and 
summer rains to wash down to the stream. Again, during the 
w~rm season ev'aporation from the north-fronting walls is less 
than from those facing the sun and the south winds; hence trees 
.gain a better foothold on the north-facing slopes and assist in 
retaining soil, rock and other material against wastage. 
_ Another feature which will not be overlooked is that while 
the lateral streams on the Wisconsin plain approach the master 
valley between parallel walls, the side valleys on the Kansan ' 
area show widely diverging walls where they open into the 
main valley. This is illustrated, very well by the debouchure 
9f Mud creek valley a mile west of Runnells. This has the ap-
pearance of a wide, alluvium-filled embayment bounded by very 
gently sloping walls which are a mile apart where they join 
those of the main valley but converge rapidly upstream. The 
same feature is well developed by the valley of Brush creek at 
Cordova (Plate LXI). 
The Kansan Drift.-Everywhere' below Des Moines the dif- ,', 
,ference in the character of the drift exposed as compared with 
that north of the city, is plainly marked. The Kansan drift is 
reddened by tne o'xidation ' of its iron content, the contained 
pebbles are mostly of dark color, and the surface material is 
in nearly all cases loess, except where this has been washed 
•. 1 
Iowa GeologIcal Survey, PLATE LXI 
TopographIc map of central part of Knoxvllle quadrangle, In Marion county, 
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away from the steep slopes. The contrast with the yellow Wis- • 
consin drift with its abundance of limestone pebbles and absence 
of loess covering, is very striking. 
Sand Beds.-The valley below Des Moines shows none 01 
the high gravel benches which are so common in Webster and 
Boone counties. There are, it is true, abundant deposits of 
sand in the valley, as within the limits of Des Moines, at Avon, 
Eddyville and elsewhere, but they are down on the flood plain 
or form low terraces at its " margin. A common characteristic 
is a gentle backward slope from the river bank to the edge of 
the valley. Thus a United States Geological Survey bench ml;trk 
at the southeast corner of Runnelis reads 750 feet above tide, 
while the flood plain near the river, a mile south and soutpwest 
rises to 758 and 760 feet (Plat.e LX). This is due to the build-
ing up of a natural levee during times of flood where the swiftly 
flowing current of the main channel meets the sluggish waters 
covering the flood plain. 
Numerous oxbows scattered over the flood plain mark old 
meanders of the channel and show that the stream is practically 
at grade. It long ago ceased cutting downward and has Slllee 
been devoting its energies to side cutting and widening its val-
ley. See Plate LXII, A, f~r illustration of this phenomenon, 
Red Rock Sandstone.-Bp.tween Des Moines and Red Rock 
the valley walls are cut in Coal Measures, chiefly 'soft, easily 
eroded shales, with a capping of Kansan drift and loess. Here 
the valley is wiele, its flat is two to three miles across', and, as 
before mentioned, most of the slopes are rather gentle. About 
a mile" above Red Rock, however, the valley narrows suddenly 
to a width of a mile or even less. 'See Plates LXI and LXIII. 
" The bluffs are high and steep, and present bold scarps of bright 
! red sandstone, which has given its name to the nearby village. 
: These feat"\lres contin:ue down the valley for several miles, at 
: least to Fifield and the mouth of Whitebreast creek~ Below 
: this creek the Red Rock sandstone gives place to shales, and 
, the valley widens somewhat, although it nowhere · attains the 
width it has above Red Rock, owing to the fact that withib a 
, : 
Iowa. Geological Sur·vay. PLATE LXII 
~. Des Moines valley two miles above Dunreath. Shows Its mature character anc} 
the meandering stream. B. Alternating sandy and limy beds of the St. Louis 
east of Tracy. 
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c 
A. W here the vall ey narrows a t R ed R ock . Note the wi ne valley a t the right. 
The bluff at the left is Red Rock sa ndstone. View looking southwes t from R ed 
Rock bluff. B. Looking north from the bluff shown hi A to Red . Rock bluff, 
which appears at the right. C. Elk cliff, two miles below Red Rock. 
... 
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few miles the river cuts into the somewhat resistant arenaceo-
calcareous beds of the St. Louis stage, as shown on Plate 
LXII,B. 
The Dunreath Ridge.-A peculiar feature of the valley in 
central Marion county is the presence opposite Dunreath of a 
long ridge rising steeply above the plain and extending parallel 
to the valley for nearly three miles. The character and bound-
aries of this ridge are well shown on the map of the Knoxville 
quadrangle, Plate LXI. Possibly it is the result of the diver-
_ sion of Prairie creek at a time when both it and the river flowed 
at a much higher level than now. More likely, however, it is not 
a case of stream diversion at all, but rather of the simple growth 
of a valley parallel to the main valley instead of in the more 
customary transverse direction. The recess into which the val· 
ley opens, and which is now invaded by a swing of the river, is 
another example of the type of valley mouth described on page 
562. The ridge has been isolated still more by the cutting down 
of the col at the north end, through headward erosion of a ra-
vine working back from the main valley. 
Ridges Near Harvey.-Another conspicuous ·feature of the 
topography in this region is the presence between Harvey and 
Tracy of a series of isolated ridges and hills set off by wide 
swales and gaps. These are shown on the Pella topographic 
sheet and need but brief description (Plate LXIV). The first 
and second members of the series are long ridges rising rather 
steeply 100 and sixty feet respectively above the broad swale 
which lies behind them. The third and fourth members are high 
r,ounded knobs, the third rising 140 feet above the river. The 
gaps between these eminences and the swales which lie behind 
them are brol!d and for the most part are bounded by gentle 
slopes. The northern rIdge, at least, has a core of Coal Meas-
ures rock, and a clay pit is operated in it. ,Walnut creek turns 
from its northeasterly and easterly course to flow south past 
the southern hill to join Cedar creek just beyond. The remark-
able flat across which the lower part of Cedar creek finds its 
way to the river is worthy of note. 
, : 
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Here, then, are four isolated hills cut off fr'om the uplands 
by long swales,' only one of which is occupied by a stream of any 
consequence-Walnut creek. How are these phenomena to be 
accounted for 7 ' We can see that if the ridges were made con-
tinuous 'we would have behInd them a valley extending from , 
English creek to Cedar creek, and lying but little above 'the level 
of the Des Moines flood plain. Now it is to be noted that oppo-' 
site the northernmost swale, English creek is diverted from its 
southeast course and turns northeast, in which direction it en-
ters the main valley. It seems quite possible that at a time 
when it ran at a little higher levei the creek may have continued 
southeast down the swale, perhaps to unite its waters with those 
of Walnut and Cedar creeks. Or possibly it may have entered 
the Des 'Moines through one 'of the gaps between the hills. Per-
haps, too, the Des Moines once washed the western slopes of the 
two southern hills and utilized the spacious valley · of Cedar 
creek. The sudden narrowing of the main valley opposite the 
two southern knolls may be significant in this connection, al-
though this m:iy be due to stratigraphic reasons. Some of the 
gaps between the hills may be due to lateral erosion by ravines 
whose lower parts have been cut away by the widening of the 
main valley by 'sidecutting. The embayment at the second gap 
undoubtedly is the result of an incursion of the river, which 
h,as cut into what · was once a gentle slope like the other gaps. 
These changes in the courses of the valleys may be attributed 
(1) to the effect of the Kansan glacier or its deposits, if the 
tributary valleys are pre-Kansan in age, or, as seems rather 
more probable, they may be due (2) entirely to the erosiye w.ork 
of running water, including the capture 'of English creek by a 
.short tributary of the Des Moines, the . possible diversion of a 
fragment of the Des Moines and consequent changes in lower 
Cedar cree~. ' . . 
A Pre-PennsylvOJnrian ValleY.-The. depth to which the valley 
of the Des Moines has been filled is revealed by a ,sand-pumping 
station loe.ated at th~, Chicago, Burlington and Qpincy railroad 
br.idge ov~r the river east of Tracy. ,This has taken out sand 
to a depth of thirty-five feet below the' leveLor'the flood plain. 
The sand was said to rest on "slate," which prob~bly repre~ 
, '. 
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Topographic map of southern part of Pella quadrangle. Including parts of Marlon and Mahaska counties 
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~ents the Coal Measures shales. Bain, in his report on Mahaska 
county, maps Coal Measures here, although St. Louis beds are 
found up the river and below. It is interesting to note that 
east of Oskaloosa, on both North and South Skunk rivers, the 
same phenomenon occurs-the Saint Louis beds evidently have 
" ·been cut away and the depressions filled with Coal Measures 
s~ales. These depressions seem to represent a pre-PEmnsyl-
vanian line of drainage, leading to the southwest and extending 
under Cedar creek valley. The comparative ease of erosion of 
the Coal Measures strata no doubt accounts for the width of 
the lower part of this valley. 
Benches and Terraces.-The steep bluffs which border Cedar 
creek on the south and blend with those of the main valley SOOTh 
lose their steepness and are separated from the valley by a 
series of wide, fairly level benches 'lying seventy-five feet above 
the river and sloping down at angles of 100 to 20 0 to ~ rather 
narrow flat which rises about twenty-five feet above water level. 
Behind the benches a long gentle slope rises a hundred feet to 
the uplands, which here lie at about 840 feet above sea level. 
On the east side of the river there is a broad plain extending 
from the railroad bridge above the mouth of Cedar creek south-
east for several miles (Plate LXIV). It is about twenty feet 
above the water at the free edge and has a very gentle, almost 
imperceptible 'rise to the north of ten to fifteen feet per mile. 
Along the railroad track the plain, or terrace, as probably it 
should be called, is bounded by a gentle slope and its eastern 
margin is marked by high steep bluffs which are followed closely 
by Saint Joseph creek. These bluffs rise 150 to 175 feet above 
the river and form tlie west slope of a long, narrow ridge .whose 
east face overlooks Muchakinock valley. The ,southern PliTt of 
this ridge is buried beneath hills of sand and it terminates in 
a sandy point a mile north of Eddyville. Opposite this point 
Muchakinock creek cuts the wall of the main valley by an open-
ing which has been so restricted by sa'nd hills that it is not over 
400 feet wide. Above t4e opening, however" thfl creek presents 
the characters typical of Kansan streams-a broad valley, easy 
gradient a_nd gentle slopes, although not much flood , plain has 
,'. 
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A. Looking_northeast across Muchakinock creek two miles below Given. B. Looking 
west across Des Moines valley from the ridge north of Eddyvllle. These views 
show the great width of the valleys and the fairly gentle slopes of the walls . 
.,' 
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been: d~veloped. Below ' Given the valley is between two and 
three miies wide from ridge to ridge (Plate LXV, A) and even 
in its upper reaches above Beacon and Evans it already has 
assumed mature proportions. A road grading over the valley 
wall in the eastern edge of Eddyville shows, near the brow of . 
the hill, six feet of deep red and yellow sand, overlying which 
is a heavy body of loess, gray at the top 'of the hill, but buff 
lower down, which caps the hill top to a depth of twenty feet. 
The sand evidently is to be correlated with the B~chanan 
gravels. . 
Below Eddyville conditions on the east side of the valley are 
somewhat reversed, . for with the exception of the bluffs near 
the town, which are fairly steep, the valley wall is long ' and 
gently sloping all the way to Ottumwa. In places this wall is 
broken by benches which rise seventy-five ·feet above the river. 
These are separated at Kirkville Station by a terrace thirty feet 
high, backed by a long rise to the prairie. At Ottumwa the 
gentle slopes are succeeded by high bluffs which are crowned 
by many .of the best residences of. the city. 
Much of the west slope is fairly steep, descending 100 to 150 
feet within a short distance. There is not much evidence of 
benches on this side, except in the vicinity of Chillicothe, be-
tween North and South Avery creeks, where one lies thirty feet 
above the river, at the same level as the terrace opposite Kirk-
ville Station. Evidently these .date from the same period and 
are due to the same causes. 
The bottom lands of the Des Moines in most of this region 
are limited to a width of one-half or even one-fourtl1 of a mile. 
The entire valley, however, is much wider. Opposite the narrow 
ridge mentioned on page 572, where bluffs bound its east margi~, 
the valley still is three miles from rim to rim a~d above and 
below here, where the high benches and terraces increase its 
width, there must be a distance of three and four to six miles 
from upland to upland. See Plate LXV, B. The lower part of 
the valley is cut i~ limestone, of which numerou,s exposures 
occur, especially between Eddyville and Ottumwa. The uplands 
are ,underlain by Coal Measures and are dotted with th~ ~top­
works of coal mines. 
, .. 
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Origin of. the Benches and Terraces.-The terraces ' at the 
lower levels may well be of river origin, as their free' margins 
are built entirely of sand and alluvium. The slopes at the back 
may be' due to .wash from above. Near, the east end of the low 
wide plain described on page 572 there are some well-defin~d 
oxbows which lie near the edge of the terrace. They indicate 
'that the river ran at this level at a date not so very far removed 
and that therefore the river, in reaching its present level, must 
have cU,t this terrace during recent, I?ost-Wisconsin time .. Eddy-
ville is built on a low terrace which is continuous with the sand 
hills' mentioned on page 572. This terrace like the others at a 
'similar level is due, doubtless, to river work, while the sand hills 
owe their form to wind action. 
The high benches must' be of different origin. Where steep 
bluffs 'face the river they are seen to be composed of rock, but 
where the slopes are gentle, only drift or loess is seen. Hence 
it is not certain whether rock underlies all the high b~nches, 'al-
though it seems probable that it does for the most part. The 
benches are covered with 'Kansan drift and loess. The dnft IS 
weathered and reddened and appears in strong contrast with 
the loess, which generally is grayish at the surface and buff at 
depth. In pl,aces, however, a gray, iron-stained type appears 
beneath the buff variety; Locally there is a pebble band be-
, tween drift and loess, indicative of the greatly superior age of 
the drift. 
The presence of drift on these benches shows that they repre-
, sent pre-Kansan erosion by the ancestor of the modern Des 
Moines. Probably the Coal Measures were cut away by the 
meandering stream, but when hard limestones of Saint Louis 
age were reached, the river, unable to erode these so readily, 
narrowed its valley as it sank into the more resistant strata. 
Bain evidently has mapped the superficial distribution of the 
Saint Louis in Mahaska county according to this theory, al-
though the same is not true of Leonard's map of Wapello 
county. It was assumed by the earlier students of the region-
Gordon, Bain, Leonard and others-that the present features of 
the valley are preglacial in age, but as stated in connection with 
,: 
• -I 
Iowa Geological Survey. PLATID I,XVI 
~ 
Map showing Des Moines valley between Des Moines and Keokuk. 
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;changes at Des M~ines the beginning of -the yalley must be 
dated at the close of Nebraskan. glaCiation. Moreover, as the 
Neb"raskan stage was little known when these men studied the 
problems of "southeastern Iowa, their statements must be intet: 
preted with these facts in mind. " 
: It is noteworthy that a number of these terraces and benches 
are bordered at their upland margins by streams. This prob- . 
ably is due to the presence of natural levees along the stream-
ward edges of the terraces, which cause a slight fall in the sur-
face/_and force the stream against the bases of the bluffs. It is 
equRlli, nQteworthy that these benches occur only in the short 
I ! , , stret~lioetween Cedar creek and Ottumwa. "This may be due 
to" tlt.e " £~ct that above Cedar creek and also for a distance below 
Ottuiriwa, "the walls are almost entirely Coal Measures strata, 
which offer so nearly equal resistance to erosion that terraces 
would not be likely to develop. But between these localities, 
\vhere the Saint Louis rises high in the bluffs, conditions were 
~avorable for terracing. ' 
: Strata below O~tumwa.-At the east edge of Ottumwa, where 
the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific and the Chicago, Burling-
ton and Quincy railroads cross, the bluff is seen to be built, 
~bove black shales of the -Des Moines stage, of . sands, silts and 
~andy silts of Pleistocene age. In the vicinity of Ottumwa the 
Saint Louis strata dip below water level, so that bla~k Coal 
}\~easures shales" outcrop in the bluffs, although Saint Louis 
limestone is quarried in the northern part of the city. The 
limestone reappears in the bed of the river ~s Eldon is neared 
dPlate LXVI). . . , " " 
I Beyond Ottumwa the eastern wall of the valley swings in a 
,vide curve and" soon becomes a steep bluff which presents a 
p\recipitous sandstone scarp fifty to seventy-five feet high. This 
sbarp continues with occasional breaks, to Cliffland, where it p~esents a very picturesque view. See Plate LXVH, A and B, 
a~d Piate LXVIII, A, for portions of this cliff. 
i Below Cliffland, shales "are interbedded with" the 'sandstones 
Cf>-late LXVIII, B) and gradually form" I¥0re and finally all of 
the" exposure. Here " the w-all is -somewhat less steep. About' 
Iowa Geological Survey. PLATE LXVIl 
A 
A. · The sandstone bluff at Cliffland. B. Valley and caves in the bluff. 
. .., 
Iowa- Geological Survey. PLATE LXVIII 
A. Tbe continuation of the bluff at Cliffhl.nd. B. Shales and Interbedded sandstone 
one-balf mile below plIffland. Note. tbe crOsSbe?ding and concretions. 
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THE VALLEY ,NEAR ELDON '5.83 
;tw,o miles below ' Gliffland a high wall of sandsto:ne , locaLly , re-
places, the shales above the level of the railroad. It seems to 
fill a valley in the shales- a valley, perh~ps, of contempora-
neons erosion. From these exposures to Eldon the rocks are 
!llot exposed and the slbpes are quite ' gentle. On the outsk~rts 
otEidon is a bluff fifty feet or more in height compos~4 e~tirely 
of' a buff~ loesslike silt with sandy streaks in the lower part. 
,Along the west side or'the valley the'wall is quite steep nearly 
all the way from Ottumwa to Eldon. These steep slopes give 
way, however, as Soap creek is approached and grade down to 
:the wide valley of the tributary. Beyond the space of half a 
,mpe occupied by the flood plain of the creE:)k, the high sJope is 
resumed. . .' 
Flq, , <18-;-The wide valley of the Des Moines between Cliffland and ,Eldon. 
, , ' 
BetW'een Eldon and Kilbourne the east side of the valley rises 
with gentle slopes of 2° to 5° inclination from the flood plain to 
the uplands. These gentle slopes are interrupted only at Selma 
"and Douds, where for a brief sp~ce, steeper, rougher walls 
intervene. ' The gentle slopes reach back one-fourth to one-half 
'Ofi a :mile ' ~O l the uplands. The west wall, contrariwise, is quite 
steep ', all the way fr()m' Soap creek to Kilbourne. Here it as-
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sumes a gentle grade, while the ,opposite wall rises to , ,a, "bold 
steep bluff, owing to the abrupt change , in. direction ! at this 
point. ' " ,: j ' , ,. , : ' 
, The 'filet , that the soft , strata of the Des' Moin~~ ~t'~g~" dip 
I, ',:.1 . : .,' .' 1 ' ' •. ': " ., I: : "':i ' '! , 
b,elow river level between Ottumwa and ~ldon exp,la,iI\s", ,wny 
the 'fl'ood plajn here is , one a'nd one-half' to' ' t~o : niil~s 'in' width 
inste;ad' of on~-h~lfto three~fou~ths of~ ' mile~ as '~'bov~ dtth~w~. 
See ,figure 48;' 'Below Eldoh the 'Mis~issippian liine'~toiie;sl 'rise 
above water : level and, 'as ' ar~sult, at Selrtia the ' "\laUe'S 'suffers 
a' remarkable const:r:iction, as 'here' the' flood ' plain i 'S' : iiai'rowed 
quite abruptly to a Width of about one~foutth of a; mile].'; 'Plate ' 
LXIX, A and B,: show the ~haJacte'rof the vlilley in this .' ylcinity 
and the profiles taken near Selma will show how abrtipVahd 
how great this change is (Plate XLIV, C and D). As the re-
sistant limestones of the Mississippian stage rise higher and 
higher above the valley floor, they become more and more a 
determining factor in the development of the topography, and 
hence the river is straitened in its course and compelled to 
flow in a singularly direct path, in strong contrast to its mean-
dering progress between Des Moines and Eldon. 
At'Douds Leando there is a terrace extending one-half mile 
or more along the west side of the valley. It is fifty to sixty 
feet a bove the flood plain and back of it the uplands rise by 
about the same amount. It runs out to the south and is suc-
ceeded by a narrow flood plain not over one-fourth of a mile 
wide. Three miles farther down the valley another ill-defined 
terrace cuts out the flood plain and beyond it the steep bluffs 
rise from the water's edge to the prairie levels. Across the 
river a strip of bottom land perhaps 200 yards wide separates 
the channel from the slopes and extends down the valley as far 
as Kilbourne. 
, Below Selma, limestone outcrops are abundant 'in the bed and 
walls of the master vall€y as well as in those of its tributarieS'. 
On both sides of the Davis-Van Buren county line ' quarries have 
been opened in Saint Louis strata well up on the! hillsides., On 
the other band, in a creek valley on the Davis county side of 
,: 
Iowa Geological Survey. PLATE LXIX 
A 
A. The wide vaHey a mile north of Selma. B. The narrow valley just below the 
village. 
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, THE KEOSAUQUA OXBOW 587 
"the line, Des Moines ,sandstones ' are found at the base of the 
bluffs. ' This is one ,of many illustrations of the irregularity of 
" the; old , Saint Louis , surface . 
. ' : The Keosauqua Oxbow.-Below Kilbourne the valley presents 
,wha,t is probably the most singular phenomenon of its entire 
,' course-the Keosauqua oxbow. Plate LXVI shows the rel~­
, ',tions of this oxbow to the valley and figure 49 presents a topq-
\ 
," 
\ J I 
. , 
t-.' 
TOPOGRAPHIC MAP 
OF THE 
KEOSAUQUA OXBOW 
BY 
CHARLESH,GORDON, 
Scale: 7}nch - 1 mile . 
..contour I:r\teI'Y~ 20 'feet. 
", )Iighw ay" = 
Ter.ra.ces .-OOf-. 
'FIG. 49-Topographlc map of' the Keosauqua oxbow, Van Buren county. 
. . ~ .- . 
19thphic map of the oxbow .. I:p. this great bend the valley ieav~s 
its direct course, swings six miles to the southwest,' then bend's 
on itself and after coming back into line with its upper course 
,", 
' ., 
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conti!lW~s in the southeasterly dir.ection common' to the valley 
below De~ Moines. This oxbow illustrates beautifully the ten-
dency of rivers to develop steep bluffs on the outer side of their 
curv~s \Yhile .long gentle slopes' are formed on the .inner si<ie. 
, , 
It seems difficult to account satisfactorily for this great 
detour of the riv~r. There is DO mat~rial difference i~ the r:ock 
strata of the region, but whether there 'was at any time a topo-
graphic obstacle in the river's path is not now known. Doubt-
less the river . originally took a direct or nearly direct course 
across the neck of the loop, but was deflected southward very 
early i~ its career, possibly by some irregularity in the rock 
surface or in the glacial deposits. The level of the ridge within 
the loop is, a,bout the same as that of the' land outside the valley, 
to the northeast (760 feet above sea) so that this early cQurse 
could not have affected the topography very seriously. In ac- , 
coidance 'with the laws of stream work the river const~ntly 
increased its curvature. When the hard limestones. below the 
Coal Measures were reached" this lateral erosion was -carried 
on at the expense of the ' deepening of the channel and so there 
was planed out the broad terrace on which the 'upper part of 
,Keosauqua is built. ' 
Terraces in the Oxbo'W.-A number of sand terraces have 
been' developed on the valley sides as remnants of old flood 
plains, marking stage,s in the river's history, and these were 
mapped by Gordon at the following levels above low water at 
Keosauqua: 145 feet, 120 feet, 9:) feet, 75 feet, 50 feet, 25'lfeet, 
15 feet and 10 feet. See figure 49., The most, prominent of 
these are those lying at the 50 foot, 90 foot and 145 foot levels. 
Since the oxbow must date from early Aftonian time these ter-
races may represent in part the great Aftonian gravels of 
western Iowa, and in part , they are the result of the ri~er's 
efforts to clear its valley of the accumulations of drift and other 
material with which the Kansan , glacier had clogged it. The 
lower members probably represent a sim,ilar activity following 
the Wisconsin stage, since sand and silt would, be carried down 
the valley by the floods while the Wisconsin ice was melting. 
" 
,', 
[owa Geological Survey. PLAT»-r.XX 
, : 
.",' 
Topographic mall '. I .re ( nhoka quadrangle. Including part of Lee· 
county. Iowa. and of northeastern MissourI. 
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~rhe Narrow Valley near K eosauqua.-The river , vall~y is 
mirrow 'and rock-bound in this regJ.on and every tributary, flows 
, I " ' OIf a troor of rock, limestone for the most part, although shales 
a~e found at numerous points. The uplands are cov~:?ed with a 
heavy blanket of loess which in ge'neral is light gr~,y }Vith iron 
stains ,'and with loc:cil changes to bluish colo,r., rhe ;drift. also is 
qmte tbick and is very pebbly. I 
The: Bentonsport Ridge and Terrace.-Threemiles above 
Be~tonsport a high steep ridge half a mil~ long flanks ,the river 
closely on the east side. Behind it is a narrow, rather shallow 
swale which opens into the river valley to the north, into a creek 
valley at its lower end. There is no stream of any consequence 
'in the swale, and the reason for its existence is not clear. It 
must be due to some drainage element not now evident, or, to 
some change necessitated by glaciation. 
Beyond this ridge gentle slopes border the river as far as 
B!:'lntonsport, while across the valley these are faced by steep 
walls. At Vernon, however, across the river from Bentonsport, 
th~s~ walls give way to a terrace sixty to eighty feet high and 
va:rying in width from one-third to one-half of a mile. "There 
seems -to be no clear reason for this terrace nor for_ those be-
t~e~l'1 Douds ' Leando 'and Kilbourne, since in both of these 
localities the river is floWing in a straight course. But evi-
dently they ' date from ~ period when the river,flowing at a 
higher level, was swip.ging from side to side in its valley and 
was cutting away its walls. As it , sank to lower levels the 
stream pursued a straighter and narrower path. 
,:the Valley near Farmington.-Below Bentonsport the valley 
, is increasingly narrow until at Bonaparte th!:'lre is practically 
n~ flood plain. The walls, more or less steep, come in quite 
cIbse to the river banks. The alternation of steep ana gentle 
slO'pe_s, with the reversa'I of the succession across the valley, is 
even tnore pronounced than above Bentonsport. The character 
of- the walls changes every mile or two. Two miles above , 
F~rm~gton the valley 'widens a little and a sand flat occupies 
the 'botto~ lands east of the stream. This flat is twenty to 
thirty-f eet above the water, and at Farmington attains' a -w~dth 
~ .-: . . ' . .. " ., .. .., ; . . 
• • . .. . " .: I . ; ; '.I 
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" r' /" f' ) ~;' l ' t". "r J ,.' ~', " . ' , .!. Ir ~. ' . t ', I ~ " , 'I! : ,. r-l ,",· . ~ ·'i' :·!!·r·tt.,,[ l.rel"' : o(,~a~~ ~ )r~i~e:.',; D,n ·it~ I~ri~w'ara, ~~de j~ ~~s rbo~If~e~; ;?Y1 #,e~t~Y , rls(~Ilg ! )1~~~ ~1:g~h l~e:, b~l~t, : 9~, 09~1 ,M.e~~,~~es ~;ai1'~(J ~~cedl ,WJh , 
sand WhICh III places' I~ oN~rI:;t,ln b~ i1 JI,g~~ i g;~~y , ~O~~~l i :~t1 ~~e 
south edge of town a rarge pit has DeEm SUM ''thir'tyie'et' be10w 
the ' level of, the " fla't ' iht'o 'cross-bedded,' ,iwat~riaid l 'stfrrdsl :.~nd 
'gravels. ' ": I, ' ., 'r [ ,: j: ",\","I( :'i::W ' 
' It' ~ay be ~~ted that f~~~ the ,K~~~a~q~a ' , 6xb'~~ i s~uth~Jrd ' 
." . • '" I , f ' , 'f1 ( . . (J I ) ! ( 1 t I I I! , 
within two miles of Farmington limestone ,o,ut~r~:ptl ,al~lln~aptly 
in the floors and lower waIls of tributary, valley's. ' A ,'mile. below 
Farm~ngton, too" a ravine shows Mis~issippian li~est'Qhes in; its 
• , , . I' ~" " i J 
flo,o!, while the Des Moines shales and sand~tones. :a;re , ~9und 
higher up the valley. At th~ village, as is shown ~y ,~co~l! wi~es 
. \ '" '. 
FIG, 5O-The narrow 1j.ood plain just below , Croton. ', View t~~en, froI;ll ' the 'eqge , Ot ,the! 
, terrace on the Mlssoul'I ,side. r ' , i \. t \' ' : 
t ;'. ' ': ' r I t : ' "'" , I ! 'J \ ", • j , • t'; 1 . ~ .,; 
andp~ospects, Ooal Measur~s. str;:tta,lie ,in ; ap ,anclentR~,st~ , cut 
inthe li~estones. In the ~ight, ,~.f, th(!?,e' fa~t~ ,r~;$a.f1~~,~:~r,§!;t~pd ' 
how the' valley was cut WIde and deep across the stnp of soft 
,', 
,. 
/ 
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O:9~~ , ¥~asures, an~ , ~ince then, fQllowing .the close of, o:q.~ " or 
r?i<?f.~9f. the glacial. periods, was partly filled with s,aHd, and 
~,ay'el~ From ~his , ~ource came the sand veneer 'Y;hiqh ' n,ow 
ma~ties, the hill~ to, the east of' the valley r I' , , 
';/1 ' !':, I" ) 
l; iBelow Farmington th~ sand flat shrinks to a mere strip ;and 
thenceforward a narrow sandy flood plain lies between 'river 
apq ,9~uffs,,' now. , on one side of the stream, now on , the ot~er. 
Squ,t4: of Croton this flood plain is, less than one-fo'urth mile 
~i~~ ,Gfigure 50) , and. at Belfast it narrows, to 300 yar,<;ls, ~\ wip.t:q. 
~h~~~ I it retains beyond Hinsdale, just below the brt'dge of the 
A.~~J:i,ison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway over the ~iver~ ~very­
~~'~re the va,lley, is filled with sand 'to the practiQal exclusion of 
the" customary :fine alluvium. After the Farmington ' sand hills ' 
~re passed the-·valle-y- is bounded for the most part by bluffs, 
Jhich in places form precipitous rock cliffs, and which are 
1specially notable on the Missouri side of the river. When 
clothed with , their mantle of green or when glowing with the · 
~orgeous colors of autumn foliage these bluffs and scarps make 
rhost charming and delightful scenes. 
I 
I Just above H~nsdale, where the Atchison, Topeka and Santa 
lfe railroad skirts the hills, these are built up to a height of 
~eventy-five feet of yellow sand. However, the rock basement 
~ises to the level of the flood plain, as it is seen in the creek 
'eds. 'A little farther along, too, the bluffs show rock to their 
, ummits, so that this sand probably is banked against rock 
aIls. The sand hills are capped. with the gray loess which is 
Q abundant along the valley. 
, 
T.he Vincennes Plain.-In the vicinity of Sand Prairie, or 
incennes, the bluffs bend away from the river and leave a 
. de sandy plain twenty to forty feet high, stretching from 
eir bases one to three miles south to the stream (Plate LXX). , 
ere also the rock walls are replaced by hills of sand and be-
tween Vincennes and a point two miles east -of Sugar creek 
(I'lale' LXVI) "no mor,e r.o,ck is ' seen; , 'onlysa~d and ' silt, which 
ri~~ ~,;n ~~e((p' em~~npnents ,8: hu~dred ~eet or AJ,ore, ~P,O)V~I t:q.e 
pj'~i~'" belo~. I T~El ',~ae sandy ,flat ,opposite Vin9,ep.neEl , i:PJ~'1:q­
eFt~Li~ quite ,l~:Vt:11'.s~ve f~r minor irregular~ties '\Vhic4; p;er,h~I?~ , 
,', 
. ., 
Iowa Geological Survey. )'LAT£ LXXI 
A 
\, 
, ' . 
A. The wide valley two miles below Vincennes. The valley is cut in the filling of 
the burled MIssissippi gorge. B. Where the west wall of Des Moines valley 
unites with the wall of the Mississippi valley and swings away to the south. 
View at Saint Francisv!1le. 
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Iowa Geological Survey. PLATE LXX(I 
A. Badland topography eroded in the old valley filling at Connables. B. Erosion in 
the valley filling two miles below Connables. 
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are dunes. Plate LXXI, A, shows the character of this plain. 
A typical 'example of the material of the valley wall -is seen a 
mile and a half east of Sugar creek. ' Here blue gravelly clay, 
probably Kansan drift, rises six feef above the railroad tracks. 
This is overiain by red and yellow sand seventy feet or more 
thick, and this is capped by fifteen feet of gray silt. From the 
edge of the escarpment the uplands slope gently up to the 
divides. A similar exposure is found two miles southeast of 
Vincennes, at a little sta,tion known as Connables, where the road 
climbs the hills. See -Plate LXX and Plate LXXII, A. The 
material her.e is a yellow gravelly clay. Plate LXXII, B, shows 
a bluff of sand about one hundred feet high which is located 
two miles south of Connables. 
The Valley near Keokuk.-Just where rock begins to re-
appear in the wall, about a mile above the Chicago, Burlington 
and Quincy railroad bridge crossing the Des Moines, a hill of 
circumdenudation stands at the 'edge of the valley, cut off fro~ 
the rock plateau by a sag one-fourth of ' a ,mile wide. This sag 
may represent an abandoned fragment of the Des Moines val-
ley, or it may be a remnant of some pre-Pleistocene drainage 
line or of some tributary of the Mississippi. The hill consists 
of limestone and from here to Keokuk the valley on the north 
'side is rock-bound with but little bottom land between wall and 
stream. This wall, however, really marks the valley of the 
Mississippi since at Keokuk this river swings westward about 
three miles to meet the Des Moines. See Plate LXVI and 
figure 51, page 598. This part of the valley near Keokuk bears 
evidences of immaturity in the steepness of its walls and their 
bare rocky character. Time and the elemellts-have not yet been 
able to smooth out its roughness and cover it~ nakedness with 
a protection of soil and vegetation. 
The Mississippi Plain.-It is to be noted that the steep bluff 
which has faced Des Moines river on the Missouri side, where 
it reaches the village of Saint Francisville, opposite Vincennes, 
bends abruptly and swings off to the south, far away from 
either the Des Moines or the Mississippi. See Plate LXX and 
Plate LXXI, B. And yet the wide stretch 'of plain slopi~g 
, .g:eI)~y'~ i t~ t~e.: ~a,st ,now , co.n~titut~~ th:e im:medi~t~ VlMley;:Of "the 
,Mississippi, and to a less extent · of the Des Moines. als6, This 
"piain' is rather high near the bluffs, but soon runs ;down 'to a 
lower level~the " great fl~od plain of the Father' of Waters. 
Oxbows and lakel~ts in its northern part show that ,here it has 
been oc~",!pied, by the D,es Moines within recent time. : " 
The Mississippi Valley Between Burlington and Keokuk. 
, .' 
'Ill' o.rder better ,to understand the phenomena, we have just 
beem "d'escribing let us 'note the ~haracter of ' the Mississippi 
. , , 
FIG . 51-Map showing drai.nage changes in southeastern , I owa. The , buried valley , Of 
Mississippi river' is dotted , Present valleys are indicateQ by hachures, From Levere,t.t . 
, , ~ '; J • 
·valley between Keokuk and Burlington :(figure ,'51). ' Betw-een 
:Keokuk and Montrose the great river flows between steep;rocky, 
', closely. restraining walls. There is hardly any. room ,for a .flood 
,'. 
. ., 
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plain:" 'BetWeen , 'Montrose and ' Fort Madison the " e~st ' 'waH 
150fihds the ' river almost " as Closely, but on "the Iowa' side! the 
biuffs :redede far 'to the' west and leave it crescenti:c,sandy flat 
four 'or 'five ~ miles wide. Moreover, 'these bluffs, 'unlike those 
below Montrose, but just like those facing the Des Moines 'Valley 
at Vincennes ' only a few'miles southwest; are composed entirely 
R.III W. , R.IIW • . 
FIG', 52-Topographic map of vicinity of Burlington, show-ing the highroclc bluffs on 
the Iowa side of the valley, 
of ' loose' detrital material-sand and silt.'Even where: they 
sweep rn ' to ' reach the river at Fort Madison the , same is" true, ' 
and o'rie ' exposure on the east edge of the city shows a face 150 
feet high 'composed entirely of , bedded sands and silts: : These 
sana:· liilis 'continue past ' Weve~ three ' 'or ' four miles 'not-th " of 
,', 
. ., 
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Skunk river, wbere they are replaced by rock walls wbich ex-
tend .to : Burlington , and beyond (figure 52). rbey look !down 
npoD( 3.\ .low plain which is crossed 'by .Skunk river and which li? 
s~milar ;to the plain above Montrose ' except for its . larger size .. 
SeEl . figure 51'. .' I 
' Between Keokuk and 'Montrose tbe riveT is flowing over rock 
and 'the cl:!.annel is obstructed by rapids, so that a ship channel 
was, necessary before the construction of the Mississippi River 
Po~er' Company's dam. At Fort Madison, on ~he other hand, 
deep 'wells indicate a thickness of 125 to 140 feet of ' sand ana 
clay beneath the present river level. In other words, while at 
Montrose the floor of the modern rock-cut channel .is aqout 495 
feet apove . sea level, at Fort Madison the rock bed is only 380 
to 365 feet above sea leveL Two miles west of Montrose, at 
Mount Clare, a well reacbeq. rock at 374 feet above sea level, 
although the surface elevation is 679 feet. 
THE HISTORY OF THE MISSISSIPPI NEAR KEOKUK. 
The facts bere stated, taken together with conditions observed 
in the Des Moines valley, point to the following conclusions: 
Just prior to Pleistocene time the Mississippi flowed in a val-
ley' wbose west wall extended from Burlington past Argyle and 
Vincennes to Canton in Missouri. The east wall is now marked 
by the site of Montrose and the hill of circumdenudation men-
tioned on page 597. But this old channel was filled with glacial 
detritus by the Nebraskan glacier and the river found it easier 
to cut a new cbannel in part. Between Burlington and Montrose 
it succeeded, by lateral corrasion, in clearing its old valley more 
or less, more between Burlington and Skunk river, less : above 
Montrose and least of all at Fort Madison. See figure 51. But 
below Montrose the stream :was diverted and ever since has 
been ' excavating a passage in the hard rocks of the Missis-
sippian. This new course extends past Keokuk to the mouth of 
D.es Moines river, wbere the Mississippi again ' found, its I old 
valley, . It· will be seen from Plate LU and figure i51 , that · the 
blufis,·south of Saint Francisville mark the ancient as:.well · as 
the,;modern western, bounds. 'of the valley, While o1l: ·the:east ;the 
riv~'r hugs· the· high wall stretching past Hamilton. ,andi :War,saw 
, '. 
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which bounded its ,valley on this side in' preglacial as in post-
glacial times. South of the Des Moines the two rivers together 
haVe' srtc~e~ded in clearing out the upper 150 or 175 ,'fe'efot \he 
vaHey filling; ·anda little has been accomplished' north of t4e 
D~s 'Moihes, 'as ' witness the: flat at Vinceirnes andqn{ '~as't' ~Of 
'West Sugar 'creek (figure 51). This greiit !buried ,vaUey"Hada 
width ' of 'six ' rn:iles, and a depth which ' 'must havea:ppi'o~:ched 
300 fe~t"":"':'dhne:risions which indicate ;the vast' amouilt,' of i ~6rk 
. ";" I : .~ J ~ :': ; .: p'ei'fornied by the ancient rive~ (figure 53)'. 
' _ " jl ' j \ ,. 
\ 
Frl<, 53-Section across ,present and former valleys of Mississippi river , i~ : ~¥ ,co/lnty 
between Sonora and Argyle. " From Gordon. " , 
,,' 
A BURIED TRIBUTARY OF MISSISSIPPI RIVER. 
A number of years ago Gordon described the buried vaJleY'of 
the Mississippi, and also made mention of a smaller ' buried 
channel which lies beneath the valley of West Sugar creek and 
opens into the larger valley north of Vincennes, as shown in 
figure 61. The smaller valley he interpreted as being a former 
channel of the Des Moines. However, water level in Des Moines 
river at Saint Francisville, 500 feet above sea level, is 130 feet 
above the rock floor of the old valley. Moreover, Des Moines 
river is rockbound for many miles above Saint Frapcisville, and 
flows over rock at numerous localities, as for instance Bentons-
port, Selma, Eldon and Ottumwa. The physiographic evidence 
shows that the valley from Des Moines to Keokuk is a unit, and 
so far as rock structure permits, is in the same stage of develop-
ment. There is no point at which the valley could be ' divided 
on a physiographic basis and a part joined to this 'ancient chan-
nel, and besides, it is impossible for the present valleyt'o join 
the ancient one without assuming an abnormal gradient. ' This 
buried channel must have contained some minor tributary of the 
former .Mississippi, not Des Moines river. 
,6Q2 :, G~OLOGICHISTORY OF, DES MOINES VALLEY 
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It must ,be' clear from tbe above statements 'that 'the' 'Des 
,Moin'es ~~l1ey can hav~ no relationship with, any pre-Pleistocene 
Mississ~p'pi 'valley, that it must b'e of the same age 'as the :vaItey 
at present' occupied by the Mississippi between Montrose : and 
; Keokuk,', unless we conceive of an ~nterglaciaIMisElissh)pi iss 
'partlyre-exc8.vating and occupying ' the older valley , betwe~n 
'Montrose and Vincennes, and that is a needless assumption. 
It was stated in connection with the discussion" of drainage 
changes at Des Moines, on page 545, that the greatest age which 
we can assign to the Des Moines is the Mtonian epoch or I pos-
SIbly the , closing stages of the Nebraskan, and the preceding 
discussion will have made it plain that this is the case. 'If it ' 
can be proven that the Mississippi valley is, younger than 
Pliocene, the Des Moines valley must be given a date of later 
'origin than Nebraskan, and conversely the establishinent of a 
Kansan or of a Nebraskan date for the origin of the lower ::pes 
Moines valley would place the beginning of the oldest Missis-
,sippi cltannel at an earlier time. The drainage clIanges which 
have taken place at Des Moines seem to be critical if the view 
adopted in this paper be the correct one and they: required so 
much time and so many geological events that they ,necessitate 
'a pre-PleIstocene MissIssippi' to cut out the great buried 'valley 
west of"Keokuk and the still greater one to the south now partly 
cleared' o:f its Quaternary filling. , This valley, as was stated 
above, was cut ont and filled again before the Des Moines came 
into being. , ' , 
Flilling: ,qf Des Moines V alley.-Abov~ Ott~mwa the Des 
Moines valley has been filled to varying depths abov,.e5ts or~ginal 
rock floor. Thus at Eddyville rock lies twenty~fiv:e .feet below 
tl,te bottom~, east of Tracyit is thirty-five feet b,elow: the present 
valley floor, and belo~ Des Moines the valley filli;ng , is at least 
fifty ' oi-sixty feet , thicl\. The , v~~ley for maI).Y miles below 
IDes ,¥oinEils ,is cut entirely in .the soft, easily ergded strat~ ,of 
: the, , C~al Measures, and where the f?andy liwest9n~ , layers of 
, t1;t~ ,~aj~t ,;L9P.is appear in c~ntral Marion county apd ea.stward, 
they are exposed only:ip.:t~~itteI!t~y .and f?r a fewfeet above 
-
,', 
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water, leveL :) 'rliese softer strata have' not been able to'limit "the 
activities of ' the river 'eithEn:' 'horizontally ' or 'vertically ' to ' the 
sai:n~' extent as is the caSe farther' down the stream where lime-', 
stones form 'a greater' part 'of the restraining walls. ' These ' 
statements apply also to tke situation at Farmin'gton: as de'-
scribed on page' 591. It will he clear then that the d'epth 'ofthe' 
rock floor below the flood plains rep'resents'scOuring by the river ' 
in past 'time; and 'has no relatio'n to the questton Of the ,unity of 
the "valley. ' '.That is, 'it does ' not mean' that the valley above' 
ottumwa is' of differ:ent 'age froID'that below that city,' or that 
below Farrriington it extended across southwestern Lee county 
instead of : along 'the course , which it' now occupies. ' 
SUMMARY. 
Pr6vi~ces 0/ the· Valley.-:By way 'of revie~ it may be' noted 
that the valley is divided topographically into two provinces, 
whic~ , corresppnd with the areas of Wisconsin and of Kansan 
drift. The differences in the character of the valley in these ' 
two areas are strongly marked, as is to be expected in rj:lgions 
wh~ch ,differ so greatly in their tqpographic development. In 
the :ijrst province, 'the rive:!;, IS relatively 'small and,inefficient as 
a physiographic agent and the valle'y bears all the marks of 
youth and immaturity. In the second province on the other 
hand, the, signs of the long activity of the river and of the ma-
turity of the valley are on every hand. Moreover, as is to be 
expected, the 'transition between the two areas is ab,rupt ' and 
decislve. 
As' regards the age of the drainage lines the prese'nt valley 
may be divided into two parts, interglacial and ,postglacial, al-
though it'is not' ~lways pos'sible to distinguish clearly between 
them. On the East Fork of the Des Moines the part above the 
mouth of Btiffalo creek is clearly postglacial while the l~wer 
part is intergTacial. ' The West Fork is postglacial in Miirrtesota 
and 'across ,E:rnrnet and Palo Alto counties, if we make' exception 
of a short a.tretch 'above Windom. as ' explained on page 508. ' 
Between: Bradgate' and Des Moines the ' river occupies a post--
Kansan'valley, while below the 'latter city the valley is 'Aftonian' 
(post-Nebrl1ska:ri.) in age, ,: .,,' " . r "r" , 
, 
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, If we consider the dependenc~ of the topography of the valley 
upon tM underlying rock, the distinctness of the, two topo-
graphic provinces is very plain. It is largely true that within 
the area of Wisconsin drift the present relation of topography 
and bed rock is not very close. In the postglacial stretches of 
the valley there is no relation whatever between them, and lower 
down where the river flows in an older, but still post-Kansan, 
valley, it has been, occupied during recent time in clearing out 
the obstructions and has come in contact with the rock founda-
tions but little. In its pre-Kansan portions, however, where the 
river crosses the Kansan , drift, the character of its valley is 
influenced very strongly ,by the underlying strata, and in places 
is determined by them. 
Area and Declivity of the Valley.~The valley of the Des 
Moines, using the term in its larger sense, includes an ,area of 
12,500 square miles in Iowa, besides 1,525 miles in Minnesota 
_ and 75 miles in Missouri, making a total area of about 14,100 
square miles. Of this, 1,200 miles belong to t~e East Fork, 2,420 
miles t~ the West Fork and the balance, 10,475 miles, to the 
combined valley. Of course the area actually considered in this 
report is very much less, as was stated in the introductory 
paragraphs. 
The sources of the West Fork lie at altitudes of about 1,850 
feet 'and where it crosses the state line the river is about 1,250 
feet above sea. In the 100 miles of its course in Minnesota, 
therefore, the river falls practically 600 feet. However, the 
first 200 feet of this are accomplished within ten miles from the 
heads of the stream and the outlet of Lake Shetek, not over 35 
miles from the sources, is practi<}ally 400 feet below the head-
waters. ' Between the state line and Fort Dodge, 100 miles, the 
valley drops to 975 feet, or nearly three feet per mile. Through 
PaJo Alto and Pocahontas counties the slope is from two and 
one-half to three feet per mile, although the fall of the stream 
is only one-half this amount. In Humboldt county the valley 
declines about eight and one-half feet per mile near its outlet. 
From Fort Dodge to Des' Moines the river falls practicall)': 200 
feet in 100 miles, and between Des Moines and the mouth-175 
" 
, -. 
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miles-the .fall is 301 feet, or less than two feet per mile. Low 
water, at, Keokuk is 477 feet above sea level, hence the total fall 
of the river in its extent of 475 miles is about 1,375 feet. 
The elevation of the sources of the East Fork is about 1,350 
feet and Tuttle lake, on the 'state line, lies practically 100 feet 
lower. The Minneapolis and Saint Louis railroad bridge over 
the river, at its mouth stands 1,067 feet above tide and so the 
river is at about 1,050 feet or 300 feet below its source 100 miles 
to the northwest. . 
Physiogra.phic Principles Illustrated by the Valley.-Perhaps 
the physiographic principle which is most strikingly illustrated 
in this : valley is that , of the close relation which exists between 
the age :of a stream and the direction in whieh its energies are 
being 'le~pended, and the consequent character of its valley. 
Another point which is well shown is the relation which the 
mater~a,ls wherein a valley ,is cut bear to its size and prop or-
tio:us. , Thus above Des Moines, where the river dates only from 
the Wisconsin ice epoch, it is engaged in down-cutting; its val-
ley, where this is erosional, is narrow; it is bounded by steep 
walls. : , Below the edge of the Wisconsin drift the stream is 
much older; it has been long widening its valley by side-cutting; 
to ala'r~er extent the limiting slopes are rather gentle. Again, 
between Des Moines and Eldon the greater part of the valley , 
is cut' iIi 'Des Moines s1;lales and it is very wide, although where 
it crosses the more resistant Red R,ock sandstone it is tem-
porarily narrowed very decidedly. After the valley enters the 
region' of the Saint Louis limestone below Eldon it once more 
becoriie~3 narrow and steep-sided, and retains these characters 
until 'it'imites with the valley of the Mississippi. 
1. ' . 
Another principle which is well illustrated is the close con-
nection betwee.n the character of the valley and the topographic ' 
dev~lo'pment of the surrounding region. That these two go 
hand; in ' hand and progress simultaneously is shown clearly in 
the 'two'provinces of the valley. In the upper province, both are 
young' 'and incompletely developed. In the lower province the 
reverse is true. In the younger . province the topography is 
, '. 
' ., 
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glacial a'nd chiefly .constructional.: :r~ 'th~ ~lder : a~ea~ t~e ·tb~~~ : 
. graphic forms: are e]'~,sio~al; ~nd are the. r~sUlt chiefly of'·dbwn,:" 
cutting. activity. ' . " .. <-. ' 
The development of tributaries 'in harmony' with that 'of 'the'ir 
master also is 'well shown. Where the; main valley is young :iti' 
tributaries are of a similar stage of 'development. Where it is ' 
mature the secondaries have - progressed ~ to the same stage. .-' 
.. ' , _ .. ",",. , -, 
Bibliography of Des Moines Valley> : .,: !. " 
In order to avoid distractiri.g' t~e attentiori of ,the readei"with 
footnotes', references to literature hay'e ,been omitted from ,the 
text. The region through which 'the -Des Moines flows' bis all 
been covered by geological surveys, ' howev~r; 'aI).d a list of ,the 
published reports deating with the area, will be found below. ' 
These reports have been in consta~t ' use in the preparation of 
this paper and the writer wishes at' this time to acknowledge 
his indebtedness to the authors: for many suggestions which 
have come from their writings in the course 6f his work. Even 
where he had reason to differ in details these suggestions have 
served as an inspiration in formulating his own thoughts'. 
In addition to the reports on county geology of ' Minnesota 
and Iowa several other reports and te~t-books on geology ha:ve 
been used and are cited here on account of their usefulness. 
Any reliable text-book will give discussio:Q.s in more or less de-
tail of the physiographic prin,ciples which are ' illustrated in the 
Des Moines valley, and the geologic history outlined in this 
paper will be found , described in more expanded and complete 
form in the references here given. Liberal use shouldb~ made 
of the works mentioned in this bibliography, and of any others 
which have 'ariy be'aring in coimection' wfth this report. ' , 
, , . 
,The most 'complete anq. el:;tborate exposition of prin~iples 
and of earth history: is found in, Chamberlin and 8.aJisburj's, 
Geology, a three ' volume work. ' A more condensed statetp-el!-t, is 
given in College -Geology" by tp.e same aut,hors, and in p'l,e s~concl, 
edition of An Introduction to' Geology, ,by vy. B, Scot~: , ,; . . , 
. ., 
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I ' f.9.epre~PI~istocene elevation of Iowa is discussed by Samuel 
:~vin ill Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XllI, pp. 297-299. A pos:-
,',.sibre po~tglacialelev,aiion is described by T. C. Chamberlin in 
, rrhi~d ' ~-tiJ.ri.Rept., n. 'S. Geol. Survey, p. 390 . 
. \ j:. 
I! . Datal regarding . time relations of the Pleistocene are based 
upon Chamberlin and SalisbUry: 'Geology, Vol. III, pp. 414, 420; 
,also ,upon', Calvin: IntroduCtion to County Geology, 'a brief sum-
m~ of Iowa geology hound with the separate rep oris on coun-
, ties of ihestate. In this connection see also T. C. Chamberlin, 
~~e, f~tu~e Habitability of the Earth: Ann. Rept. Smithsonian 
Instit~tion, 1910, pp. 371-389. 
;ill, , cOJ;'lI~ection with valley development see J. E. Carman, The 
Mississippi, Valley Between .savanna and Davenport: Bull. Il-
.1.i~ois ~eol. Survey, No. 13, pp. 22-27 . . This report also dis-
eusses several other featur~s which 'are connected with the 
development of Des Moines valley., 
.i\nother clear and concise discussion of valley development 
I and' stream work is given by Salisbury and Atwood, Geography 
of Region ,About Devil's Lake, WisGonsin: Bull. Wisconsin 
Geol. and Nat. Hist. Survey, No. V, pp. 36-59. 
" -The ngures for the denudation of the Des Moines Valley are 
tak~n from Papers on the Oonservation of Water Resources: 
Denuchition, by R. B. Dole and; H. Stabler, Water SupplyPa-
pers, U. S. Geol. Survey No. 234, pp. 89, 90. 
The (lata concerning the amount of water in the earth's crust 
:are ,given by W J McGee, Principles of Water-Po'Wer Develop-
ment : Science, N. S., Vol. XXXIV, Dec. 15, 1911, p. 814. 
- The section on the history of the valley has been abstracted 
,from History of Iowa, by B. F. Gue, and from the chapter on 
' Geog~aphicaJ Exploration of Iowa-Land in VoL XXII, Iowa 
'Geol. ' Sl~rvey, Bibliography, 1912, by Charles Keyes. 
Among the early workers on the geology of the state the 
members ,of the Hall survey make brief mention of the Des 
)\':1oin~~ ' ~alley. See .J .. D. Whitney, q-eology 'of Iowa, Vol. 1, 
Part .  l, 1858, p. 10; also A. H. Worthen, Ibid, pp. 219, 248. On 
, ,.) .•. J!. .... . '. 
pages 186 to 188 Mr. Worthen dis(mss~:s the, bluffs ~nd terraces 
-
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hetw~en M'ontrose and Fort Madis'dn wlIich are desGrib~¥ 'on ' 
pl:t'ges 598 td '600 of t~is paper . . Whlle Mr. Worth~ri did: ~ribt 
j'ealize the extent ' of the ' preglacial etosiqn b'etwe€m the$e: p'o'i:ilts 
and did nat know of the old: 'valley· ext~nding 'soutii ltoA he 
present Des Moines, he 1inderst06d that a : great , basin haid{been 
,scooped ,out of the lhnestones in this region; ,'1;; " ; \ 1 I " , I '.: : 
Professor C. A. · Whiteih' Geology df Iowa, ' V 01; :1 ; . 1870/ pp. 
57~60, gives an excelfeht '~umIb:ary ';of 'thegenera1 feat'u:re~:';of 
DeS" .Moines ·valley. Mr. 'White; ' however; ' considers: the' East 
Fork as risi'ngin UnioIi sloug.h; '~hi-ch ·l~hOW considered tb!'be 
of mer-ely subsidiary importance as a; sourCe ,of. supply.::·; :::'!: . 
The geologiC'al sedions across Iow.a which: are giveIi b"j'W. H. 
Norton, Artesian Wells' of Iowa; Iowa '" Geol. Survey; :VdL 'IV!; 
and Underground Waters of Iowar.' Op; ' Cit,;- Vol. ' X:XT,\vili '~N-e 
a good idea of the strata linder-lying ·the valley'. ·· A · good::;c6n-
ception of the topography of southern Miimesota and ' its ~l te1a­
tions to drainage may be had .by study.ing the maps acc;oIitp~ny­
iug a report on Geology and Under,grou,nd Waters of SCiuth~rn 
Minnesota, by Hall, Meinzer and Fuller, Water SupplYP1wers, 
U. S. Geol. Survey No. 256. : !-; 
For a theory regarding the preglacial Des Moines Vall~Yi ' see 
J. E. Todd, The Pleistocene History of the Missouri RiYer: 
Science, N. 8., Vol. XXXIX, Feb. 20, 1914, pp. 263-274. ' 
, ' 
Some valuable data on the river are given by The Iowa .St8lte 
Drainage, Waterways and Conservation Co~mission, 'Th~ Des 
Moines River Valley: Biennial Report, 1909-1910, pp. 67~q9, 123. 
See also maps of, W€st Fork. . ", 
The Report of the Secretary of War regarding an exaID;ina-
tion and survey of Des Moines river contains maps andpro:files 
of the river which will be of interest in this study. The report 
was printed as House of Representatives Document NQ: 1'063, 
62d Congress, 3d Session. ' " , 
See also for information concerning gravel deposits ' 'S; W. 
Beyer and H. F. Wright, Road and Ooncrete Materials of Iowa: 
Iowa Geol. .survey, Vol. XXIV, 1913. The gravels of Hu.mbol!it 
county are discussed on pages 339 to 342. Each county of the 
Htate receives treatment. 
, '. 
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Ail excellent discussion of the Pleistocene is given by O~ P. 
Hay, The Pleistocene Period in Iowa: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vbl. 
XXnI; pp. 9-99. 
For detailed descriptions of the valley in the different coun-
ties across which it e=ftends see the following reports: 
The East Fork of Des Moines river: 
Warren Upham, Geology ofWatonwan and Martin Oounties: 
Final Report, Geol. an~ Nat. Hist. Survey of Minnesota, Vol. 
I, 1872-1882, pp. 473, 479-485. The chain lakes are described 
and their origin explained. 
Warren Upham, Geology of Faribault County: Op. Cit., Vol. 
I, pp. 460-461. Describes a glacial ' lake in the basin of Blue 
Earth river, and its outlet through Union slough. A briefer 
description also is given in 9th Ann. ;Rept. State ' Geologist, 
Minnesota, 1880, p. 341, pI. VI. 
T. H. Macbride, Geology of Emmet, Palo Alto and Poca-
hontas Oounties: , Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XV; 1904, p. 243. 
T. H. Macbride, Geology of Kossuth, Hancock and Winne-
bago Oounties:Op. Oit., Vol. XnI, 1902, pp. 93-96, 104. 
T. H. Macbride, Geology of Humboldt County: Op. Oit., Vol. 
IX, 1898, pp. 117-119. 
The West Fork of Des Moines river: 
Warren Upham, Geology of Murray and Nobles Counties: 
Final Report, Geol. and Nat. Hist. Survey of Minnesota, VoL I, 
pp. 518 and 519. 
Warren Upham, Geology of Oottonwood and Jackson Coun-
ties: Op. Cit., Vol. I, pp. 492-496, 507-509. A supposed inter-
glacial line of drainage is described in this report. See also the 
description of the Coteau des Prairies on pages 68 and 494. 
T. H. Macbride, Geology of Emmet, Palo Alto and Poca-
hontas Counties: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XV, 1904, pp. 238-242, ' 
245-250., 
T. H. Macbride, Geology of Humboldt County: Op. Cit., Vol. 
, IX, 1898" pp. 118, 119, ~38. 
I 
F. A. Wilder, Geology of Webster Oounty: Op. Cit., Vol. XU, 
1901, .pp. 70-75, 136-138. 
39 
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"'. S~ :iW.i :Beyer, Geology (i)f Boone County: Op. Cit., V:ol. V, 1895, 
pp:/ 1~2i 183,1 202. 
A. G. Leonard, Geology of Dalla's County: .Op. Cit., Vol. VIII, 
1897·,' ~p. 61,' 62, 90. 
H. F. Bain, Geology of Polk County: Op. Cit., Vol. VII, 1896, 
pp. ,273-284, 348-352. Descrihes drainage changes. 
: ,J:' L. Tilton, Geology of W'arren County: Op. Cit., Vol. V, . 
1895, pp. 306-314 . 
• 0'''', 
B. L. Miller, · Geology of Marion County: Op. Cit., Vol. XI, 
19QO, pp. 132-140. 
H, F. Bain, Geology of Mahaska County; Op. Cit., Vol. IV, 
1894, pp.\ 318, 3,19, 321. 
S. W. Beyer and L. E. Young, Geology of Monro'e County: Op. 
Cit., Vol. XIII, 1902, pp. 361, 362, 380. 
A: ' G. Leonard, Geology of Wapello County: Op. Cit., Vol. 
XII, 1901, pp. 444-448, 460, 475. 
. / 
C. :H. Gordon, Geology of Van Buren County: Op. Cit., Vol. 
IV, 1894, pp. 201, 203, 234-236. 
C. H: Gordon, Buried River Channels in Southeastern Iowa: 
Op. Cit., VoL III, 1893, pp. 239-255. 
C~ R. Keyes, Geology of Lee County: Op. Cit., Vol. III, 1893, 
pp. 312, 314-316, 366-369. Discusses old gorge of Mississippi 
River. 
J. :E. Todd, ]\orma:tionof the Quaternary Deposits of Missouri: 
Missouri Geol. Survey, Vol. X, pp. 173-176. Discusses the old 
gorge of Mississippi river in Clarke ~ounty. 
. . 
James H. Lees, The Pleistocene of Capitol Hill:., Iowa Acad. 
Science, 'VoL XXIII, 1916. Discusses the loess and the Wiscon-
sin 'drift. . 
Topographic Maps of Des Moines Valley . 
. There are a number of the topographic maps published by 
th~ \ Iow'a Geological Survey, in cooperation with the United 
States Geological Survey, which cover port~ons of the valley of 
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Des Moines river. These include the Boone,- Mad.rid, Slater, 
Des Moines, Milo, Knoxville and Pella quadrangles in cen~ral 
Iowa, and the Kahoka quadrangle in the southeastern corner of 
the state. These maps will be found of ,great service in con-
nection . with the descriptions and discussions in this paper as 
they show so plainly the vl:\rious feature's described herein and 
will enable the reader in many cases to follow more closely the 
arguments set forth than would be possible otherwise. The 
Boone. and Madrid sheets show splendidly the young, narrow, 
imniature valley crossing the Wisconsin plain; the broad, flat-
bottomed, well-dev,eloped valley of the Kansan ar~a is well 
illustrated by the Milo, Knoxville and Pella sheets; and the 
transition from young valley to old is shown upon the Des 
Moines sheet. This sheet also shows the abandoned and partly 
'. buried valley of the river in the vicinity of Des Moines~ and. the 
lower course of Raccoon river. The Kahoka sheet eovers a few 
miles of the lower course of Des Moines river and shows ' the 
effect upon the topography of the valley of the soft materials 
filling the l?uried valley of Mississippi river. A portion of the 
wide old plain of the Mississippi also is included in this 
quadrangle; 
These maps will furthermore serve ' the purpose of showing 
the character of the topographies developed upon the Wisconsin 
and Kansan drift sheets, the drainage incised on them and the 
varying efficiency of Des Moines river in controlling and modi-
fying these features. 
The outline maps of . the valley in Minnesota and Iowa are 
reproduced from base maps of these states compiled and pub-
lished by the United States Geological Survey. Acknowledg-
ment is here gladly made of the kind permission of the Director 
of tbat organization .to publish these and the topographic maps 
in this report. ,'. 
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Addendum. 
,Vhen the foregoing pap'er was written it repl:esent'ed t40 
state of knowledge at that time ·with referenc~ to the, Pleisto-
cene epoch, its duration and its · deposits . . However, ' ~ince then 
notable work has been done on the problems of the Pleist'ocene, 
and as some of these definitely affect the geologic hisfory of 
Des ¥oines valley it seems well that note should be' made of 
t~em ' here. One of these problems related to the gUwbos ,of 
southern Iowa which have been the source of so much . di~~us­
sion amon.g geologists, not alone in Iowa, but of other states 
as well. At the Washington, D. C., meeting of the Geb.1ogical 
Society of America, December, 1915, Dr. George F. Kay, the · 
Director of the Iowa Geological Survey, presented an outline 
of the results of his studies of this problem up to that time; 
and With Doctor Kay's permission this statement is reprinted 
here in full. ,. . 
SOME FEATURES OF THE KANSAN DRIFT IN SOUTHERN mwA. 
In county reports is·sued by the 'Iowa Geological Surve'Y.and 
in other pUblications many of the fe~tures ,of the 'Kansan drift 
of soutHern Iowa have been described, including ' the ' original 
Kansan drift plain, . the present topography of the -',Kansan 
drift, the tabular divides, the characteristics of the 'weathered 
and unweathered zones of the Kansan drift, the gUmbo, · whic~ 
is closely related to the Kansan drift, and the fine loesslike 
clay overlying the Kansan ,drift surface~ and whichh'as been 
interpreted by several investiga'tors to' be material ' of eolian 
'origin deposited after 'a mature topography had been developed 
on the Kansan drift. The origin of the gumbo has been 'ihter-
preted dirfferently by different authors, the most recently pub~ 
. lished · view being that of T~lton, who considers the material 
to have been formed, in the main, during the retreating stages 
of the Kansan ice. To this gumbo and other materials which 
he considers to be related in age to the gumbo he has given the 
name Dallas deposits. -
. ' 
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:petailed field studies which are still in progress in southern ' 
low-a.' s~em to warrant "the author in 'making a p;r!,)liminary 
s~a,te~ent involving some . interpretations which differ from 
those ,previously ~ advanGed. 
(1) ' The . surface of the Kansan' drift, after the Kansan ice 
withd~ew, ~as, ' according to present evidence, a ground mo-
raine 'plain, which from the main divide between the Mississippi 
and . Missouri rivers, ' sloped' gently to the southeast and! soutb. 
tow~id -the Mississippi ~nd to the southwestward toward th~ 
Mi~souti. This drift plain was so situated topographically that 
weathering agents were very effective, but erosion was slight. 
As: a :result of the weathering during an exceedingly long time 
a grayish, tenacious, thoroughly leached and non-laminated 
joint ~lay, -which has been named gumbo, was developed to a 
maxiI;nul1l thickness of more than 20 feet. This gumbo con-
taiI,ls .only a few pebbles, which are almost wholly siliceous, 
and . grades downward into yellowish and ,chocolate~colored 
Kansan drift from 3 to 7 feet in thickness, in many places with 
num!')J;'ous . pebbles, few, if any, of which are calcareous. . This 
oxidized but ,non-calcareous drift, in turn, merges into unleached 
drif;t,oxjdized , yellowish for several feet, below which is the 
no~rp.al up.l!')ached and unoxidized dark-grayish to bluish-black 
Ka1,l,~an ,drift. The gumbo is believed, therefore, to be 'essen~ 
ti~lly . the result of the thorough , chemical weathering of the 
Ka~san drift; but, subordinately, other factors, such as the 
wi)ld, freezing and thawing, burrowing of .animals, slope wash, 
etcetera, have undoubtedly contributed to its formation. The 
Kanf;lan drift which ha,s 'been changed to gumbo may have dif- ' 
fer,ed .somewhat from the normal Kansan drift that, lies below 
the gumbo . 
. (2) ,Aft.er the gumbo plain had been developed by weather-
ing ,processes on the Kansan drift plain, diastrophic move-
ments seem to have oCGurred, the plain having been elevated 
to such an e~tent that erosion became effective and valleys be-
g~n to be cut into ' the gumbo plain. Erosion of the gumbo 
pl~in ;progressed to such an extent that some valley;s were. cut 
to; a .depth of more . than 150 feet before grade was reached ~nd 
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a mature t~pography was developed. :Only remnants of the 
original gumbo plain remain, the most consp'icuous of these 
being flat, poorly drained areas, known .as tabular divides. 
Where creep and slumping have occurred the gumbo, in -places, 
may be found on slopes at an elevation Eleveral feet below the 
level of the gumbo plain. The tabular divides are more prev~- . 
Hmt east of a line drawn north and south through south-central 
Iowa than west of such a line. In the southwestern part -QI the 
State the Kansan ' gumbo which is in situ, is found only wnere 
the divides, which are no longer distinctly tabular, retain the 
level of the former gumbo plain. ' . ' 
(3) While there is, in places, loess of eolian ' origin on the 
Kansan drift of southern Iowa, much of the material which 
has been described as loess is thought to be not of eolian-origin, 
but to be related more or less closely to the gumbo. The upper 
few feet of the Kansan gumbo, which is now limited to the tab-
ular . divides, is a fine-grained, loesslike, . joint clay, in which, 
if diligent search is made, it is possibl~ to find a few very small 
siliceous pebbles similar to those in the normal gumbo, and it 
is thought that this loesslike clay is the result of changes th~t 
have been going on at and near the surface of the gumbo dur-
ing the great length of time since the normal gumbo was formed. 
The loesslike clay which "is now found as a mantle on the Kan-
san drift on the slopes and divides that have been brought by 
erosion considerably below the level of the original gumbo plain 
is believed to be the product not primarily of wind action, al-
though wind may have been a factor, but chiefly the product 
oLthe weathering and' concentration of the gumbo and to some 
extent of the underlying Kansan drift, where erosion has not. 
kept pace with the weathering. 
(4') The evidence indicates that the time taken to develop 
the 'present topography from the gumbo 'plain stage, although 
. it 'represents a great length or time, is short ' when compared 
with the time taken to develop the gumbo plain from the Kan-
san drift . . It is thought that the ,formation of the main part of 
the ,gumbo and ' the development of' tIre present mature topog-
r,aphy of the Kansan drift · w~re '·e££ected betwee"n the close of . 
, -, 
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the Kansan epoch and the advance of the Illinoian ice into 
Iowa; in other words, during th~ Yarmouth inter-Glacial epoch. 
All the evidence indicates that the Yarmouth epoch was an ex-
ceedingly long interval of time. 
(5) Detailed chemical analyses of gumbo, loesslike clay, 
etcetera, are now being made in the, chemical laboratory of the 
University of Iowa py Dr. J. N. Pearce. The 'results of these 
analyses will go far to strengthen or weaken the interpretations 
given above from the field evidence. ' 
Many of the chemical analyses mentioned in (5) have' 1)een 
completed and , they' s,erve to strengthen 'the int~rpr~t~t~on~ 
given in Doctor Kay's paper. Continued field ,wo~k ,gives , re-
sults which are consistent with those of earlier studies. ' What 
then would be the effect of the events outlined in the :paper 
quoted upon the history of Des Moines valley as', sk~tched in 
foregoing pages ~ It does not seem to the writer ,that that 'his,tory 
would be materially modified by the development !of. tlle' Kan-
san, gumbo plain as discussed by Doctor Kay, e~o.ept. \t~at t,he 
active work of the river in cutting its post-Kansan, vaney would 
be postponed largely until after the Kansan gumbo 'plain had 
developed and diastrophism had elevated the stre,ani ' vaJleys 
above grade. While the gumbo was forming the' :d~er was 
a slug~sh, inactive stream flowing 'across the top of a ground 
moraine plain. When elevation set in the river sank intO' the 
underlying formations and widened its valley" to {i.~: ,'p~~~ent 
proportions 'Until it reached grade again. " '" 
The newer view emphasizes the great .length Q(tiine"~eq~i,red 
for the formation of the thick layer of Kansan gumbo and ,cor-
roborates ,other lines of field evidence which point to the"great 
age of the older portions of the valley; and probably all ,of these 
features taken together indicate a much greater duration of 
Pleistocene time than we have been accustomed to consider. 
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